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SHARPS AND FLATS
CUJLER SHaRP.Mr. STUART ROBSON
Ol the San <*raucijco stock Exchange.
DULLS PONE FLAT.. Mr. W1L11AM H. CRANE
Bald-Headed, Bare-Fisted, Shirt-'■deeved Spec
ut*tor of the Comstock.
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Committee

Thursday and Fridaj Afternoons and
Evenings, Dec 1st and 2nd,

Fred

E. C. Jordan,

Iiu cl* of (he ineis'ab,
in the I'emrt of the
corner of Congr ss and J ndia s reets
Use ul and Fancy Articles will be for sale, also
Ice Cream and Reire^bm< nts.
Hot upper will be served each evening Irom 6 to
8 o’clock. Supper tickets 26 et-.
An mteresiin* eivertalnme t is provided for both
evenings. Thursday evening vt*cal and instruo ental
music by an o d Fas'.i<»netY Ch-ir. Friday ev niug
a Miscel a neons Entertainment by young people.
BJr*Adtniasiuu—Evenings. 16 eta.; Af ernoons,
nov2a-utd
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Physiology of

Italian Singing
ihe Voice,

to inform bis numerous friends and the public
that he will be prepared to receive pupils for
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and
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IVATE

LESSORS,

excellence
on the 5th of September at his ne
in their original, mm-icT saliorial, operatic, tragi- j
rooms. No. 14© Vremont *ticet
cal, c mica!ext aAanza, eniitled
Schmidt’s Music store

Supported by a Comedy Company

of

rare

“THE KGLLfNHK TOE KITCHEN.” !
Lucinda Scrubbs, a lady’s maid, with “aim and
.Miss Jessie
graces”.
Mary, a housemaid of aristocratic inclinations,
wi.n song dance and duet.Miss Victoria
Barbara, a Fitcl en m id. the “mcarnatio of
fun,” full of mirih, merriment and mischief,
Mi-s Beseie
Timotheus Gibbs, adocor’s assi-tant and chief
tx ttle-wasber, with song and dance, and legs
ad libitum.. r Fred Vokes
■

The ♦enn opens on
enter at any

pils may

PORTLAND CADETS.

Twill Annual Diill M Ball
AT-

Music by Chandler’s Band.
Tickets (admitting o- e) 5C cb’., for sale by Dres
Co, Fa rington B»os.,C. E Banks.
ser, McLellan
L. J. PerF ins, of members -nd at the oor. Keserved
For sale at F. L. Bartlett & Co’s Mon6©*ts 75 cts.
day mon.im N« v, 28th, at 9 a. m. For programme
nov2«-dtd
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517 Washington street,
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Pacific ports, there are unmistakable indications of a steady revival of the investment o f
capital in the ownership of wooden sailing

ships, mostly built in Maine, and fieighted at
Boston, New York and Philadelphia, for
vovaees around Cape Horn to San Francisco,
where they compete for cargoes of grain and
flour to Great Britain, Japan and China, and
so keep on with their trading voyages until
they circumnavigate the globe. This is the
of enterprise in wh.ch
same description
American shipping was once renowned

system.

Times says: “The Republican
party has been accused of bigotry and intolerance, but the charge will not stand in the
The
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my stomach digests any
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THE WHITNEY

Capital $1,000,000

T«BS:
'I'lios. Nickerson,
Fred. L. Ames,
Isaac T. Burr,
Chas. J. Morrill, Geo. 0. Lord,
Alex. H. R oe,
'Jhomis Dana.
Elisha Atkins,
H.D. Hyde.
Ezra H. Baker,
( liver Ames,
Asa P. P tter,
D. P. Kimball,
Levi
C, Wade,
Jonas H French,
B P. < heuey,
Wm. B. Bacon, A. L. Ooolidge,
F.
Gordon Dexter
W.
D.
U. M. Whitney,
Forbes,
bIBEi

gone,

improving

I. 1/iibec 4'hinnel Maine.
120,OOd cubic yard* of dredging. •
2. Tbe channel* leading from Boston
Harbor lo l%a«*taskel Beach, Ma*^ac‘ uAbout 20,1 INI cubic yard* of dreilggncum
ing, and ibe removal of about 4 cable

yard*

of nunken

ledge*

Under the

desiring to make proposals for any of the
are requested to apply to the uuderstghis office No. 4 SVz Congress street, Portf‘>r
specifications, instructions to bidders
land, Me.,
and the requisite blanks, and such further informadesired con kerning tbe same.
be
tion as may
GEO. THOM, Colonel of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. General, U. S. A.
nov22 dlt
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CATARRH. Eb s’Cream
Effectually

the nasal
Ca arrhal

passages of

virus,

caus-

protects t he membrane
additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
of

and

taste

smell jbeneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thor-

ough

will

treatment

Catarrh, Hay Fever, Ac. Unequaled fo
cure

colds

_r>

in

the

head.

Agreeable to use Apply by the little Unger

the nostrils, on
FEVtn.
5<I0 will mail a package. For sale In Portiirnaiiiste.
lolesale and retail
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SON, Importers,

was an

Holden, is an attempt to indicate a basis for the
study of the Copan, Palenque, and other inscriptions. The American Student at the
Beaux-Arts, by Richard Whiteing, is a popular account of the experience which awaits an
American at the great art-school at Pari-. Mr.
W. D. Howells’s new novel, which begins in
this number, is entitled A Modern Instance.
Mrs. Burnett, in her second installment of
Through One Administration, continues to
pique cariosity regarding her heroine, whonl
she seemed to marry off to the wrong man at
the conclusion of the very first part. The other
material consists of New Roads to a Trade, by
Charles Barnard, a short account of the different methods of instruction in the New York
Trade Schools, the Massachusetts and Stevens
Institutes of Technology, and the Worcester
Free Institute, Buchanan’s Loyalty, by Hon-

King, Among the Thousand Islauds, a
poem by Emma Lazarus, and The Fountains
of the Ram, a sonnet by Edith M Thomas; a
postscript regarding the so-called Venus of
Melos, by Mr. Stillman.

Horatio

The Popular Science Monthly for December
its twelve principal articles matter ou
as many different subjects of real
value and

gives in

living interest to every one who thinks as he
reads. Lieutenant Francis Winslow has the
first place, for the conclusion of his important
paper on the Deterioration of American Oyster-Beds,” in which he compares the fecundity
of European and American oysters, explains
the causes that prevent more than one in twenty million American oyster-eggs reaching maturity, suggests practical measures of improving
the security and productiveness of our bedsDr. Felix Oswald, a bold and often too ag"
gressive iconoclast, but whose views on physi*
cal education well deserve attention, exposes
some Popular Fallacies in the care of children
and in mistaken hygiene that are allowed to
interfere with the development of a perfectly
sound constitution. In A Map Review, Mr.
Frank D. Y. Carpenter, C. E., describes a map
of Lake Tahoe, the work of the United States
Engineer Bureau, as an illustration of the
methods of map-making, peculiarly American
and adapted to onr extensive territory, which
have been developed in this country within
the last quarter of a century. In North America in the Ice Period Professor Hitchcock, of
Dartmouth College, presents a view of what
has been ascertained concerning the extent
and operation of the glacial ice-sheet on this
continent. Mr. Stanley M. Ward relates An

Experiment

in Science-Teaching which he has
tried in a public school iu Pennsylvania, with
the beBt effects in awakening the interest of
bis scholars in studying the phenomena of nature.
Foreign authors are also drawn upon
for their best work, and that, in view of the
recent periodical meetings, of scientific associa-

tions, isia uausualquantity this month. Profes
ear Huxley's Rise and Progress of Paleoatolog y
is an historical review of the growth of a science which is mostly of this century, and has
become one of the most important fields of investigation. Sir John Lubbock’s A Half Century of Science is concluded. The whole address makes a brilliant showing of successful
achievement in every branch of theoretical
and practical investigation. Dr. Carpenter’s
Disease-Germs is a masterly exposition of a
subject which is attracting and deserves more
attention than any other bearing on human
life aud domestic economy.
Delauney s
Equality and Inequality in Sex has attracted
much newspaper attention abroad, and is here
given for the first time in a translation from
the French. A Guebhard’s Studies of Vortex

Rings, with its curious illustrations, leads the
reader from the sight of clouds of tobaccosmoke to the consideration of the way in which
matter may be constituted and worlds formed.
Dr. Morrilli’s Catholicism, Protestantism and
Suicide, reveals some curious facts concerning
the relative distribution of suicides in the two
eouutries dominated by the two principal
Christian religions systems. The portrait and
biography are of Dr. Paul Broca, the anthro
pologist. The editor discusses Further Lessons
of the Yorktown Centennial, Miltancy aud Industrialism in Virginia,aud Onr Policy respecting the Panama Canal. The Popular Miscelcontains
briefer
nolauy and Notes
tices of scientific facts aud ideas, by no means
be despised booause they
York; D Appleton & Co.
to

aro

short.
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BISHOP

SOULE’S

Will perfectly

cure

Will. Isenutful Pottery
Centres*

LINIMENT

the worst forms of

SCIATICA

Sarreguemines,

Satsuma, Kioto, Ac.
Fitted complete with the

English Duplex,

Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

DISSOLUTION.
The copartnership existing between the subscribers, under the firm name of w aidr ui 61 True was
dissolved, Nov. 1, 1881, by mutual co< sent. Either
partner will use the name* 1 the firm in settlement.
FRANCIS A. W ALDRON.
SAMUEL A. TRUE.
Portlaud, Nov. 21. Ib8i.
The business will be continued by the senior partFrancis A. Waldron, with F. B. Wal r *n,
ner
under the firm name of F. A. WaLDKON & SON.

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

C. E. JOSE &

CO,,

oelOdtf
GEO. P. ROWEI.L At CO.

nev21 d2w

Advertising Agents,

___

E. M. FKESIIJUK & BBOS.

FOB ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS
sPBIIt'E S'I'IIKI T, WKW VOBIt
ton ad oe d le a oar otbee*
The Plows ms?
SEW VOBK
4 PARK ROW

IO

AdYertisiug Agents,
CINCI ITATI

Kruell after the daguerreptype of Gaitield at
Two
now iu possession of the family.
other papers of a decided personal interest are
The Early Writings of Robert Browning, by
Edmund W. Gosse, and The Life Mask of Lincoln and How It Was made, by Leonard W.

>

Volk.

Mr. BrowuiDg, aware of the gross misbeen made of his
meagre accounts

representations which have
early literary life and the

Limoges,
Longtvy,
Japanese,

after ail else has failed.
Use only LABO£ hot
ties for Sciatica, Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price
small
bottles (for sprains. Lame Back, &c),
$1.50;
76 cents. Sold by all druggists. F W. RlfRBR
Or MOW, Proprietors. Bu*tan, Ittau.
dim
nov9

1186 W. FOURTH ST.i

Garfield’s Illness is told by Dr. Bliss, which
will be as eagerly read for the authenticity it
gives to events already reported as occurring
With Mr.
as for those which it newly records.
Smalley’s paper are two striking portraits—one
engraved by Cole from the Sarony picture of
August, 1880, aud the other engraved by
Sixteen,

ru

uovl5

memorial

services at Springfield. This nninber affords
the first opportunity the magazine has had to
make extended mention of the death of President Garfield. A paper on his personal and
public qualities is contributed by his friend of
many years, Mr. E. V. Smalley, who makes a
well rounded study; The Story of President

that have been made &f it, has consented to
furnish the materials for this authentic record
of it for pnblicttion in the Century. The account is brought down to the date of the poet's
marriage, and includes a statement of the es-

trangement with Macready. Two portraits,the
larger engraved by Cole, acooinpany this paper. Mr. Volk’s record of his interviews with
Lincoln while taking the life-mask, gives characteristic glimpses of the great President. An
engraving by T. Johnson of the hitherto unpublished mask (in profile) shows an heroic aspect iu features which were generally considered homely. A Cruise iu a Pilot-Boat, by S.
G. W. Benjamin, with illustrations by Burns,
was prepared on a special commission from the

Century. The cruise undertaken in the preparation of this paper has royealed a life of

In their Little Luxuries.

The
ville

Washington correspondent of the LouisCourier-Journal, discussing the appropri-

ations for oontingent expenses, writes that the
firit appropriation was an item in the appropriation act passed in September, 1789 The
aocoants of oontingent expenses of the Senate,
as early as
1789, contain many
items which show that Senators in those days,
In the
as well as now, liked their perquisites.
early days of tho repnb.ic, Senators—the very
fathers of the country—subscribed for many
papers, and the subscription prices thereof

commencing

Stawere paid oat of the contingent fund.
tionery they pat their hands upon without limit. They used large quantities of English gilt
edged paper at $9 and 610 par roam. Not only
did they take stationery, but the rocords show
that our revered forefathers were as agile as
their descendants in everything that was "contingent.” Penknives in those days were
bought by the dozen, and so were silvsr pencil cases, seals, memorandnms and water
When a Committee of Congress called
boxes.
upon the President of the United States, its
hack hire was paid from the contingent fund.
Tbe Congressional funeral was a nioe little
jaunt—nobody can say that such is not the
Hundreds of yards of black crape
case now.
and of white sarcenet were used in making
mourning scarfs, and glo>es were supplied.
S >me preferred white kid, while others were
mere practical and with an eye to the fatnre
utility of the funeral hand covering, took beaFrausis Maloone of
ver and buckskiu glovesRhode Island died in 1809. His remains were
the
interred in
Congressional cemetery.
A.moug the items of expenses for his fnneral
were the following: sixteen pounds of crackers,
63; 11J pounds of cheese S&itt. The committee to audit the expenses of tbe Senate evidently thought that, though their brethren seemed to be ou pleasure beat they should
have the accompaniment of a frugal mind.
Therefore they economically (7) ordered that
payment be made for the crackers, bat rejected tbe claim for the cheese. Tnis same committee also had presented to it tbe following
voucher:
Seven gallons best Madeira wine.$28 00
Four giiious Co^na; brandy.. 8.00
Twelve pound- almonds. 4.80
Ten pounds raisins. 5.80
Tottl.845.80
Tbe committee after cogitating tbe matter,
tbe conclusion, perhaps, that the partakers of these luxuries had had almost too
good a time of it, and so they only allowed
“for four gallons wine and three
quarts
brandy 822.” At the same time, however,
they passed another voncher “for 14 pounds
of pouud cake, 87,” and “12 ponuds crackers at 81.50.” The following is in the account
of the Sanato contingent expenses for 1500:
Thirty-four gallons syrup, 8103; 15 gallons syrup, $46; 15 gallons syrup 846; 15 gallons syrup.
846 ; 3S galious syrup 846; 15 gallons syrup,
$4n; total, S333. What this “syrup” was does
not appear. There is a tradition among the
older othcers of the Senate that it was nsea in
the concoction of a beverage known as “switchel Tnis is coroboraied by a vouchor passed for
two quart decanters evidently to hold the syrup
The items for beverages of different kinds
scattered over the books of accounts for contingent expenses are curious, and in the 19th
Congress there is one of 8123 37 for “soda water and syrup.”
Umbrellas, congress water,
engraved seals, pearl nail kuives and toilet
seis were then secured by senators out of tbe
In 1852 the following
contingent expenses.
account was passed under the same convenient
head: J. P. & M. Brown, board of Gov. Kossuth and suite, having 10 parlors and 22 chambers, 23 persons, $3588; champagne, sherry,
Madeira, postage, cigars, lemonade, bar bill,
washing, medicine, porterage and messengers,
hack hire, telegraph, sugar, brandy and whiskey in room, porter and ale, envelopes and
barbers’ bill, amounting in all to 8658 82; bill
for the carriages engaged for the Governor and
suite, 8319 50; total. 84566 32. The amount of
"stationary’’ drawn by each Senator then averaged about 8300 per annum. In Jnne, 1850,
tne funeral expenses of a deceased senator
tooted up 82760, but there is no record of specified expenditures. Even befo-e that date the
following are a few items from tbe contingent
expenses accounts; Gold peus and holders,
scarf boxes, sets of instruments, telescopes,
agate seals, faucy iukstauds, brage paper
came to

weights,

embossed
among

tour-bladed, silver-tipped kuives,
tuck-knives, anu,
paper boxes,
items of paper, 2,144,500 eu-

numerous

Veiopes. This shows the way Senators used to
gather much that was good out of the contingent expenses. There is, at this day, but very
little difference in the methods of

adjourument

Harper’s

Young Folks laid upou his desk as it comes
week from the press. A large number

of copies of the Statesman's
tu.nished Senators.
a

From the moment a child is born, he is treatthe principle that all his instincts are essentially wrong, that Nature must be thwarted
and counteracted in every pos-ible way. He
is strapped up iu a contrivance that ho would
be glad to exchange (or a strait-jacket, kept
for hours in a position that prevents him from

naked, and soon learn to keep out of the way;
they are happy, they never cry. If we would
treat our youngsters in the samo way, only
substituting kisses and bread for kicks and
beef, they would be as happy as kids in a clover-field, and moreover they would afterward be
week
hardier
and
Every
stronger.
about ladies
us
the
newspapers tell
and
breaking
6tairs
down
tumbling
from a fence
both
arms;
boys falling
what
hones.
From
and fracturing their collar
height would a young Comanche have to fait

break soch bones—not to mention South-Sea
Island children and young monkeys? The
bones of an infant are plastic: letting it tumble and roll about would harden the bony
tissue; guardinz it like a piece of brittle crockery makes its limbs as fragile as glass. Christaiu mothers reproach themselves with neglecting their dnty t« their children if they do not
constantly interfere with their movei-'ents, hut
they forget that 'U points of physical education
Nature herself is such an excellent teacher that
the apparent neglect is really a transfer of the
pupil to a more efficient teacher.
to

Garfield’s Distaste for “Conflicts of
Men.”

Smalley contributes to the December Century Magaziue a paper on “Characteristics of President Garfield,” chiefiy based ou
long and intimate personal acquaintance. The
Mr. E. V.

following extract

is

significant:

“I do not think it is generally known that
Garfield rejected overtures iu 1872 to he elected
to the Senate by the votes of tne Democrats,
combiner! WltD tnose oi a uurnoer oi ivepuuucaus from his own section of Ohio, who were
dissuistied with the caucus nomination of their

he gave for his course was
party.
that the position would nut be an independent
be placed auder obligawould
thatlie
one, and
tions to the Democrats, altboagh they asked no
pledges. Three times he deoliued to be a candidate for the Republican nomination for Governor of Ouio, wbeu he had only to consent to
let his name go before the Convention to nave
had the bouor conceded to him without a contest.
Iu preferring lUe House of RepreseuUtives to the executive enair at Columbus, lie
His piace was iu the field oi ideas,
was wise.
aud ho
arguments, aud constructive work,
Would have been restive at auy post of duty
which limited the activity of bis intolllect,
and held aim down to the enforcement of statIndeed, the presiutes made by other men.
dency was foreign to h s tastes, except as it
gave him opportunities to impress his ideas upon Congress and the country. A few weeks before he was shot, I heard from his own lips an
expression of the distaste he felt for the business of deciding between the olaims of iudividutls for office. ‘I have all my life delighted
iu conflicts of ideas,’ he said, ‘but I never
Now I am
Cared for coufiiuts of persous.
oDIiged to spend nearly mv wnole time iu hoariug arguments aud appeals lu behailof individuals.’ He went on to say that, If be failed of
success lu bis new position, be thought it
would be because of his waut of liking and
training f r th.s imp irtaiit part of exeuULiive
duties. He found it almost impossible tigive
his mind to the question whetuer A, R. or C
The

the best

reason

nau to

be

postmaster

at

Peoria,

whether D should bo turned out of a collectorship to make place for E."

or

“Genius proThe Lindon Spectator says:
The Spectator has probably
tects itself.”
heard of the purchase we lately made of a self*

cooking revolver.—Texas Slltings.

Senators of

t >e United Slates. Tbatsucu is tbe case is
shown by the report of the Senate expendit1881 which
ures trout July 1, 1880, to July 1,
lie loro
a
few
the
was
made
days
It
of the recent extra session.
that
the
of
is
seen tiy this
uiajofity
report
Senators have newspapers furnished them at
Senator
the expense of the
government.
Edmunds lakes more papers than any other
Senator. He has evidently a great interest ia
sports aud turf ereuts, lor he is furnisi ed
regularly with the New York Clipper. Senato Ingalls, who is a bachelor, has

December.]

on

was

How tho Olden Times Senators Bevelled

jjeajuag-otnugs r auacy.

as

Ensure 10 mm aim an ausiraci ui me

Pennine.

Sfanwood

the afternoon before his
his last contribution to
There is also an editorial

written

death)
printed
that department.

Brown’s Iron
Be sure you get

keeps

an

ished and and

W. F. Phillips dt Co., J. W. Perkins & Co , C. A. Parsons at Co.,

WEBILIBV.

the mo ey if tne treat" ent
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H H.
HAT&C'*, Druggists, only agents iu Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free sts.
to

illustrated paper; it is of an
anecdotal character, and includes, among other topics, his early poverty, his iufluence as a
journalist, his religions character and his per
sonal qualities. Poems in his memory are
contributed by ”H. H.,” E. C. Stedman and
Washington Gladden. One of his own poems
is printed in autograph fac-simile and two
Topics of the Time, the Lesson of the Year,
and Poverty as a Discipline, (the latter unfin-

Congress St.,

ment: a

MUiee

occupied by

-FOR sale by-

NERVOUS

A

gave me only temporary relief, and I experienced great
anxiety of mind, as well as
physical distress. A friend
recommended Brown’s IronI have used it with
Bitters.
most gratifying results, and
just now my health was never
better, and I feel that the cure
is permanent.”

frontispiece, and well reflects his kindly faee
and fi ue bearing. A sketch of his life by Edward Eggleston, takes the first place usually

Official Plunder.

each

iDr. Felix L. Oswald, in Popular Scieuce Motthly
me

i LEWIS.

i

Irishman and a

zine (Scribner’s Monthly) con' ains, appropriately, material in memory of the late Editorin-chief. Dr. J. G. Holland. A faithful portrait by Wyatt Eaton, engraved by Cole, is the

itters.

the

—

ST.I POP I'LANO MR.

iion

Col. A. Wood Merryweather, of Scranton, Pa., writes and
says: “I had long suffered
from a derangement of the
bladder and kidneys > it had
made my general health very
poorly. I also was troubled
with severe indigestion; pills

gist

THB QRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

from

sense

iu

The second

Every respectable drug-

•»

ing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,

CO., Publishers. N.

100.000 ft. 7-8 dry pine

of

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Menial Deprtssion, Loss
of
Memory.
Spern atorrhoea, lm» otency, Involuntal!!f i
ry Emissions. Piemsture Old Age, caused bv overor over-indulgence, which leads
self-abu-e,
ertion,
One box will cure
to misery, decay and death
I recent cares Each bo* contains one month’s treatOne dollar a b x, or six boxes for five doln ent.
lars; sent by ma'l prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. We^-t & Co., guiramee six bo*es
to cur- any case. With ea b order received for
Balm six boxes, acoom anted itb five do lars, the proprietors wil send the pui chaser their v » iteu guar*
cleanse 8
does not

JRTUNII

3 Free St. Block,

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine. WINES &
LIQUORS
1.000 Oak and S|.riifc Piles.

cotl

Loss

as

augJJBdlyr

Samuel Thurton,

Another ntenselv in
A Changed Heart.
terest ng new novel bv May Janes Fleming. nutbo
of th se capital novels Guy Earlsoourt’s wife—A
Wo derful Woman—Mad Marriage Silent and irue
for a Woman—etc.
—Lob
beautifully bound,

boards

Abuse;

Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age. and many
other Diseases that

FgBr-Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
anoYounfl if Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

PIANOS AND ORGAN*,.

May Agnes Fleming.

500.090 ft. Oak, for Car Timber,

Im potency, and all
Diseases that follow
sequence of Self-

as a

send

choice stock o? first-claw

new

Ship piaak and Timber.

^ ft™*0* "ARI{
WARR"»f1USf
Seminal Weakness.

igp-FulI particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
free by mail to eveiy one. OT"The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at $1 per package, or six packages for $5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY

novel by Mrs Mary J. Holmes, whose n -vels sell so
enormously, and are read and re-read <*ith such interest. beautifully bound, price $1.50.
***Also bauds me new editions of Mrs. Holmes
other work*—Tempest and Sunshine—Lena Rivers
—Editb Lyle—Edna Browning—Marian Grey—West
Lawn—Forest House-etc., etc.
ALSO, SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS:

oct22

dtf
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Vi AFTER TARING.
BEFORE TARIIB.K.^puT
Premature Grave.

Mary J. Holmes.
A

STREET,

The Great Eng-

at

publb-hed:—Madeline.

principal troubles were poor
digestion, painful urination,
and weak lungs. I have been
restored to perfect health.”

B. F. WHITNEY & CO.

j

a

that

cured me entirely of a complication of disorders that affected my general health to an extent that I was unable to do
My
any work whatever.

Hug31eod3m

Also

know

Brown’s Iron Bitters has

Very Poorly.

AUTHORIZED

Persons

Just

Falmouth Hotel.

to

everybody

15, 8S*1*

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE

Associations and all 0»urts of Law.
I! WILL ACT As TRUSTEE, or as fiscal ortrans
fer agent, f -r corporations, municipalities, e(c., and
REG1 TEH and COUNTERSIGN certificates of
stocks, bonds, & c.
TO NEGOTIATE LOANS
1 f IS
and to RECEIVE MONEY ON DEPOSIT.
We invite business and correspondence, and will
make prices for pr. me securities by mail or telegraph
ASA P. POTTEK, President.
N. W. Jordan, Actuary,
B. L. ARBECAAl, Treasurer.

above works

ned,

nrcl:

alenied

This Company is a LEGAL DEPOSITORY for
Administrators, Executors, Assignees, Charitable

PROPOSALS,

vwutiuiivvo

1
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adventure and hazard bjyond the expectation
with
the sea.
familiar
not
those
of
A Colonial Monastery is a paper of carious
that
brauch
interest, by Prof. Seidensticker, on
of the Dunkers known as the Solitary Brethen
and Sisters, of Kphrata Pa. The Hieroglyphs
of Central America, by Prof. Edward S.

Min- moving any limb of his body. His first atCatholic.
Gospel like Newman fought !tempts at locomotion are checked; he is put in
him vigorously, and he was denounced as an leading-strings, he is carefully guarded from
(he out-door world, from the air that would inenemy of the public schools. If he had revigorate his lungs, from the sports that would
he
of
his
vote
united
ceived the
party
develop his muscles. Hence, the peevishness,
would have been elected by an immense maawkwardness, and sickliness of our young arisDemocrats
cut
but
15,00i/or 20,000
jority ;
tocrats. Poor people have no time to imitate
him at the polls, and he was barely chosen.
the absurdities of their wealthy neighbors, and
The Republicans recently placed a Catholic
their childre n profit by what the model nurse
their
and
he
reof
State
would undoubtedly call neglect. Indian babies
at the head
ticket,
are still better off
They are fed on bull-beef,
ceived a larger vote than auy of his associand kicked around like young dogs; but they
ates. The appearances are that he polled
are not swaddled, they are
not cradled, and
not dosed with paregoric; they crawl around
the entire vote of the Republican party.”

r-

Mr. Lyman Seeds, of Dunkirk, N. Y,, says: “I want

Gaiter

_dt.r

United States Engineer Office,
Portland, Maine. N v. 2 *>, 1881.
in duplicate, addressed to the undersigned, will be received at his office in Portland. Maine, until 2 o’clock P. M., on Tuesday,
theiSthduyo J)ecemt>er, 1881, at which pla- e
and time they will be opened in the presence of

aov/buu

r

lafflaMiSSSCI_PK1CE

isters of the

TXCOKP RATED 1H81.

PROPOSALS
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A year ago the Democrats put forward Mr. Grace for mayor of New York.

Weakness.

CALL and SEE

e_

York.

k TKY~%T

55 C'ongrt-ss si., Boston.

1

Chicago

U^Uli ui

most reenjoyrlumVwir
1

,1

are

bring

Notwithstanding the geueral belief in
the decline of the use of sailing vessels for
long sea voyages between the Atlantic and

kind of food, and my sallowcomplexion and other symp-

eod5w

LOAN

143 Pearl Street.

500.000 ft. Hemloek.

Atmore’s. Tilts Only Reliable!

and

Importer*

dtf

novi6

B. C.

(he Table.

These standard articles are prepared with scrupulous ca c from ch i esi nia erials, and havo a well
earned reputation, and all grocers keep them
Be sure and obtain Atmrt’s, and don't be imposed

narl6

elegant

the 12th of September, but

.50.
pr.ee
G. \y. ( AKLETO^I A
y#<;>ty.

GENUINE

ENGLISH

R. ROLLINGS & CO.,
manufacturers,

Portland.

Street,

nervous

wilfe,

She would.

At night when I lay down I
felt 1 could not live until
morning. Heartburn pained
I tried
most terribly.
me
Brown’s Iron Bitters; it
case precisely, and
suited

Illustrated Circular.

Nentl for

to

Reeder

and enclosing money
her children with her, if she would.

would now be his

Mr. Walter F. Adams, of
Westboro, Mass., writes: “For
of
years I suffered the horrors
dyspepsia and indigestion. It
seemed to weaken every organ of life, and completely

shattered my

attended to.

Mr. Broillard wrote, asking if Mrs.

Heartburn.

FIX n ilLS A SPECIALTY.

GA*

might be

his claims

Mr. Reeder, however, was in no hurry, and
only died on the 8th inst; hearing of which,

of health.”

<

About

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 6th, 1881.

V NG

sep2Q

J. W. COLCORI),

bidders for

HAIjXi.,

ATHANKSG

VERY DAY.

Federal

220

Given to orivate pupils by tbe subscriber.

1881.

1870,

it

Instruction in English >ittd Claw
ical Studies.

1

pear,
Tbe sale of reserved seats will comnnnce on Tuesday, Nov. 29. Kescrved seats 76cts and $1.»U Adnov26 dlw
mission 50 and 75cta.

and

Mr*. O’N El LL will also be prepared to receivo
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
and after ^ept. 5th.
sepl5d3m

a barber, with wigs. Jigs, a waltz, and
dance, and trouble with Ha* bara Mr. awdon Vokes
Performance to co mence with the charming
cornedv, “COUSIN JOK,’’ in which .vir. Fred. Vokes,
V*iss Victoria Vokes and Miss Je-sie Vokes will ap-

Wiggins,

CITY

Skating

ori »-

V O KEl &
VICTORIA.

supply

times,

from

GENERAL AGENT IN MAINE,

8 30.
dtf

sessions—Afternoon 2 to 6. Evening 7.30 to 10.
Satur (ay, “juvenile day,” 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 p.
m., 7.30 to 10.30 p m
Admissions Evening session 25 c s.; day sessions
15 cts. hkates 10 cts. Package
session. 6 for $1; day session 7 for $1.
Music evenings.
Hasp-Lots of new Winslow Skates just received,
n v2 dtf

bight only, Friday Die. 2d.

absence of seven years in
ii al ami only

an

as w* now

all

returned, sorrowful-

where he waited for Mr. Reeder to

die so that

BJWB.

Theatre.

New Portland
For

Portland Roller
Rink.

l am s are titled
with the English
I -up ex Burner,
which affords a
igh equal to
Si udcut
four
lamps and far
superior o that
of *as.
ifl
Attention
invited to a parline
tine
ticularly
of Lougwy amt
Cloisonne Ware, elegantly mounted and titled with
the celebrated Haivurd Bu'iier. These lamps form
f eauty and u ility, without
a rare om^vnation
which no house is complete.

BECkFORD,

C. A.

t’ckets—Evening

2, 6, 1882.
days.

March,

(Corner of Pearl and Silver Streets.)
Skatii g surface 150ft. long, 40 ft. wide. Waiting rooms, Coat rooms—heated by steam
Notice There wil be two ses-ions daily throughout the season. Saturday, Juvenile Day, three ses-

JANUARY

few

baker,

at

STORERBROS’ BUII DING,MIDDLE ST

f

16, 23, 30, 1881,
a

December 8.

by Chandler.

New

—

DECEMBER

Full particulars in

ASSEMBLY.

Thursday Evening,
nov6

parlor ami reading lamps. These

5ar*CYur TTenet i* -xtoneively counterfeited
N tice careful!' our ,abe), which is prii; « v on >el
low paper *ud bears signature of Gaff, Fleiflrbmaun
& Co., without which tone is Genuine.

Neiliauics’ Hull.

II A L I.

CITY

or

and reliable

FRESH

Mu»ic

potteries,
for
designed
rare

■y e:as t.
their grocer

BOSTON. BROOK LIN. PH! I ADELPHIA,
PROVIDES! E, WORCESTER, LON,
SALEM, SEW BEDFORD,
and el»e«ber«*,

getting

upon

city

bade Mrs. Reeder adieu and went to Car

ral, Mo.,

Brown’s Iron Bitters for
dizziness, I bought myself a
bottle. 1 am most agreeably
surprised to find myself restored to p e r f e c t health,
strength and manhood. 1 feel
sure the cure is permanent,
yet in future I intend to observe more carefully the laws

Havfiand’r Limog c s, Toki,
Owari, and other

Compressed
Absolutely fresh

which have packed ihe largest Hnllsand Theatres in

GIVEN

depend

new

when Broillard

Reeder,

ly

seemingly inevitable—a premature grave. Happening to
hear a druggist recommend

rceivcd a
importation
of Ob isyLeRoi,
Just

--

Gaff, Fleiscfnarr i o.’s

THE

WILL BE

FAMILIES

■■

auspices

FIFTH

THEJjOLIDAYS.

FOR

WEBB,

was

20 years ago, but went to war and was reported killed. The girl then married Mr.

Ohio,

Quartettes,

favorably disposed.

Franklin Broillard of Baltimore
engaged to be married to a girl of that

Mr. M. A. Whitelji, Toledo,
writes: “After trying
all advertised medicines for
nervous weakness and early
decay, I gave up in despair,
and resigned myself to the

dtf

nov4

The lecture will bo u on
at a quarter before eight
H ho Tel^Ajrapb,
B’elcphoue out! » ire
nov2* d3t
Alarm.

is

Dizziness.

selection of

of the IToung Men’* Christian Aw«otointi« n
Admission 25 cents; Reserved seats 35 cents; Reserved sea 8 for sale at
tockbri-tge’ vusic .store.
Tickets may be obtained at Loring, Short & Harno22dtd
mou’s and Carter Br ..s* Jewelry Store.

Stoddard Lectures,

The Pall Mall Gazette says that the
Irish who come to the United States hold
their venom and spite against England,
while those who go to Canada lose their resentment and become the friends of the
British. Hence it argues that the Irish
friends of England in C auada would counterbalance the Irish foes of England in the
United States, in case of Canadian annexation, to which, for that reason, the Gazette

blood to the head, palpitation
of the heart, low spirits, morning sickness from no natural
cause, failure of memory,etc.”
She says she recommends it
*
as woman’s best friend.

■

Noloist, late of N. E. Conservatory of
Music,
Thursday Evening, Dec. 1st, at 8 o’clock

NEXT

since."

me

a

The Richmond Whig is confounding the
bourbons by giving columns of returns
showing towns with colored majorities going heavily for Daniel, the bourbon and
towns with heavy white majorities going for
Cameron, the funder. This is the reply to
the bourbon howl that “the niggers did it.”

the symptoms: “Lucorrhea,
falling of the w omb, irregu’ar

Cornet

WEDNESDAY EVENING.

—

troubled

'•

already prepared

has

leaux, fireworks, feasts and speeches.

A lady who does not wish
her name mentioned certifies
that Brown’s Iron Bitters
cured her of a whole train of
female complaints, of which
the following were some of

JHH. CHARLES Lift DA LL,

under the

Philadelphia

menstruation, incontinence of
urine, nervous lassitude, general prostration, languor, dizziness, fainting fits, rush of

the wonderful Child Violinist, and

TIORBlMt will gire the *011’th Lrcturr iu the Young People’s Course, at the

VKHIRV,

choice

MISS BERTIE

Admission free. Supper
nov28-d3t

PARISH

:

,•

Assisted by

YOUNtf PEOPLE’S LECTURE COURSE

IECOND

a

GUILD.

Guild will hold their

AT RKCEPTIOIt DELL, City Building.

!HB

:

-•

at once

programme for the celebration, a year hence,
of the 200th anniversary of the landing of
William Penn. There will be three days of
processions, naval displays, historical tab-

Woman’s Best Friend.

Quartette®

Solos, Duels, Trios and

Annual C -ri.tmxs Sal*, Wednesday Afternoon and Evening’, V v, SO,

from 6 to 8.

"•••-

••

Mi** Nettie Milliken, First Soprano,
Mi»» Belle Unrtletft Second Soprano,
Minn Margaret Mryant, First Contralto,
Mrs. Jennie King M«rri«ou.
Second Contralto,
Mr. Harvey Murray, Accompanist.

Reserved seats 66 cents.

Refreshments for sale.

V

£i
*

Entertainments.

The Cecilia

7.45 o'clock.

nov28

St.

pletely.

BY

Maine General Hospital,
Saturday Evening. Dec. ;fd,

Pau *s

•-

-v

CONCERT

AT

PAUL’S"

'■

r.-

“CITY HALL.
Oraud Vocal and Instrumental

CHILDliEVS WARD

The Ladies of

) .'■■■

by Chandler’s Fall Quadrille Band
eodtd
novl8

fur the benefit of

ST.

,•

Musi*'

Illustrated in Tableaux,

at

Entertainment*.

R. Farrington,
J. H. Drummond, Jr.,
P. T. Griffin,
Wm. H. Schumacher.

SONG OF THE BELL!

60 cents.

.i:

».-■

glad

by telegraph

the letter carriers.

by

to add my testimony in regard
to Brown’s Iron Bitters.
For several years 1 used to
suffer severely from the sickheadache, constipation and
dyspepsia. Six months ago
mother induced me to try
Brown’s Iron Bitters, an'd
one bottle cured me comMy stomach has not

Evening tickets $1.

sciiii.ler’s

Tickets,

C

The English Postmaster General Fawcett
telegrams written on ordinary paper, with sufficient stamps to pay
the bill, be gathered from the street post

of Meadam

to
se-

has directed that

boxes and forwarded

Lucy Wycoff,

ville. Pa, writes: “I

Winship,

near electing Democrats enough
Legislature in the recent election to
cure the repeal of the temperance laws.
came

the

Sick Headache.

Woodman,

Milliken.

The Chicago Inter-Ocean finds from the
returns that the Wisconsin temperance men

liver and billiousness, and
recommended Brown’s Iron
Bitters. Less than hall a
of every
bottle cured me
symptom of ill health, snd I
tell my friends it is an excellent medicine.”

Mrs.

___

The New York Sun has a letter from “A
Christian” who has, in a vision, been informed that the world will come to an end
this year, and asks the Sun to print the
statement so that the wicked may repent.”

sick.
ago I felt myself getting
I had frequent headaches, my
mouth tasted badly, especially
mornings, my appetite was
The
poor, tongue coated, etc.
druggist told me it was torpid

Tickets for the course of six evenings, admilting
Gentleman and Lanies $>;t> be obtained of the

POUmSDl'HEATRK.

SEW

on

man.”

R. F. Crumley, of Bataviat
N.Y., writes: “A few months

eodtf

nov21

Mr. Cbas. McLaughlin,
Mr. John N. Lord,
Mr J. S. Winslow.
iur. •!. r. Baxter,
Mr. J. D Fe^euden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. W. A.
Mr. W. F.

The Little Rock Argus says that in the
dictionary of the future the word “Colonel”
will be simply defined as “an Arkansas

Torpid Liver.

Cor. Exchange & Federal Sts.

Spring.

Mr. Geo. W.

DINNER!!

coin

weigh 58,928.57 pounds.

tried it. The very first
benefitted me and less than a
bottle cured me, and I have

W. I.. Wilson cfeCo’s,

Treasurer.

Mr. S. E.

Card certificate

million standard dollars in our silver

had

-AT-

Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Mr. Georges. Hunt,

Non Jacob MeLellan,
Hon. Wm. L. Putnam,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr.,
Mr. w. 1. mom,
Mr. Nathan Wet>b,
Mr. Charles K. Jose,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. M. P. Emery,

APRON SALE & FAIR.
will hold

Notes,

Hon. William Senter,
Hon. George Walker.
Hon. A. E. stMTens,
Hon. G^o P. Wescott,

$1.00;

not used.

A Million of dollars in our gold coin
weigh 3085.71 pounds avoidupois, and a

not been sick since.”

THANKSGIVING

preserve com-

The Richmond Whig would rather have
Riddleberger for United States Senator than
both Withers and Johnson together.

profuse perspiration, also
I
dyspepsia. I am very glad
dose

sites for your

General Committee.
T. C. Heraey. Esq., President of Fraternity.
Samuel J. ^nderson Fsq., Vice President.

] nave Seen the Editor!
IT- Be ‘lization
Ballo*>n J 40 and Still Jumping!"

ACT

■ —

PORTLAND FRATERNITY

The First Smoke

ACT II—Education.

Hall.

City

& CRIME,

ROBMKV

a

are

return or

publica-

Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.

of AlexJohn A. Dunbar,
andria, Va., writes: “I tried
Brown’s Iron Bitters and
I suffered
they cured me.
with palpitation of the heart,
dizziness, occasional vertigo,
burning of the hands and
feet at night, restlessness and

requi-

HUNTLEY, Gen., Agent,

SIXTH ANNUAL COURSE.

undertake to

for

regular attache of the Pbess is furnished
signed by Stanley Pollen,

Kvbby
with

not

Vertigo.

find all the

can

Fraternity Dances!

Evening.

Monday

Next

You

_

Mas-ager.

axd

THANKSGIVING.

as a

cannot

munications that

ters,

Chas.

not22 dlw

We

necessarily
guaranty of good faith.

indispeusablo,

cases

tion bnt

words from some who have
tried Brown’s Iron Fit-

Band, headed by HANK WH11 E,
WILLI«iT> A.
Minstrehay
HUNTLEY, America's Classic Banjo Artist
the Favor Brothers, the Deltnauings. Ed Wood,

Bortel, Geo M. Clark.
4 End Men 4, 6 Comedians 6.
A Quintette of
Vocalists. Bn ss Band of i2 Pieces, Arthur Nevers, Solo Cornet. Dave H. Morgan’s < rch»stra,
Nathan Carl, Solo Trombone. Will J. Tyler. Solo
Clarionette.
Popular prices of Admission 25 35 and 50 cts.
Reserved Seats now on sale at Stock bridge,s.
Brass
Doors open at 7; curtain rises at 7.4
Band in front of Hall.

Hearty

1881

1881

And Brass

THEATRE,

Frank Ccrtis_Proprietor

all

the Prince of

_ENTERTAINMENTS.
PORTLAND

Wo do not road 'anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of tlie writer are in

cations.

Minstrels!

DR. G. W.

SEW

MONDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 28.

Come.

we

CITY HALL,

Terms: Eight Dollars a Tear. To mall ihblgnb
era Seven Dollars a Tear, If paid In advance.

L| published every THURSDAY MORNINQ at
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

THE PRESS,

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS____

ENTERTAINMENTS

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

PRESS._

DAILY

PORTLAND

Everybody

1.1

nn„

Law

Book

are

a,\.1..,

[San Fracisco Post.]
has read the marvelous stories of

traveling magicians mystifying people by

ex-

hibiting their skill in public places. Of all the
leading wizards such stories are published, and
in fact, they have the discernment to see that
no better advertisement of the r performance
could possibly be obtained. Yesterday Baron
Seemaa was riding on a California street-dummy, and taking in his fellow passengers with
the usual blandly unconscious eye of the
prestidigitateur, ». hen be suddenly turned aud
said to a rather rough looking young man on
the same side:
“Pardon, my friend, but you will lose your
watch—the chain is hanging.”
“Hain’t got no watch,” growled the youth.
“Excuse me, but you are mistaken. Look
there.”
The hoodlum, who unfortunately had been
at the theatre tho evening before, and who
had j ust recognized the magician’s face, took
hold of the chain, pulled the watch out of his
pocket, stared at it a moment aud then said.
“Why, to be sure; how d—d careless of me!
'Bliged to you, mister,” aud stepped briskly
from the dummy, ran up a neighboring alley,
leaving the Baron staring after his stem-winder with a paralyzed expression. No arrests.

Witticisms.
Now Yorkers still enjoy “Uncle Tom’s Cabin ”—Boston Po3t. Very likely; the piece is
new to a great many of
them, it not having
been performed there since they landed at the
garden last summer.—Philadelphia News.
It is becoming the proper thing wheu a rich
dies for the heirs to hire a newspaper humorist to ride on the hearse ia order to impart
a proper amount of mournfuluess aud melancholy to tho funeral procession. it goes right
to the soot. No gloom, no pay.—Norristown
Herald.
man

The Star route business could be easily settled aud all the accused be got out of trouble, if
the Government would only produce a bank
examiner to iuspect the accounts, and would
then a t upon his report.—Puck.
One by one the beautiful legends of the
It is now
world are fading into nonentities.
said there is uo race of tailed men in Borneo.
Perhaps they didn’t put the premium lists
high enough and the men wouldn’t race.—
New Haven Register.

STATE NEWS.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Messrs Davis of Davis & Henderson, of Foxcroft, iutend to establish a woolen will at East
Dover, occupying the mill formerly used for
the manufacture of pulp. It is to be a oue set
mill, and will employ some fifteen hands.
Messrs. Hiukley & E ery of Bangor, the owners of the property will furnish the machinery
ami capital, assisted by citizens of East Dover,
who, will subscribe 31500.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Bangor & Kitahalu Iron Works Railway
Company came near being caught for oue
huudred thousand dollars of their bonds that
they had left with the Pacific National Btuk,
of Boston, as collateral for the same amount in
certificates of deuosit, on three months time.
The bonds, fortunately, bad not b*en U9ed by
the bauk officers, consequently the Railway Co.
will get back their bonds by surrendering to
the bauk the certificates of deposit.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

Damariscotta refunding operations are virtually completed, all exc-pting §5000 of the
sixes, b dug exchanged into four per cent,
bouds, and this s nail balance will bo takon
care of by the siukiug fuud.
The store of W. H. Acorn, at Coooor’s Mills,
was broken into Iasi Thors lay night and goods
to the amount of 3200 stolen.
Oue night recently a young man in Edgecomb uamed Henry Williams was met in the
Woods by two straugers wiio iuquired if he was
going dowu on the B**otbb»y road. Upon his
replying in the affimalive, they turned aud accompanied him, at the same time offering him
cauby which tnus* have been drugged, as he
became unconscious a few minutes aft rwards.
Young Williams was not discovered until nearly u on, the uexr day, when he was still unconscious. The viiliau9 stole his Watch and chain
and a small amount of money.
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,
For New England,
Colder, partly olcudy^weather and lsglit snow,
winds
westerly
shifting to north aud east, and
rising followed by falling barometer.

[special

bulletin

]

and colder weather are reported
northern New England, the St. Lawrence valley, and northern lake region.
Clear
weather continues in the Southern and Middle
States, the Ohio vallev and northwest. The
temperature lias risen slowly along the AtlanThe indicatic coast, with westerly winds.
tions are that much cooler and partly cloudy
weather will prebail in New England aud the
northern portion of the Middle Atlantic States
daring Monday, with light snow in New England aud northern New York.

GUITHAU’S TRIAL.
The Prisoner Gives His Opinion
of Mr. Beecher.
SENATOR LOOAN’8 OPINION OP DEPENDANT’S MENTAL

Guiteau’s Sister

on

CONDITION.

the Witness Stand.

Light snow

MAINE.
Lost Overboard.
BoomnAY, Nov. 26.—Cant. Robert Echler,
of the fishing schooner Carthage, of Gloucester, was knocked overboard and lost near Monhegan at daylight this morning. The vessel is
here.
Serious Accident.
Mrs. Jones of this town was quite seriously
wounded this morning by the accidental discharge of a shot-gun.
Serious Charge.
Harris Alvah Hart, 25 years old, was committed to jail to-day in default of $4,000 bail,
on a charge of indecent assault on a child fire
A

years old.

Kittery Navy Yard.
Pobtsmouth, N. H., Nov. 27.—The

com-

mission as Rear-Admiral to Commodore Beaumont, commandant of this navy yard, was received by him and the flag of Rear Admiral
was to-day hoisted at the yard.
Post Office Discontinued.
Washington, Nov. 27.—The post office at
Chester, Penobscot county, Me., has been dis-

continued
Minister Hamlin in Paris.

Pakis, Nov. 27.—Hon. Hannibal Hamlin,the
United Stales Minister to Spain, has ar.
He is accompanied
rived here from London.
by Miss Blaine, daughter of Secretary Blaine.
new

MASSACHUSETTS.

Washington, Nov. 26.—The court room was
densely packed at 9 30, and after that hour no
A crowd of
more spectators were admitted.
200 or 300 still remained about the outtr doors,
with
the
or
hope
however,
expectation that in
be rewarded
some way their patience would
Ttie general interest or curiosity has undoubtthe
daily reedly been greatly heightened by
ports of Guiteau's eccentric performances, and
many of tbe spectators visit the court room
lully expecting a first clasacomedv amusement.
Upon the opening of the court Mr. Scoville
read a telegram from Emory A. 8torrs, of Chicago, in which be said that be could not possibly at present, owing to his professional engagements, coute to Washington to testify in
the Guiteau trial. Mr. Scoville said that under the circumstances he would not insist upon
an attachment for Mr. Storrs.
Mr. Davidge, speaking for the prosecution,
w»b willing to have Mr. Storrs put upon the
stand at any time during the progress of tbe
trial, and this understanding was accepted by
all parties.

at

an

early day.

then resumed the witness stand and was crossexamined very closely and at great length by
Mr. Davidge.
Guiteau interrupted at the very outset, and
protested that there was no truth in tbe witness’story. [Witness was being questioned in
relation to a fight between Gnitean and bis
father, Lulber W. Guiteau ] He had a good
memory and could remember most everything,
but did not recall any such sceue. No attention was paid to tbe interruption, and Guitean, after shaking hands and chatting pleasantly for a few minutes with his brother and
sister, devoted himself to the morning papers.
Guiteau read carefully the reports of yesterday’s proceedings and busied himself some
minutes in writing his autograph. Returning
again to his papers, something attracted h'S attention and he moved uneasily in his chair as
if about to say something.
Just as the witness was released from tbe
stand, Guiteau improved tbe momentary lull
He said:
to make his first speech of the day.
“I notice my friend, Henry Ward Beecher, is
I used
work
on
this
case.
some
cranky
doing
to attend bis church and prayeT meetings, and
if your honor knew him as well as I do you
would not pay any attention to him. There
are a good many people that think he is badly
canked socially, and I have no donbt that
Mrs. Tilton told the troth and that he lied
about it, and I tell him so publicly.”
”Oh, well, well, prisoner, that will do for
you,” said Mr. Davidge.
Gnitean was apparently satisfied and nodded
with a smile, saying, “That’s all right, judge.
I have had my say on Beecher. I’m satisfied.”
then took the stand
a

t.«aAna>9,l

and

asked, “Do yon

was
11Aran

nf

/inniua

tmn

do. General,” broke in Guiteau; “you know
I’m very happy to meet you
me very well.
again.” The witness had frequently been beto indorse his application
iiteau
G
sieged by
for office, but he had invariably declined for the
reason that the
prisoner did not seem to be

such a man as he would care to recommend for
any office. He had never kuown him in Chicago. The first time he ever saw him was
when he (Guiteau) called upon him to secure
The general impression be
his influence.
formed of Guiteau was that there was something wrong in his mental arrangement.

Tbe extension of time before the appointGEORGE D. HUBBARD,
ment of a receiver of the Pacific Bank granted
by Comptroller Knox is one week from last a farmer, living near the Oneida community,
A meeting of the stockholders will
Saturdav.
knew Guiteau during the six years he remained
be held Tuesday to hear the examiner’s report
with them. The witness had never been a
and to consider the best action to take in remember of the community, but had worked
After
for them. His evidence was of little importgard to the continuance of business.
their decision the examiner’s figures will be
statement that Guiteau
his
ance beyond
It is stated many of tbe
given to the public.
showed quick temper, irritability and was genstockholders have expressed a willingness to
erally considered peculiar.
subscribe in due proporiiou what is necessary
EDMUND E. SMITH
to meet the present indebtedness and reestabwas employed at the Bepublican National
lish the bank on a firm basis with a new presiCommittee rooms daring the late Presidential
A director said
dent and board of directors.
campaign and frequently saw Guiteau hanging
to-night nothing whatever bad been done toaround the rooms. He thought Guiteau was
ward naming either receiver or new president.
trying to secure some recognition from the
The Central Bank Ordered to Increase
committee, but was confident he never received
Its Stock.
Witness thought
any assignment to speak.
The Central National Bank of this city reGuiteau very peculiar and flighty and rambKuox
order
from
an
official
ceived
Comptroller
ling in his conversation.
to increase its capital stock by the addition of
Guiteau here interjected his customary comhalf a million dollars.
ments;—“This gentleman wasn't in a position
to know about matters there. He was only a
Father Sheehy and Mr. Healy in Boston.
clerk anyway. Gov. Jewell, ex-Senator DorBoston, Nov. 27.
sey and the rest of us boys were the ones that
A rousing reception was given by the Land
did the work there.”
Leagues of this city at the Boston Theatre toj. w. TURNER.
night to Father Sheehy and Mr. T. M. Healv.
theatre was packed, many hundreds
The
The deposition of J. W. Turner, of Dakota
standing and a large number was unable to |
Territory, was read. It related mainly to his
gain admittance. Gov. Long presided and on j personal knowledge of the insanity of Guithe platform among o'bers were Mayor Prince j teau’s aunt.
and many prominent Irish American citizens
JOHN A. MORSE,
He spoke of
Gov. Long received an ovation.
colored, an attorney-at-law, saw Guiteau fretbe sympathy which the whole people ieel in
quently at the White House during the months
tl e presence of a great wrong. The remedy for
of March and April, perhaps fifteen or twenty
Ireland’s wrongs he believes to be local self
times; took him to be a crazy man; never
He deprecated
government for local affairs.
spoke to him nor heard him speak, but the genland absenteeism and approved tbe land act.
eral
impression he formed from Guiteau’s apThe three Fs be regarded as a great step forpearance was that he was insane.
ward and tbe piomise of practical reform in
Up 4to this point the proceedings had been
The Governor was followed by
the future.
rather prosy, and many of the audience, wbo
Messrs. Healy and Sheehy who each spoke an
had
come expecting to see Guiteau’s “ex-wire”
hour and a ha f. The meeting closed shortly
(as he terms her) up in the stand, were beginbefore midnight with a sneech from M»por
ning to show signs of listless indifference hen
Great enthusiasm was manifested by
Prince.
this witness look the stand. The cross-examitbe audience and a large sum was realized
nation which followed caused considerable
from admission charges.
amusement, which Guiteau seemed to relish
Brutal Assault.
decidedly more than did the witness.
Abington, Nov. 27.—Ida Bowker, 11 years
Judge Cox announced that the Court would
the
railroad
assaulted
near
old, was feloniously
adjourn early, and in consequence no recess
station last evening by Samuel E. Bennett, a
was taken.
The assault was of a
man nearly 50 years old.
MRS. FRANCIS SCOVILLE,
Bennett has a fammost inhuman character.
sister to the prisoner and wife to his counsel,
He has been
ily residing on Centre avenue.
next testified.
She stated her age as 15. Her
arrested.
Death from Injuries.
father was Lather W.Gaiteauof Freeport, III.,
Jane Horn Guiteau; tbe prisoand
ber
mother
Salem, Nov. 27 John P. Edrick, run over
is 40 years old; he was about 7 years old
by a freight train on the Eastern Railroad a ner
when ber mother died; she remembered ber
weoa a^V|
uuopuui
luviuiug,
mother from the time the witness was 3 years
old; she was sick a very Jong time at the time
that Charles was borne; had been told that her
SPORTING.
Bickness at that time lasted a year and a half;
remembered seeing ber bead shaved perfectly
bald; this was before Charles was born; her
Boyd Accepts Haitian’s Challenge.
aunt had subsequently given her (among other
London, Nov. 27.—Boyd, the oarsman, has
keeosakes), the hair then shaved ft*>m her
written to the Sportsman, accepting Hanlan’s
mother’s head; after that time her mother alchallenge and saying he will row Hantan on
wore a cap; never saw her mother walk
ways
the championship course early in May for
in tbe street. After that there were two child£200 a side. He hopes Hanlan will not object
ren born subsequently, Luther Theodore, who
to the Tyne, in which case Boyd will send ardied when be was two years old, and wbo was
ticles immediately for signature.
born with a crooked foot and limb, aud Julia
Hanlan has cabled
Toronto, Nov. 27.
Catherine, wbo died when two months old, Bix
Bovd that he will row in March next for
weeks after her mother’s death. Her mother’s
sickness was attended with a very severe pain
£1,000.
in her head, and her hair never grew again.
Decision in an Important Vermont RailHer first recollection of Charles was that he
because he was very
was a troublesome shild
way Suit.
active
and smart. He was sent to school quite
St. Albans, Vt., Nov. 20.—The great railyoung, when six years old, to learn to talk. He
road case of Langdon against the Vermont &
could make a noise, but could not talk. He
Canada Railroad Company and others came
used the word 'ped” for “come,” and the word
up for hearing before Chancellor Royce to-day.
“patl” for “quail." His father punished him
It was concluded that the Chancellor, withfor it, but that made no difference. She thought
out. a hearing, shall enter pro forma a decree
that be could not remprebend the difference.
of foreclosure against the Vermout Central
After his mother’s death, be lived for a year or
Railroad Company first and second mortgage
so with his grandfather, and then came back to
bondholders, and the Vermont & Canada Rail
his father. Witness was married in January,
road Company in favor of the trust bondhold1853, while Charles was living with his granders; that unless said companies and mortgage
father.
Subsequently when he was 12 years
bondholders, by a certain day to bn fixed, pay
old, he lived with witness for a year in Chicago,
what is now due on certain trust bonds and
to
school.
went
She
recolwhere he
what shall in fnture accrue when it becomes
lected
nothing peculiar about him then,
due, they shall be foreclosed of all equity of
he
was
and
that
affectionate,
very
except
redemption in the Vermont Central and Vershe was very much attached to him. Then
mont & Canada railroads and property.
From
when
he went to bis father, and, subsequently,
this pro forma rating the case goes directly to
he was 17 years old, he came again to iive with
the Supreme Court, January term.
He attenwitness at Oak Park, near Chicago
ded school at Commercial College, and afier
a,
The Democratic Financial Policy.
be
went
to
d
from
their
back
that,
Freeport,
he went to Ann Arbor to attend school. She
New York, Nov. 26.—A Washington special
went to Ann Arbor to see him. as she bad been
to the Post says ex-Speaker Randall thinks
informed that he was going on worse than her
that the Democratic policy will still insist upbad ever done. She found that he had
father
on a 3 per cent, bond, and believes that there
abandoned his studies, and was giving his
will be no trouble in negotiating it.
He
whole time and attention to studying the Berthinks the banks stood in their own light betbe Oneida comeau and the publications of
fore, and the country has not yet recovered
munity. She argued with him for a whole evefrom the effects of President Hayes’ veto of
the refunding bill.
He says that there is a
ning, appealing to him to go on quietly like
and to give up all that stuff.
surplus of at least $13,000,000 in the treasury other young men,
Her appeals had no effect upon him, however,
that should go out, and that the best way to
made
her
mind that he was crazy.
and
she
up
the
6
as
it
out
is
to
call
cents
far
as
per
they
put
She told ber uncle, w io lived at Ann Aibor,
go, which can be done in thirty days, and then
to him, but let t.un
attention
to
no
more
pay
begin on the 5 per cents, which cannot be rego his own way, as he wag “clean gone daft.”
deemed until after three mouths’ notice.
She afterwards visited him at the Oneida community, but could hardly have any conversaAnother Man Confesses the Shooting of
tion with him, as they were not left alone a
Oulteau.
She noticed that he acted
moment together.
like a person who bad been bewildered, struck
Washington, Nov. 26.—A letter has been
or
had
on the head,
rouei vt?u uy »u umuei in
partly lost his mind. She
iiuiuuiuy
ucio, puoi'
could not learn from him whether he wanted
marked in the western division, Pennsylvania
to leave Oneida community or to stay there. The
railroad, between Harrisburg and Pittsburg,
“I had been tbere three years at that
yesterday, dated Ohio, stating that Bill Jones prisoner: was
right in the heart of their fanaIs not the man who shot at Guiteau, bat that lime, and
ticism.” Witness went on to relate the prisonthe writer did the shooting, he being a personer’s history, including his admission to the bar
al friend of the late President Garfield and a
(at which she was very much surprised j his
resident ol Ohio, and, having made a failure,
marriage and his separation from bis wife,
he did not want to he arrested. He also stated
down to the timeobe visited her in Wisconsin,
that, bad he killed tbe wretch, be should have
iu 1875. She noticed then a great change in
stood trial, but be now has an opportunity to
his personal appearanoe. He was also very
The man who last
get another whack at him.
to get along with, and he used to get in
bard
attracted
his
actions
week
notice by
suspicions
state.
He seemed willing to
an “hiflatutin”
about tbe coart, said to be from Illinois, and
do anything he was told to, bat got very much
who was noticed on Thursday, Friday and Satdo
it. She related the
not
coaid
and
urday, has not been seen about the court room befogged
incident of his attacting her with an axe. She
since._
had given him no provocation, bat had got out
of patience with him. It was not the axe that
A Clergyman Encounters a Burglar.
frightened her so much as it was the look of
Hartford, Nov. 27.—Rev. Dr. Gage, of the
hiB face. He looked like a wild animal. She
Pe«rl street Congregational church, fonnd a
retreated in to the house, and ran up to her
burglar in his bonse last night, whom he
daughter’s room. Then she called Olds, the
olinched as he was endeavoring to escape. A
hired man she said: “Here, take this boy, and
tussle followed, which was continued some
put him off the place.” Olds took hold of him
time, the burglar endeavoring to use a pistol.
and brought him to the dining room. At this
The struggle continued in the ball, down the
stage of her testimony, which was given in
front steps and into the street, where the burlow tone and with great rapidity
a
glar was thrown and held by the clergyman of very
utterance, so as to be almost unintelligiuntil help arrived. He bad packed almost the
ble.
entire wardrobe of Mr. and Mrs. Gage.
He
The court at 1:30 P. M. adjourned. Among
gives the mime of John Gillespie, and is bethe
prominent persons iu the audience wore
lieved to be a New York professional.
Senator Johnson of Virginia and Representatives Kasson, Sapp and Williams of WisThe Autopsy on Gen. Garfield’s Remains.
consin.
Washington, D. C., Nov. 27.—Acting AsJUDGE COX CRITICISED.
sistant Surgeon Limb, wbo performed tbe autopsy upon the body of tbe late President, furSome of the Letters Which He Is Daily
nishes for publication a statement, in which be
Receiving.
denounces as unjust and senseless tbe many
Wasijjgton, Noy. 26 Judge Cox is daily
published criticisin'* of the manner in whicli
receiving letters, most of them anonymus, and
the antopsy was conducted.
He says the findsome
newspaper clippings, reflecting
ing of the ballet in the basin was in no sense on hisenclosing
One letconduct of the Guiteau case.
accidental, but was the result of a systematic
ter, dated St. Paul, Minn., Kov. 21, 1881, and
plan of procedure.
signed "Justice,” says:
The enclosed article was taken from the St. Paul
The nineteenth anniversary of the National
The people of
PI neer Prees of >ov. 20, 1881.
School
and
Tract Society convened in
Sunday
America say amen to this article. You are mailing
l»
It
a
trial.
the
Guiteau
of
a
disgrace to the
yesterdayfarce
Inliaobpoli*
—

uivu

av

nuv

The

go crazy.

A postal card comes from “Ladies of St
Paul” as follows:
“Judge O'ox:—We see by this morning’s Press that
Jones, the wo ld-be murderer of the scoundrel and
assa-sin, Quite u, has beeu held in $5000 ball. Do
von not think that vou are showiog altogether ioo
much compas-ion and merry to the notorious scounFor the sake of hudrel and murderer Gu teau
manity and the memory of so good a man as GarThe
hear s of the nafield mere out Justice to him
tion aeho for vengeance on the wretch who deprived
ub of our dearly beloved President, James A. Garfield.”
A Washington lady complains that "the
palate of the contemptible wretch is tickled
with stewed oysters, eggs, juicy beefsteaks and
other dainties.”
writes:—
A party of “Philadelphians”
“Moral imbecility when It leads men to kill
others, is precisely what men are hanged for in
well-regulated communities. If we will onlv
saints who commit murders, wo shall
ave few executions.”
“A friend of justice and the law” in Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:—”It would be a very easy
way for criminals to go scot free if the law permitted them to explain their actions by divine

Eunish

inspiration.”

WASHINGTON.
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—
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Secretary Folger’s Policy—Settling the
Railway War—The Keene Party Buying
Stocka-New Railway Pool—The Minnesota Bond Adjustment, &c.
New York, Not. 26 —Wall street reports
state that Secretary Folger intends to restore a
large amount of money to circulation, and that
he will buy a block of whichever bonds can be
purchased to the best advantage. He will also
call continued 6s. The oash balance In the
Treasury yesterday was $149,500,000, about
$12,000 in excess of the usual revenue held
for the redemption of outstanding legal tenders.

It is reported that Mr. Vanderbilt has given
instructions to advance west-bound rates to
the tariff charged by the Pennsylvania comAmong the rumors current is one that
pany
Mr. Vanderbilt and Mr. Roberts, of the Baltiand Ohio, bad been in conference
more
yesterday; another was that Erie and Baltimore anti Ohio had agreed to accept whatever terms Mr. Roberts was willing to make.
Another was that the alleged arbitrators bad
made a decision binding upon all parties in
interest, and which established uniform
rates.

Mr. Keene is said to have been the largest
buyer of stock in this market vesterday. His
following was extremely bullish during the
afternoon aud is said to have bought the general list heavily.
The Gould-Huntington contract, forming

alliance between the Southern Pacific
and the South western system, was signed yesan

terday.

complished.

Mr. Gibson and the Star Routes.
Washington, Nov. 26.—A. M. Gibson has
written a long letter to Acting Attorney Gen.
era I Phillips stating that he (Gibson) was regularly appointed special assistant attorney for
the Ui ited States unon the application and
recommendation of Postmaster General James
sanctioned by President Garfield, and quotes a
letter from Attorney Geueral MacVeagb dated
Oct. 22, in which the latter gives him authorization to act as such and regretting his appointment had not beeu made a matter of
record in the department of justice when first
made.
Attorney Pliillip3 replies stating the course
of bis chief clerk was correct as there is neither commission nor oath of office upon the files
of the department of justice and both are necessary to the creation of an assistant attorney
of the United States. Mr. Phillips says: “Upon this state of facts I must assume that you
misunderstood the character of the
bave
agency which you have received from AttorGeneral
MacYeagh. As fer tile contents
ney
of the papers referred to by the chief clerk of
this department it will be time enough for me
to consider them when a report shall have been
made to this department which has not yet
been done.”
Gulteau’s Alleged Assailant Indicted.
In the Criminal Court this afternoon the
grand jury reported the indictment of William
Jones for assault with intent to kill Charles J.
Gnitean on Saturday last.
1UO

vuiiobiaui/jr
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the part of Mrs. Mary F.
A sick headache
Lugenbeel, who was being cross-examined this
evening in the| Christiancy divorce suit,
brought the session to a Jsuddeu adjournment*
She testified Bbe read all of the letters written
by her daughter to George E. Haight, but did
On benot recollect the nu mber or contents.
ing shown tbe Giro letters she stated she was
unable to point our the difference between the
handwriting iu them and those admitted to
have been written by Mrs. Christiancy.
The Star Route Cases.
John B. Sleman, bookkeeper in the s'xth
auditor’s office; W. D. Burbage, clerk in tbe
same office; M E. Fisher, former mail contractor, and A. M. Gibson, appeared before
the grand jury. It is stated their testimony
related to the case of ex-Deputy Auditor Lilley, but it is believed tbe cases against ex-Second Postmaster Genera) Thomas J. Brady and
others were under consideration by the grand
on

jury.

The District Finances.
The commissioners of the District of Columbia, in tbeir annual report to the President,
stale that the receipts into tbe treasury of tbe
District from all sources, during the year endTne exed June 30, 1881, were $4,147,817.75
penditures amounted to $3,737,049 67, leaving
hand
a balance on
July 1, 1881, including
There
trust and water funds, of $410,768.08.
was an increase in receipts from taxes and revas
comenues applicable to general expenses,
pared with tbe preceding fiscal year, of $219,645.17, and an increase of receipts from all
sources of $321,026 40.
Bond Redemption.
Secretary Folger has not yet decided what
action be will take relative to the outstanding
bouds. The computation recently ordered by
him, with a view of ascertaining the premium
which might be paid by the government for
tbe
4J and 4 per cent, bonds and still protect and
government from loss, has been completed
showB that the government caunot buy 4js and
4s at the present market rate without loss, as
compared with a call of 34 per cent, bouds.
The Secretary is still engaged in considering
the bond question, and consequently cannot
indicate when he will issue a circular bearing
on the subject; at all events he will not do so

today.
Report of the Director of the Mints.
The annual report of the director of the

Uuited Slates mint for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1881, has been submitted to the Secretary of the Treasury. It contains in addition
to the customary detailed statements of the
miuts and assay offices much valuable information in regard to the production of the precious
metals iu the United States and in the world,
their use in the coinage of this and foreign
countries, consumption in the arts and manufactures, speeie circulation and an examination of the course of prices, comparing the paof fifper and metallic circulation for a series
yearly
ty-six years with the per centage of annual
of
|the
staple articles; indicating
prices
variations in the purchasing prices of money.
The gold and silver received and operated
upon by all the mints and assay offices exceeded by more than $50,000,000 the receipts of
any previous year and amounted toJ$226,225,522, of which $193,371,>01 was golo and $32,854 421 silver. The gold coinage amounted to
$78 733,864, of which 815,345,520 was in double
eagles aua

A firm of bankers have given Mr. Jewett
proxies for 58.000 shares of Eirie. Mr. Jewett
a
dividend on
advocates the payment of
the preferred stock, and the question of whether it shall bo 3 or 0
per cent is under discussion.
The railroads interested in Colorado business
have formed a Colorado pool, with the Rock
Island, Burlington aud Quincy and Northwestern Road-tin the northern division, and Chicago
and Alton, Missouri Pacific, Wabasit and St.
Louis and San Francisco in the southern division.
The Claims Commiss’on, consisting of Governors Pi!Isbury aud Whitcomb and Attorney
General Hahn, created under the Minnesota
bond adjustment act, have begun bearings of
the claims againBt several railroads interested. The claims filed amount to $268,363.
The
Under the act only $150,000 can be paid.
demand for Governmeut bonds exceeds the

supply.

London was a large buyer of Wabash yesterday. Amsterdam bought Southern Pacific and
Missouri Pacific bonds.
It is reported that New York City and
Northern Road is not included in the Gould
New Euglaud combination. The coal roads
will build branches to connect with the New
York and New England, and will be represented In its directory. A lease of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford by the New
York and New England is said to be contem-

plated.

__

The Sprague Litigation.
Providence, R. I., Nov. 26.—In the Suuourt
to day in tne case oi ■&. unariee v
preme
the Quidnick Company et al the bond of C.
B. Farnsworth, receiver and custodian, was
The complainant’s mofiled and approved.
tion for an order declaring that the respondents have elected to pursue their remedy in
equity rather than in law, and enjoining the
law cases, both being for the same purpose,
with an alternative request that if this motion
be denied the respondents should be directed
to elect whether to proceed at law or in equity
The
held for advisement.
was argued aud
complainant’s motion for the appointment of
a general receiver of the property of the Quidnick Company was then called np. The respondents objected that the administrator of
the Hoyt estates had not taken letters of administration in this State, and consequently
had no standing here, and the matter was
postponed until this objection was removed.
The application of Mr. Chaffee for leave to
lease the Baltic Mills estate was argued and
held for advisement.
National Tariff Convention.
New Yokk, Nov. 27.—The rooms of the executive committee of the National Tariff Convention at the St. Nicholas Hotel, is crowded
this evening with delegates who come to attend the convention to be held Tuesday and
Wednesday next at Cooper Institute. The
c invention will he called to order Tuesday, at
Hon. Wm.
10 a m by Col. D F. Houston.
D Ktl ev Will deliver his address Tuesday evening. It is now expected more thaa 600 delegates will be present.
•

Austrian Miners on a Strike.
Vienna, Nov. 26.—Colliers in the Ostran
coal mines belonging to tbe Northern Railway
Co,, tile largest mine in Austria, are on a strike
At last accounts the strike was becoming seTwelve huudred men had already
rious.
struck. It was feared the miners of the large
neighboring pits would join them. Tbe strikers besides claimiug increase of wages demand
the dismissal or all overseers. Two companies
oi infantry have been sent to Ostran from

Troppoii.

Keport of the Supervising Special Agent
of the Treasury.

Washington, Nov. 27.—A. K. Tingle, supervising special agent of the Treasury Department, has submitted his annual report.
This division is charged with the general inspection of customs districts and prevention of

frauds upon customs. Mr. Tingle says no material improvement can be made in the present methods of customs business without legislation. It is known that many of the vexatious requirements prescribed by law and used
in customs transactions might be discarded not
only without detriment but with positive benefit to the public service. He submits suggestions for legislative action in the direction of
the simplification of methods and the relief of
importets and of shipowners, believing they
will meet the hearty concurrence and approval
of experienced customs officers. He says no
custom house has paid its way by fees for
amount of
many years, while the aggregate
fees collected is about 8600,000 per annum and
customs
revethe
of
cost
collecting
the annual
These fees are made
nue is over 86,000,000
anup of the aggregate number of sma'l aud
noying exactions from importers and shipowna
involve
aud
to
collect
difficult
great
ers, are
aud unprofitable amouut of clerical work in
keeping, stating and auditing.
He then recommends the payment of stated
srlaries to custom house officers at all ports,
aud eays one of the objectionable features of
the present system is the temptation to collectto obtain “additional comors at small ports
pensation for storage under the bonded warehouse system of means of misrepresentation
and false vouchers. A number of cases of this
charactor have been discovered in examination
Another object is the
of the custom house.
uncertainty of the amount of compensaiion,
aud, in some cases, insufficiency of feeB to adequately pay the officer. The oaths required to
be taken before the collectors upon entry of
any merchandise, are, as a rale, merely formal
and serve no purpose except to cause great
incouveuieuce to importers by compelling
their personal attendance at the cuBtom house.
They do not deter the dishouest from making fraudulent entries, nor do they add to the
security of the revenue. Upon entries of merchandise by honorable merchants a simple declaration, signed by the importer aud attested
by a notary, and made by statute of the Same
biuding force as an oaih, would prove a great
relief to mi rchants, and would be fully as safe

Dartmouth Medical Faculty.
Hanover, N H Nov. 27.—At a recent meeting of the trustees of Dartmouth. College, the
following appointments 'were made for the
Jesse P. Bancroft, M. D.f
Medical College:
Coucord, N. H., Professor of Mental Diseases;
Touis Elsburg, M. D New York city, ProfesW. W. Seeley, M. D.,
sor of Laryngology;
Cincinnati, O., Professor of Opthalmology.

as me

pctrswut hjbitui.

*-ao
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consolidation ot districts and a reduction o{
the number of ports of entry, and the abolition of certain bonds required of importers
which are only an annoyance to merchants
aud are no protection to the government.
Sbippiug commissioners’ officers should be
brought under Executive control, and their
receipts and expenditures accounted for, »nd
audited in the same manner as is required of
other officers who receive and distribute public moneys.
It is believed that abroad the practice of undervaluation will continue and increase, until
tariff legislation is bad, substituting specific
for ad valorem rates whenever practicable.
The report closes with an extended reference
to the sugar imports and table of receipts aud

expenditures.
Protest Against Chili’s Policy.
New Yowt, Nov. 26 —The Washington special to the Commercial Advertiser says: A high
official who knows whereof he speaks, assures
States govyour correspondent that the United
ernment will enter a remonstrance against the
policy pursued by Chili toward Peru, aud intimate in strong terms that this government cannot look on quietly and see the Peruvian government divested of all its power as a nati< n,
aud that the time has come for Chili to cease
Pern and forcing it
impolicy of humiliating
into a position where it cannot recover. It is
believed (also that the opinion will be .expressed that our government regards the terms
exacted of Peru as both oppressive and unjust,
and confidently expects some modification in
the policy now pursued by Chili toward her
conquered foe. In regard to the action of Ministers Kilpatrick and Hurlbnrt, and the unfortunate quarrel in which they have become engaged, it is learned that supplementary letters
of instruction have been forwarded to each,
which will adjust the differences aud; enable
the ministers to comprehend more clearly their
duties and the policy to be pursued in reference to each of the governments.

Stage Robbery.
San Antonio, Not. 27.—A stage between
San Antonio aud Corpus Cbristi was stopped
Friday night, three miles from Oakville, by
two masked men. The passengers were robbed
and the mail rifled of everything valuable.
A Woman convicted, of Murder.
Wills Point, Tex., Nov. 27.—The jury, In
the case of Mrs. Effie Heacock for the murder
of her husband by strychnine, yesterday returned a verdict of murder in the first degree,
aud fixed puuishment at life imprisonment.
Dr. Ball, her accomplice, was sentenced to life
recently, but escaped.

FOREIGN.
The

Government

Attacking
Ladies’ League.

ANOTHER

DISASTROUS
GREAT

Attempted

GALE

the

IN

BRITAIN.

Assassination of

a

Russian

General.
London, Nov. 2G—A dispatch to the Daily
News from Dublin says: It is reported that Mr.
Maloney's wife will be arrested, which step
will be followed by vigorous action towards the
Ladies’ League.
Dublin, Nov. 26.—Mr. Phillips heretofore
described as anacc umautof the Land League,
and who was arrested yesterday under the coercion act, recently »l>ad a fainting lit in the
street, and while he was unconscious papers in
It is believed
bis pockets were abstracted.
that these papers were forwarded to the Castle
officials, hence his arrest. Although be is not
a member of the League, it is stated that Mr.
Phillips has acted as paymaster since Dr. Kenney’s

received attention at once, the disease continued spreading until finally it became epidemic.
Since the breaking out of the pest at L over
Austria, 308 stables in 27 different places have
been infected by the contagion, gin which 588
cattle took ihe dis-ase, 38 Cattle died and others were killed and buried.
There were 2373
cattle, 37 sheep and 88 goats destroyed under
of
iufected.
The total number
being
suspicion
of auimals lost by the pest was 3088.
Russia’s Secret Designs.
London, Nov. 26.—The Vienna correspondent of the S andard says: The recent n-gotiatious of the Russiau ambassador, M. Novikoff,
with the Porte, respecting the Russian war indemnity, have really only been a cloak serving
to cover more serious negotiations, which have
been going on secretly, and the object of which
is to realize Russian designs upon Turkish Armenia. During the past fortnight there .have
been almost nightly conferences between Nedim Pasha and the Sultan in the Yildiz Kiosk,
and the results of each night’s deliberations
are regularly reported to the Russiau ambassador. The object of these deliberations is to
come to a decision regarding the Russian proposal for the cession of parts of the territory of
Armenia to round off her frontier i |Asia. Rus
sia in return would renounce the indemnity
due on account of the late war and guarantee
the Sultan’s remaining provinces against the
great powers.
The Allan Steamers.
After the first of December the steamers of
Allan line will call at Queenstown to embark
mails instead of at Moville.
The Roumanian Parliament.
Buchakest, Nov. 27.—On the opening of
Roumanian Parliament to-day King Charles
dwelt chiefly on the Danube question. He said
the destinies of Rouuiania always had been
and will remain closely bound up with the free
navigation of the Danube.
American Pork Excluded from Rouma*
nla.
27.—The
Roumanian
Nov.
governLondon,
ment has renewed for a year the prohibition of
the importation of pork from the United States
and several Eupropean oountries.
The Troubles in Ireland,
Dublin, Nov. 27.—The three new legal subcomm'ssiouers under the land act are Facy,
Queen’s counsel and Roche and Rily. The
landlords are making a st. ong represutatinn to
the government in favor of pushing work under the act rapidly as they aenerally believe
A_:_a 1--1

arrest.

At the municipal election the Mayor of Drogheda, who was a candidate for re-election, was
defeated by Mr. Mangau, a '“Suspect,” contiued iu Dundalk jail.
At a meeting of the managers of the Cork
Savings Bank, held yesterday, it was stated
that the amount lodged iu the bauk during the
present year is the largest since the famine

Tbe Court of Queen’s Bench has issued a
writ of certiorari, removing into the Queeu’s
Bench division all depositions concerning tbe
death of Mansfield in Ballyragget, County
Kilkenuy, last mouth, regarding which a verdict of wilful murder has been returned by the
Coroner’s jury against sub-inspectors O’Brien
aud Boucher, who commanded the police on
the occasion of the riot there.
Another Attempted Assassination In Russia.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 26.—A youth, under
the pretense of urgent State business, obtained
an audience to-day at theMinistiy
of tbe Inter lor with General Tcherevine, who was presiding over a commission for mitigating sentences of exiles.
As soon as he was admitted he
fired a revolver at tbe General, bat the ball
passed harmlessly between his .arm and side.
The General secured aud disarmed the youth,
who said be was merely tbe instrument of another person.
The assailant is a Pole. He is apparently a
Jew and was formerly a waiter. A man who
was wailing for tbe yonth outside of the ministry was also arrested. He is known as a thief
bnt denies any knowledge as to his compau
ion’s intent.
A later dispatch says tbe assassin is a nobleman named Nicolia SaukawBki from the
government of Gradno.
Be is a Catholic and is
28 years of age.
Illusory Programme of the Confederate
Bouduolders.
London, Nov. 20—The committee of the
Coulederaie bondholders state their programme
is primarily, by steady aud persevenug appeals
first to the public and then to the Legislatures
ol the CJn iied States, to bring about an
opinion that the time has come when the restriction imposed by the fourteenth amendment of
the Constitution should be removed, so far as
It prohibits the Southern States from effecting
a just and equitable
settlement of the debts
legally contracted. The committee repudiate
the idea of embarking in litigation to recover
in

Europe.

oAndinw

Vermont... .12ya@!4%
S Factory. 12 %@ 14%
60@2 00 Skims. 7%@ 8ya

Nuts.
Peanuts—
W ilmjngton.1

Apple*.

Virginia-1 75 a2 00

76 Perbbl .2 76@3 00
*@lOc Cooking.1 26@1 60

45@1

Tennessee...1
1

12%@16c Evaporated.J4al6
12
@15cjDried Western....6%@7
12%@14c | do Eastern.... 6%@7

Walnuts
Filberts
Pecan

Potatoes.

Early Rose, & bush:—
Houlton.......86 @90
Maine Central.80® 85
Grand Trunk.
@80
@80
Proliiics, Eastern
Grand Trunk..
@80
Jacksous.
% 75
The aoove prices cure for car lots of Potatoes. small
'■ots about 5c higher.
Fresh Oeef market.
Corrected for the PRE98 dally by Wheeler, S*ift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
'Hinds.7 @9
8i<JOB. 6 @8
Fores.0
@7 iKattl s.. 6 (eg 6%
I Rounds...... 6 @7
Hacks.6% @8
Rumps.8 @11 I Loins.10 @16
Ruuip Loins.. 8 @14

Receipt*

iQaiur teutrnl.

of

Portland. Nov. 25.
26 miscellaneous merebandiM*
Portland,
connecting roads 70 oars miscellaneous mar,

For

cars

f

»r

c

jandise

_

a

Daily Domestic Receipts.
I>y water conveyance—1000 bosh Oornme&l to G
True A Go.

including 2150 boxes and all bags and hhds to the
United -tates
Fr ights quiet and unchanged.
Spa-.i»h gold at 1.80@ .80•A. Exchange is flat;
on United states 60 days gold
prem, short
sight, do at 9%.glO% prem.
JEnropeitn iTIarueu.
By Telegraph.
London Nov. 20 —Consols at 100 7-16.
LONDON, Nov. 26 —American Maturities—UnitedStates bonds, 4s, 120% ;4%s, 115%; ext 6s,l05M!*
Nov. 20 I2.80P. to. CJotwm iu/»x-et
hardening Uplands 0 9-16d; Orleans at 6 ll-16d;
DO
■4H--S 10.
Dales; speculation and export 2,000;
futures ttrai.
,ivk “'Ooi.

_

SOUTH AMERICA.

POKTI.AND
81. LOUIS

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
LEEDS & FARMINGTON R. R. 6s.
PORTLAND & OUDENSBURG
6s.
R. K. “GOLD”
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R.
6s.
“GOLD”
For sale

Six deaths occurred from yellow fever in
Havana last week.
The Emperor of Germany has resumed the
transactiou o* official business.
Cyrus W. Field took possession of the New
York Eveuiug Express Saturday.
A dispatch from Chicago says: “So far from
Mrs. Lincoln being short of funds, as alleged
in a recent dispatch, her friends in Springfield
says she has an income of 38000, and that since
she has come back from Europe, a year and a
half ago, she has saved 55000 from her income.
Commissioner Marble of the Patent offioe
The President
will retire next Wednesday.
will not appoint his successor till Congress
meets.
The reignatien of Assistant U. S. Treasurer
Hillhouse has been received at the Treasury.
It is understood the office has beeu tendered to
in commercial
a gentleman in high standing
circles in New York.
M. Tieman, a former prefect, has been appointed civil governor of Algeria.
A treaty of commerce between Frauce and
the Netherlands has been signed.
nf KflW Ynfk

niotwiM A tfnrnnu

haR

notified Attorney General elect Kussell that he
will move for the trial of Senator Sessions at
tbe January term.
Mayor Grace has appointed Joseph W. Drexel of the firm of Dexel Morgan school commissioner in place of Henry E. Pellew resigned.
A Paris dispatch says Prince Murat has been
badly wounded in the arm pit iu a duel with
Barou Vaunk whom lie challenged for aa article published in the Tribunal.
The French have entirely destroyed the village of Menselo, near Gabes. The Arabs have
and burned some
an Italian Dark
arge stages belonging to English merchants.
The Paris newspapers publish a telegram from
Scutari stating that hostilities have commenced between the Austrians and Krivorciaus, who
refuse to enter the Austrian military service.
The Krivarcians have taken three small forts,
making prisoners of the garrisons.
Slosson won the third prize in the billiard
Slossou 400,
tournament and Morris fourth.
Morris 304.
At a meeting of Tammany Hall Society Friday night, Aldeoman Purroy and Judge White
were expelled on charge being traitors.
Fifty
nine members left with them.

Iilundered

Steamer Servia is

detained at Queenstown
owing to a heavy west southwest gale.
The warehouse of James M. Williams, sumac dealer, in Petersburg,
Va., was burned
Saturday night. Loss 820,000.
The court has appointed James B. Jenkerson, receiver of thn factory and property of C.
Nugent & Co. of Newark, by consent of all
parties concerned, and the works will continue
operations for the heuetit'of all creditors.
David R. Paltou, a burglar conbued in the
Onandaga, (N. J.) peuiteutiary was totally shot
while attemptihg to escaye Saturday.
In New York Friday night Maurice Sohefsky fatally shot himself while quarreling with
his father concer ling a young woman.
Last night the horses attached to a steam fire
engine iu Philadelphia rati away and rushed
into the side of a street car, killing two young
men who were standing on the
platform and
slightly injuring several others.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland

Dail> Wholenalf ITInrliei.
POB.TLAI»I> Nov. 26.

Thfl market for

Flour

remains

iinc.hiimrpd

anil

trade continues quiet and inactive, though holders
feel confident that an improvement will soon take
place. Sugars were easier io-day and closed Vs oif.
Mai
Corn andgOats are steady at quotations,
aga Grapes are quoted at $6@G 60
keg. Potatoes are unchanged; White Brooks are in fair shipping demand.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain. Provisions, dec.
Flour.

Grain.

Superfine.6 76@G 25
Extra Spring ..6 6 -@6 75
Spring....7 25@7 75

H.

M. Com,

car lots
78
55
ms,
racked Bran 23 Sfc@24 00
2600
Mid*..
Cotton Seed,car lot 33 50
bag lots 35 oO
82
Jorn,bag lota..
79
66
Oats,
26 00
Bran,
00
28
Mid!,
1 30
Rye,

Spring
Wheats.8 50@9 26
Michigan Winter beet.7 76@8 00|
Common
Patent

Miehlgan....7 00@7 251Meal,

St. Louis Winter fair
7 60@7 76
Winter good. 7 76@8 00
Winter best. 8 2o@8 60
..

..

..

Produce.
Provisions.
Sweet potatoes* 76@6 00 Mess Beef ..11 00® 11 60
ExMes3..12 25® 12 60
Turkeys. 17@20
Plate.13 60@18 76
Chickens.12^@14
Fowl.
10@12Vi Ex Plate..l400@14 25
1 PorkEggs.
26® 27
22 25@22 FO
Onions.ip* bhl.3 0o@3 261 Bacas
Clear.,.. 21 26a21 60
Crnberries, p bbl
Maine
8 5^!>()ul
19 6 @20 no
Mesw
CapeCod 9uU@10OO Ha .dc.....120-12 V) I
8a- 9
.on ud Hogs.8ugar.
Granulated. 9%
Extra 0..
lb.... 12%@12\4
9% tub,
Fru i
12
@ 12 V*
Heroes, tt>
•••

Muso’tl

Raisins280@3 30

London Layer»3 10o3 15
Valencia**
9**@Tu%
Turkish Prunes.8 vk@9e
Oranges
Palermospb*-6 oO@6 00
Messina,<pbox 0 00@0 <k>
7 f'O
Valencia #«*se..
3 60
Jamaica $*100..
Lemons.

Pail....

13

ftle
Pea..

@13%

tan.

3 FO

Mediums.3 26@3 40
Vellow Eye*'.. 2 25@2 38
Mutter.

Creamery..28@30
Gilt EdgeVermout28@nO
**

choice
[Good..........

2^@26
1

tva

20

tte«Bina.0 00@0 Oil Store...1&@16
Palermo!.4 00^6 OO 1
t hrenc.

Malaga.4 00®6 00|fgame.12Mi®14Vi

seven

million

acres.

by

H. M. PAYSON &
32 Exchange Street.

CO.,
eodtf

oct7

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

Heavy 36 in. 7%@ 8% Fine 7^4.14® 17
vied. 36 in. 6ya@ 7%|Fine5-t.18a22
Fine 9-4.22&26
Light 36 in. 6 @6
1 Fine 10-4... .27
Fine 40 in. 7%@ 9
%@32y*
BLEACHED COTTONS.

Best 36in..llVa@l3
vied. 36 in.. 8
@11
.ight3«in.. 6 @ 7ya
Fine 42 in..10
@14
Fine 6-4.... 11
@17

Fine 6-4.15
Fine 7-4.19
Fine 8-4.21

Fine 9-4.25
Fine 10-4

TICKINGS,

@20
@23
@26
@30

..27%@32%

ETC.

Corset Jeans....
Satteens...
Cambrics.

@18

Best.15
Medium...11
Light, i.... 8

@14
@10

7-

Denims.12%@16% Silesias.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7al5

@12

Ducks-Brown 9

Fancy 12%@16ya Twine & Warps 18@28%
..11%@13
Batting—Best.
Good.
......

Stock market.

following quotations oi stocks were received
Saturday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets:
Opening. Closing.
8%
Boston Land... ... 8y®
The

Water Power. 7
Flint & Pere Marquette common
23%
C. S. & « lev. 7s.
72%
Hartford & Erie 78..
A.T. &S. F.138%
Boston & Maine..149
28%
0. S. & Clev..
35
Eastern.
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 94
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 64

Catalpa.

Summit Branch...
Denver & Rio Grande..
Northern Pacific preferred.
•*
Common.

72%
1383/4
28y3
36%
94%

79%
82 Vs
40%

82

40%

Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York,Nov. 26.—The last loan this afternoon
was made at 5 per cent, but later money whs ofNew York

fered on call at 3. The bank statement is u favorable. though not more so than was generally • x-

pe.-ted.
Sterling Exchange

lower

ws

Corns’

Your
BV

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

(lorn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harm lose; is not a caustic,
it remove# Corn#, Wart*. Bunion# and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
ET4 LURE IS GUARANTEE D.^Sk
Par stale by ull OroggiiU.
Price *-15 cento.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousand#
who have used it and now testify to Its value.
A»k for rtt hloilvrbecb’N C’arn and Wart
•ialvcni oust (ok* o» other.

Information furnished regarding

regarring litigation and
lers of

sales.

buyers

Also

and sel-

same

P. ZEBLEY & CO.,
3 llroi.l 4i.,(Drrirl Kuildinn.) Nf« V.rk,
auglS
_ni.wA.3m

If you

are

—

or

—

—

received.

—

CO.,

Roof Points, bteam-I’ipe mid Duller
Coverings, Steam Pocking, Mill
lioanl Coating*, etc.

18 (YEW 8T., Nfc W YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on tavorable ter tup
an<l on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on daman

TO

!3I M»rkrt Squarr. Portland,
Agent* Tor the sale of (.eituine Asbestos

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,

daily balances.
change.

Asbestos Paints,

W. W. WHIPPLE &

HOUSE

BANKING

paint send for sample card
of color# of

about to

Liquid

Johns

JOHN!

sndtf

oc4

Four per cent. Interest allowed on
of the N. Y. Stock Exmarl6eodtf

B4UC

Vi embers

SPECIAL NOTICES.

What others are offering call at
and satisfy yourael that we beep
est stock and sell the lowest.

our

Elegant Assortment Of
FALL AND WINTER

Ail

The ollowingare the closing quotations of stocks:
132%
Chicago & Alton.
dbioifp & Alton preferred. 130
139%
C. B. Quincy.

Erie. 45
93%
Erie preferred.
Illinois Central... .132%
12i%
I^ake Shore
9 %
Michigan Central.
94%
New .Jersey Central
N ortb western....127 V*
Northwestern preferred...141%
New York Central...138 Vs
136%
Rock Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.. .10" Vs
St Paul preferred...120%
Union Pacitic stock.119
Western Union Tel. Co. 85%

Suitings! ROBES.
JUST RECEIVED
the

from

Directly

WOLF. $8.50. $9.00 find up to $18.00,
plush lliw d, BUFFALO, $5.i 0, $7.00 unlined. $10.00 to $20.00 lined with plush.
These are this jear’s robes.

Importers.

Mining Ntoclta.
(Bv Telegraph.)
8an Francisco. Nov. 26 -The following arejtbe
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher.
8%
4%
«odie.
1%
Gan. Virginia.
ould & Carry. 6%
3
Bale & Norcross.
8%
Mexican
Ophir. 6%
Sierra Nevada... 11%
»don Con......'.
11%
16%
Eureka
'C irthern Balls. 11%
3
Savage
Yellow Jacket.
3%

HORSE
Blankets

Kohling
Is

Showing

now

Cloths

fine

as

a

line of
in

as was ever seen

this

city

for

We have over twenty kinds, ranging from
$1.10 up to $8.00.

SUITINGS,
PANTAEOON1NGS,

....

GLOVES

OVERCOATINGS.

KID,

CASTOK,

75c.

CALF Mil'S.
76c.
Ladies’ and Children's Gloves and Mittens
from 5uc. up to $1.75.

CLOTH,

GOAT,

Particularly Superior Cloths

OILED BUCK.

75o.

$1.00.

50c.

$1.i>0

for

Fine Black Dress suits.

TRUNKS

Overcoatings in New and Desirable Shades.

AND

California

These Woods will be cot artistically,
and will be made up in a superior manner by first-class workman.

/

..

..

The Wool Market*
Nov. 26—[Reported for the Press].—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio ana Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX.r.46
@48
Choice XX.43
@ 44%
Fine X.42
@43
Medium.
46
@ 50
Coarse.39 @ 40

KOHLING,
89

No.

octl4eodsu2ai

We make a specialty of these goods.
Paper covered $1 “O.
Zin- covered $3.00.
heaiher cover© * $4.50.
Also solid sole leather and Bureau Trunks.

Exchange St.

Fur

BLACK

Michigan-

XX...41
Fine.41

Extra and

Medium.4o
37
Common.
ther Western41
fine and X.

Medium...43
.••••••.36
Common...
Pulled—Extra.30
30
supemne
No 1.16
delaine—
and
Combing
Medium and No 1 combing.47
Pine delaine.-. 45
Low and coarse.38
Medium unwashed.30
Low unwashed....25
..

California..14
17

exas

Canada pulled...30
Do Combing.39
23
Smyrna washed..
unwashed.15
Buenos Ayres .23
32
Montevideo.

CapeGoodHope.

CLOTH

(eg

our soft and stiff hats at
Our $2.0t» La ■ e-I»as now
$'.50 so t and stiff bats now
$2.00. Fur trimmings of all kinds. Laddies’ Seal and Otter sets.

abi-ut

DOLMANS.

4t>

@ 38
@ 42

@

NutriaS <M>.
Bo*’s aps 25c.
We are closing out

$•.50,

@ 42%
@42

just added

We have

@25

@50
@48

@ 42
@ 33

(a 20

@37
@ 33

@ 40

@40

@26
@ 17
@ 29
(a) 36

....29

@33
Australian
.40 @45
D mskoi.25
@30
This has been the most inactive week we have had
Manufacturers
to notice for some seven months.

evidently holding back, and we may have a com
paratively quiet market for some weeks to come.

to

THE

stock of La-

our immense

dies’ Garments
five

twenty-

styles in Fine
Dolmans, prices

new

Black

from $18 to $45. Also
other lot of the
Dolmans

c-st.
our

COE,
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@38
@ 43
@ 50

for

have had such

a
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an-

197 middle Street.
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popular

which

we

Just

demand

are

D«M«stic lYlarkets.
^Bv Telegraph.i
New York. Nov 26.—Cotton closed more active
and fairly firm at 11 11-16c for middling uplands
and 12% for middling Orleans.
Flour market dull and nominal; No 2 at 3 26@
4 65;Superflue Western and State 4 60@6 26; common to good extra Western and State 6 0O@5 80;
good to choice do at 5 8*>@8 76; common to choice
White Wheat Western extra at 7 2 @8 5; Fancy
do at 8 30@9 00; common to good extra Ohio 6 35
o£8 25; common to choice extra St Louis at 6 '0@
8 56; Patent Minnesota extra 7 9<>@ 8 50;choice to
double extra at 8 60@9 00.Southern flour dulltsales
for the week have been 72,27 bbls.
Wheat—market closed steady and firm; No 2 Red
Winter on spot 1 41@1 42 1 41 % 1 41% for December, 1 44%'Sl 4*% for January; No 2 Chicago
ilwaukee at 1 36al 37
I 34a/I 3ft ou spot: No 2
on spot; sales for the week have been 11,323,000
bush.
Corn—closed flrm.No 2 on spot 67% @**8%;
at 67%c fo December; sales 69% c for January;
74c asked for May, sales for the week have been 6,499,000 bush.
Oats—closed Arm; Western at 47@54c; sales of
No 2 at 60%c January sales for the week 1,373,000 bush.
Pork—market steady; mess at 18 00@18 40 for
J imury; / 8 10@l8 30 February ;sales fo* the week
1250 bbl* on spot.
Lard—closed steady; prime steam on the spot at
II 4'»; 11 87%@li *5 December, 11 60@11 62%
for January; 11
2% February.
Butter—steady; flue grades Arm.
Cheese quiet.

Chicago. Nov. 26. Flour market is unchanged;
common to choice Western Springs at 4 60a6 75;
common to fancy Minnesota at 5 2o@7 50; Patents
7 60@9 26; Winter Wheat fail to fancy at 6 5c@
Wheat is unsettled
8 0 *; low grades 3 biXao (>0.
and generally lower;No~2 Chicago spring at 1 24%
al 24% for cash: 1 24% for November; 1 24%@
@1 24% for December; 1 25%@1 25% January;
i'Ci/i

ua*ji

'»

at

$10, $11, $12 and $14.

fjll

St Louis, Not. 26 —Flour is a uc hanged. Wheat
closed firmer; No 2 Red Fall at 1 32 cnsh; 1 82%
for December; 1 36% fo January; 1 38 February;
Corn higher at
No 3 do at 1 25; No 4 do 1 14%
62%c cash 63%c for December; 63%c January;
c
66%
64%o February: 66%c Feb.;
May. Oats are
higher at 46%c for cash and December; 46%o for
firm
slow.
Provisions
but
48c
May.
January;
Receipts—4,OOu bbls nour, 10,000 bush wheat,
30 000 bush corn, 3,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush
vc 13 OOO hush barley.
Shipments-15,000 bbls flour, 14,00o bush wheat.
133 u 0 busb oorn, 12,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush
Bariev. 2<H0 bush rye
Detro'T Nov 26.—Wheat is quiet'No 1 White at
1 31 %; December at 1 31% ; January at 1 33% ;
February at 1 38% ; March 1 373/s. April 1 38%;
all y*ar 1 31%.
Receipts 3,000; shipments 3,000 bush.

Received

EASTMAN BROS. &

A FINE

BANCROFT

IMPORTATION

492 & 494

OF

CONGRESS STREET
ilsntf

nov26

FRENCH
SKATES GROUND

CLOCKS

—FOR—

AKTZ>

15

Cents,

OPERA

—AT—

BABCOCK’S,
26

Exchange

*v-

''on active ami shade higher at
58%c ash, November and bid December 59c for
January; 64Vsc May; rejected 67%c. Uats lowe>
at 4 >%c cast and for November; 44%c December;
43%«* for January and Fe*r ary 46c for May. Rye
easier at 97V2C. Barley is easier at 1 04%. Pork
moderate active at 1 20 for od;1685 for new
asb. 16 log, 1« 85 November and December;17 20
@17 22% for January 17 42% a 17 46 for February. Lard active and higher at 11 <’6 cash. 11 07%
10 for December;! I 22%@1 26 for January;
<<ulk Meats active
1 37Va@H4ofor Februaiw.
and higher; ^boulders at 6 35; short ribs at 8 90;
-ihort clear 9 15.
Receipt* 8,000 bbls flour, 44,0C0 bush wheat,
corn 42,0< 0 “jush oats.22,000 bush
101 2C0 huw
rye 41,000 bash barley.
^bu fuents 9 600 bbls flour, 33.000 bush wheat,
225,000 bush com, 10.000 bush oats, 2.300 bosh
rve. 17.000 bush barley.

jected at«6(a9

Caps.

Seal $4.00.
Otter $4.00.
trench seal $1.00.

Boston,

1V1

-

quote banners asking

rates, 60 days bills, at 4.79% per per £ (of $4.8665
par value), and on demand 4.83%. against 4.*0%.
4.84% one week ago. Commercial bills 4.78@
4.78% gold.
:’be following are to day’s closing quotations of
Goverumen Securities:
.1^1%
United States 6s, ex
...102%
United States 5’s ext. ...
United States new, 4%’s, reg. 113Vs
United States new, 4%’s coup.114%
Unite States new, 4’s, reg.117 Vs
United States new, 4’s, coup.117%
Pacific 6’s of 95.130

^'’*70

place

the larg-

OUR
PRICES
ON

NOW READY.

4%s.104%

Eastern K. R..

Continental Mills. 89%
Portland. Saco& Portsmouth R.R.110%
Eastern Railroad 4%s, 1906.108
48c
Edgemoggin Mining Co.
I)eer Lsie Mining Company.b 60-7 c
Sullivan Mining Co.... 3%

Dyed

or

smouif

Cure

%
16

80%

PnnM nml Tot* PI»a««ed
ETn, Oxj.

0C7

66

%

16

Employed.

gncqura. Clonk., ghnwln, *€. rirnn.ed or
O). a Kid «lo»r.Cleii«i»r<l livery Huy.

7
24
193

149

Pressman

Tailor’s

Municipal Bund, of ILLINOIS. MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

8

8@ 9%
6@ 5%

13 PREBLE STREET.

Western Bonds

Drills. 8@ 9

Tickings,

....

Liberal Sucoess in the Brazil Elections.
Rio Janeibo, Nov. 27.—The elections in
The election
Brazil have passed off quie'iy.
show the final result indicated will be 72 LibSenhor Pereierals against 50 Conservatives
of foreign affairs, and
ra De Sauza, minister
Baron Homem De Mell, minister of the Intedefeated
candidates. Both
rior, are among the
have resigned their portfolios, which have
been temporarily allotted to other ministers
until the Chamber of Deputies meet.
The Supreme Tribunal has annulled the
judgment delivered against the claim of certain slaves to freedom 20 years ago, and ordered wages to be paid them from that time.

6s.
6s.
7s.

Dry Rood* Whole*alc market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods.
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:

Foster’s l!y« House,

Cant

Secured by Land GraBt of

_

SPECIAL NOTICES.

FIN A MCI A i

rents

jrcttra.

Confederate property

in

will be paid.
Proceedings at the
forthcoming assizes are anticinated with exft
is
iuterest.
reported that the
traordinary
crown counsel has been instructed to put forward early* al 1 cases of Agrarian crime in
which evidence is perfectly clear and that in
the event of acquittals or disagreements in
those cases the crown counsel are to apply for
adjournment of the assizes pendiog legislation
which would lake form of the appointment of
a tribunal consisting of a chairman of quarter
session and three stipendiary magistrates with
full power to try summarily all offences except
murder.
Lefroy Confesses Two Murders.
London, Nov. 27 —The Central News states
that Lefroy has fully confessed the murder of
Mr. Gold and also of Lieut. Roper, who was
murdered in Chatham barracks some time ago.
Heavy Gale in Great Britain.
A heavy gale prevailed throughout the United Kingdom Saturday and Sunday doing serious damage to property. Nearly the whole of
the new pier at Folkestone was washed away.
There were many wrecks on various parts of
the coast.
no

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

to

THE CUSTOMS SERVICE.

26—Consul-General
Washington, Nov.
Weaver at Vienna reports, under date of October 21, that several sporadic cases of rinderpest appeared in the province of Lower Austria several months ago, and, although they

_

Probably a Double sulciae.
Waterbory, Vt., Nov 27.—No autopsy has
yet been held on the bodies of Ezekiel Smith
and wife, found dead in bed last night. Their
youngest sou, aged 18, lived with them, and
their married daughter was visiting them
Both had lain on tbe bed during the afternoon
in their usual health, aud the daughter, on
coming into tho room, saw they were dying.
Both died within the same minute. Smith
bad beeu a man of property, but had lost most
of it, and was despondent au.l sometimes almost deranged over his financial affairs. He
leaves six children, all married except one.

roe uaianue ill lesacrueuouiiuauuiie.

the minThe coinage of silver was confined
imum value of silver bullion required by law.

French Decree Against American
Pork to be Withdrawn.
New Yoke, Nov 26.— A Paris dispatch sats
was
it
announce I Friday in the lobbies of the
Chamber of Deputies that the French Government have decided to withdraw the decree
against American pork. The late Minister, M.
Tirard, threatens an interpellation on the subject. It is well known that the decree in question was due more to M. Tirard’s hatred of
America and the Americans than to his anxiety lor the public health.
An Endangered Swiss Town
Geneva, Nov. 26.—In order to avert the
peril still threatening Kim it is proposed to
bombard the Risikop, and thereby precipitate
the loose rooks in the opposite direction.
Ravages of the Rlnderpest;in Austria.
The

WALL STREaT.

Another conferenco between representatives
of the Union Pacific and Pacific Mail was held
yesterday, but it is said that nothing was ac-

_

THOMAS NOETH

QEN. JOHN A. LOGAN

The Paciflo Bank in the Hands of a Be
ceiver.
Boston, Nov. 26.—'The bank examiner has
comoleted his examination of the Pacific Bank
and its affairs prove to be in such a bad condition that the Comptroller of the United States
has asked the associated banks of this city to
appoint a receiver.
A private despatch from Comptroller Knox
states that he will appoint a receiver at once
and at Lis request a number of prominent
bank officers of the city have nominated a gentleman who will probably be officially named

people want Justice done. Please
lead this article carefully. It is full of good
The people are beooming disgusted with
sense
lawyers and judges. “Judge Lynch” will soon be
the popular jin ge.
not

from

BY TELEGRAPH.

nation and to the world. For the love ot God and
thee uniry charge the Jury to conviot him of murJusure < emanda that he
d-r in the first egreo
if he goes free, it. is an e touragement
ma t hang
to any man who is disappointed at the action ot
another to cooly tsl ) murder litm. It the jury do
not canse him to be hanged, the people will hang
Do not trifle with the fe. 1him an 1 you with him.
Insanity dodge
ings of 60,000,01'0 of people. The aua
otners will
is too (sic) common.
Hang a few,

Directly opposite the Press Office.

Glasses.

Street.

Call and examine before you

Nov24sudtf

GRAND OPENING
—

OF

CHRISTMAS CARDS.
A Beautiful Collection of I’raug’s, Marcus Ward’s, De La Rue’s, and
other Imported Cards,
now on

509

—

Congress

uovlO

St.
flOdtf

__

tTjTakeley & CO.,
Carriage Manufacturers,
21 and 23

Preble Street

POB1XA.NI>, OA1NE.

exhibition at

Loring, Short
& Harmon’s

purchase.

Carriages

of all descriptions of onr
manufacture.' The lowest prices
in the State, taking quality and
style into consideration.

own

Under Falmouth Hotel.

Special Attention to Repairing of ail kinds
Jne4

Call early, when we can show the best assortment, anil avoid ibe crowd during the holidays
novS Su 4w

JERSEY MILK.

oodtf

Havana Tlarkef.

(By Telegraph.)

Havana. Nov. 2H. -Sugar—There wm, an abseuce
of business for want of st ck. Plantations which
had commenced grinding have >*gaiu stopped as the
It it expected, h wever,
cane proved immature.
the northern winds now prevailing will hasten its
the
wareuouses
at Havana and
iu
tock
maturity,
Maianras 29,360 boxes,
12,9 U bags and 88"0
the
week
for
none; exports during
hhds; receipts
the Tveek *800 bow, 10,000 bugs and 2840 hhds,

ndtlition to my Lord of Jerseys
a few iu re familiea with
Jersey milk, delivered every m *11 lug, s*un.
lays included I hav, al o Sw #t Corn put up
[>r*a*ly tor family use. Addrosa, V. II. toula. Wood

[

PROF. M. SAUCIER,
PIANIST, and Teacher of Plano forta.

CONCFKT

Address, Messrs. Furbnsh » Son’s Plano ware
rooms, 436 Congrw* St.
aug30eod8m

Ha' lug made

am
)Ur>'

an

prt'par d to

furnish

'ord’a.
nov21 tod t mar 1

Na*

press.

tt-tt:

28.

mumjav murmnu, November

MLTSIO AND THE DBA VIA.

ART.

H.

Fall Exhibition of

Brown’s

B

ROBSON AND CRANE.

Paint-

To-night

ings.

these great comedians will appear

Portland Theatre in their amusing larce
comedy of “Sharps and Flats.” An exchange
says :-F'Their performances kept the house in
The
an almost continuous roar of laughter.
support was good.” The following will bo the
at

TJdJb pRiuaa

May be obtained at the Periodical Depot# of N. G.
Freweuden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews. Ann
8tr<i i$, U«» Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,

A Maine Depot, and
Cos e’lo,
Boston
Chisboim Bros., on aB rains that run out of the
«U>.
Auburn. Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, If. Pierce
Bob rt

H. Babb A Co.
B*ih, of J. 0. Shaw.
Bid-veford. F. M. Burnham.
•*
Jellorson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickons.
Brunswick, B.G. Dennison.
Oom^rUmd Mill*,.F. A Varrill.
Dam arts cotta. E. w. Dunbar
Free.-ort. V* A. Mitchell.
Fryoburg, K. C Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, «J. Irish.
Halloweli, 0. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Listen, C. L. Judkins
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rock land, O. U. Andrews.
Babauus, E. H. Johnson.
Baocarappa at the Poet Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,
Thomatoou, S. Deiano.
Viutihaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watorrille, J. M. Wall.
Wiscassex, Gibbs A Bundle*,
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth C. E. 'Vwmbs.

Bangor, J.

CITY AND VICINITY.
JUVKKI18I'.MENT»

SEW

lU-UAJ

ENTERTAINMENTS.
New Portland Theatre-Song of the bell
Apron sale and fair—Martha Washington Society
St. Paul's (iu ld—Annual Ch istmas sale
Young People’s lecture cou se—Second Parish

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Eaton fami y school
N tice is In reby given.
Agents wanted-He< ry Bill

Publishing

Co.

nov28dlw

Adamson's Botanic Balsam has gained a reputation which places it in the front ranks of
It has been in the market
curative agents.
but about nine years. It is row recommended
by the best physicians because it cures Coughs
and Colds every time. Price 35 ceuts.

Nov28M,W,S&w
That Poor Bedridden.
Invalid wifr, sister, mother or daughter, can
be made the picture of health by a few bottles
of Hop Bitters. Will you let them suffer when

easily

cured?_

Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
oircle. The number for the ensuing week haB
been received b> N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall, and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

por i land post office.
October 17, 1881.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 8.00 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays
Sundays open for Carriers aud General
from ft to 10 a. m
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

excepted.
Delivery

intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.20
Close at 8.16 a. in., 12.30 and 9.00 p.m.
p. m
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.20, 6.10, 8.10,
and 1 l.io p. in. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30, 3.00
Boston and

and 9.00 p.

m.

Intermediate or Way Mails,
Railway—Arrive at 12.20 and
8.15 a.*m and i2.8op. m.

via Boston
8.10 p.m.

& Maine
Close at

Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.20 6.10,
8.lo and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.30,
3.00 and ft.rtO p. m
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.05 p.
m.
Close at 11.3 * a m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
Close at 11.30 a. m. and 4.46
m. and 1.06 p. m
and WAN' p. m
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Close at 7.'*0 a. m.
Arrive at 8.4*» a. m
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 aud 9.0<v a.
Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a. m
m. and 1.05 n. m
4.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Casiine Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert Jonesport. Machias Wacbiasport, East Machias Mill bridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
Close at 9 p. in
—Arrive at 6 a. m
East port. via eacb steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
Close at 6.00 p. m
Foreign mails via New York, day previous to sail
lng ol steamers—Close at 8.10 a. m.
Express Augusta Bangor and tho East—Arrive at
2.06 a. m
Close at 8.00 p. in.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the norm—
Close at 11.30 a. m.
Arrive at 1.06 p. m
Skowhegan also closes at 0.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. It.—Arrive at 12.4 p. m. Close at l.0O p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close at
11.30 a m and O.OU p. m
Swanton Vu, and intermediate offices, via P. A O.
Close at 7.46 a. m.
R. R.—Arrive at 8.16 p. m
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R B.—Arrive at LL.65 a. m. Close at 1.3o p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
Close at 12.46
A R R- R.—Arrive at 1.20 p. m

p.

m.

Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.

A ft R R.—Close

at 7.00 a. m.
deliveries are made daily (Sundays exthe business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 1.30 p.m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11.46 a. in. and 3.00 p. m. Collections
m
are made on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a.
and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m

Carriers

oepted,)

PEKOItK

jXjlXiK

KNIGHT.

Friday,—Rufus N. Higgins. Intoxication—2d
oflence. Ninety days in oc-unty jail.
James Sullivan and Mary Singleton. Intoxication.
Pined #5 and costs each.
dames Sullivan, assault.

Fined $6 and costs.

Brief Jottings.
Deaths in this city tbe past week, ten.
The canued corn suits of Jones vs. McMurray, in the United States Supreme Court, have
been continued until October, 1882.
Thirty-two arrests the past week, of which
twenty were for drnukenness.
A drunken man smashed

$50 pane of
glass in G. W. Rich's 8to-e window, Saturday.
G. W. Clark has purchased a pair of handa

matched black horses.
A man fell from High street wharf, Saturday, and broke two ribs.
All Odd Fellow encampments and lodges
will drape their halls for thirty days, in mem
some

ory of the Grand Secretary.
The total vaine of exports for the past week
is $253,235.85. Included are 307,921 feet of
lumber.
The steamer Ontario, of the Dominion line,
She took %
sailed for Liverpool, Saturday.
cargo valued at $220,83S, including 60,000
bosbels of wheat, 2.100 barrels of apples, 171,380 pounds of butter, 457,860 pounds of cheese,
150,500 pounds of bacon, 113 cattle and 589

sheep.
The repairs on the Myrtle and Woodbury
about completed.
Tbe treasurer of tbe Citizens’ Relief has $5,149 in his hands, has paid $8,000 fu policies
during the year, and announces nine deaths
are

for that time.
We have received from W. E. Chandler the
Folio for December,
At the range in Deering, Thanksgiving,
George W. Clark of tv»e Portland Mechanic
Blues won the company badge for the fifth
time by a score of 19 out of a possible 25, entitling him permanently to the ownership of
tbe prize.
C. 8. Stevens, of tho Peaks Islaud Shooting
Clnb, won the club badge, Thanksgiving, by a
score of 19, and his side beat the Ackley side
by a score of 99 to 91. An oyster supper was
served, afterwards, at the Bay View House.
H. E. Knight made the best score in the
Blast Dtering Shooting Club on Thanksgiving.
Albert Cobb, of East Deering, imported
from Canada a drove of 840 live turkeys, which
reached that market in season for Thauksgiv.
lug. They were divided into three parties and
driven like sheep, under the charge of a colley

dog.

Mr. J. T. Smith, not Mr. J. T. Small,
who failed. Mr. Small is all right.
Tbe Portland Mutual Fishing Insurance Co.
was

has insured 97 vessels the past year, valued at
8202,100 to the amount of 8107,022.13 on craft
and outfits. The losses have been 8754.31.
In anticipation of a double-scull race with
Hamm and Conley of Halifax, Davis and
ordered a double of Ruddick of Bos-

Kennedy

under
tou, and work on tbe craft was well
make the
way when the Haligonians refused to
The boat will be finseries of races proposed.
ished in season for use in tbe spring. It will
be 36 feet long, 13 inches beam, and Gj inches
in depth, and is being built on concentric
lines.
The sale of tickets for tbe Cadets' ball will
begin at Bartlett’s apothecary store this morning at 9 o'clock.
The Catholic fair which closed Saturday

night

of his attention.
To fully appreciate what Mr. Brown has
been doing the past summer and autumn sev.
eral hours should be given to the agreeable
Within the
task of looking over his work.
limits of a newspaper article only a few of the
pictures can be touched upon. The reader familiar with the artist’s studies will find that
he has taken a new departure this year in his
more

paintings of the

old cooper shop at Conway
There are three views; first, the exterior of
the building aud its surroundings; the other
two interiors. The former is a beautiful delin-

charming bit of Conway scenery.
Hete, at the right, stands tho old decaying
buildiug, its rear sheltered by a great elm, in
front a sloping meadow, in the middio distance the iutervale, and, beyond, the mountains.
The picture is permeated with the delicious dreameries of one of the lovliest spots

eation of

a

l..non

vinnvo-

ilia

cnn.rutra

ciff.itia'

down through the great craoks in the roof, and
touching the ear of Jack, Mr. Brown’s terrier,
playing with an old shaving on the floor; the
queer old stave machine in one corner, and the
beautiful landscape effects from out the open

windows; all go to make a charming picture.
Th8 third view is another presentation of the
interior almost equally as good as the one just
mentioned.
several views of the “West Branch
of the Peabody River;” one of special interest. In the foreground, on either side, are the
banks of the river, well wooded between which
There

placid river its course broken only by
Iu the distance rise
a
babbling cascade.
Mount Adams and Clay. The rain effects on
the sides of the mountains are particularly
good. There is a painting entitled “Morning
at Middle Mountain,” in which the effect of
flows the

early sunrise is most artistically portrayed, the
great black pines in the foreground standing
The whole
almost like giant sentinels.
painting has the softness and delicacy of a waThe great birch at McMillan’s is a
ter-color.
splendid tree study. “Artist’s Brook” at Con"
out

way is

a

netted 87,000.

Terribly Bitten by Doge,
a letter boy named Tarbox,whose parents
reside on My rtle street, was carrying papers on
was
Spring street yesterday morning, when|he
of
met by a large black dog with a small piece
to its neck as if the animal had
rope attached
The brute
broken loose from his fasteuings.

other

attacked the child and as he did bo two
tho three chewed tho
dogs sprang forward, and
The hoy was
cnild’s face and arms terribly.
are
taken borne and his wonuds dressed. They
very serious

cast:

Sharp.Smart

Cutler

Robson

Du .s.otie Fiat. W. ii. raue
rapt. Everimt .A. s. Lipman

John Pemberton.Harry Meredith
Rati ..John Maibie
.T. vv. Roberts
Gusli n
E. Amoroso
Mrs Lydia Lownes. Alieia itob.-on
Mario...Allele Waters

hinge.F.

.Mrs. Mary Myers
Mrs. Flint....
Grace E. Thorne
Nellie.
WHITMORE AND CLARK.

An exchange says:—“Minstrelsy ns portrayed
by Whitmore & Clark’s celebrated troupe has
reached the popular vein of amusement seek.
Their entertainments are always brimful
era.
of merriment, white the vocalism of the company is admirable.” A more thoroughly enjoyable programme has never been presented
he" them than that which will be offered at
City Half to night. Ail the old favorites will
appear, including that jolly “flank” White,
mouth and all, as well as several new candidates for public approval. Tickets at Stock-

bridge’s.

THE VOKES.

The Vokes Family are the best exponents of
good cleanly fun in existence on the stage
either in this country or Europe. Their play
of the “Belies of the Kitchen” was the model
of imitators have based
on which the score
In this country Nat
their extravaganzas.
Goodwin, with hiscompauy, and the “Troubadours” have been the only onos to approach
them, and even they could not equal them.
They will appear at Portland Theatre Friday
night. Sale of seats to morrow.
NOTES.

George Pauncefort, a former Portland favorite, is running a plantation in Japan.
The Booms to Bent company delighted their
audience at Portland Theatre Saturday pig it.

A correspo ideut says:—“Mrs Lucreiia Baker, of East Boston, recently of this city, sang
most charmingly at Monument Hall, Charlestown, on Tuesday evening. It was her first
pearance in that city, and the wish Is expressed
that she may be heard again.
Abbey says he must take $8000 a night at the
Patti concerts to make anything.
Perabo will return to Boston in January
from Europe.

are

charming

summer

scene.

Mild-eyed

patient kine are standing knee-deep in the
glassy water under the shade of great treesthrough whose arches lovely landscape views
“In the Pine6” displays a group
are obtained.
of magnificent Norway pines who rear their
heads almost to the clouds, while from out the
hedge near by, peeps the laughing face of the
blithesome young daughter of one of Portland's
prominent citizens.
Among the marines we noticed a superb
representation, iu Mr. Brown’s best style, of
our rugged coast, with giant cliffs, breaking
waves, an old wreck in mid-distance, and in
perspective a few sails where the line of golden
light, under the leaden sky, betokens the
clearing of the storm. This picture received
most flattering notice at the Mechanics’ Fair
Another of the marines is a most
attractive view of Portland taken from Peaks
Island, and the work in the foreground is es-

in Boston.

pecially creditable.
Mr. Brown’s daughter Nellie has exhibited
much of her father's talent iu a painting of an
old shoe found by the roadside in the country,
covered partially with daisies in full bloom.
Thb coloring is excellent and the treatment
Mr. Brown has quite a
shows originality.

promising

class whoso efforts will

miwlo miKHp

at a

la tor

doubt be

no

German Ideals.
Rev. A Dalton delivered his fourth Saturday
lecture in St. Stephen’s church Saturday afternoon on the subject, ‘‘German Ideals.”
Jean Paul Richter happily hit off the load-

ing national trait of the Germaus by his fable
of Jupiter’s division of the world among the
French, English and Germans, assigning the
dominion of the land to the French, of the sea
the English, and of the air to the Germans.
Thus the French and English receive something substantial, while the Germans essaying
a higher flight often content themselves with
to

airy nothings in the form of vogue aspirations,
longing for the unattainable and the infinite'
Dreamland is indeed nearer to the Germans
than to the French and English, and they are
its shadowy shores.
to
to linger
prone
Determined by their predominant bias then,
the first ideal of the Germaus was political, a
dream of empire, which they sought to realize
on the Roman pattern, and hence invented the
figment of restoration, when the two empires,
Roman and German, were wholly and radically different. Failing this, their second ideal
practical outlet
was religious, which found a
iu the sphere of the church whose Reformation they effected. Their third ideal was to
solve the problems of philosophy, in which failby no
ure was inevitable, yet the attempt was
The fourth ideal was poetry,
means fruitless.
of
iu
both
the fifth music and the fine arts,
which they have achieved the highest success.
The six was the muses of history whose culture has giyeu us a new view of the world. The
seventh and present ideal is the pas-ion for political unity, secured by au army which is the
greatest military engine that the world has ever seen

Finally, there are indubitable signs of liberty
becoming stronger than the love of empire, which will soon demand and secure free
political constitutions for the whole empire,
This
and for each constituent part tbertof.
may not he till after Bismarck, but sooner or
later it will come, and with liberty, equality
and fraternity will follow in Germany as in

France and iu the United States. The industrial pursuits will supersede constant preparation for war.and the cheerful hum of machinery
tlie booming ot cannon, the rattle of muskets
aud the clash of arms.

rlav

Mr./Brown is receiving many orders for his
pictures from California, New York, Massachusetts and the South, as well as at home.
His “Grand Menan” was sold by him to
Franklin Simmons, the celebrated sculptor,
for $700. He is always most happy to see callers, and especially on Saturday because he is
He has placed a
always at home on that day.
telephone in the studio for the convenience of

Temperance.
Eev. Mr. Barrows of Lowell, Mass., lately
called to San Francisco, addressed the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union at the SeoParish church,
oud
yesterday afternoon,

paintings,

strict account for their sins, and Israel was not the only people to be punished. Today the one theme that attracts the attention
of the whole people is temperance. We speak
first of the desire of the people concerning it.
We all belong to a common brotherhood, and

all who wish to enquire either about
or to make engagements with him.

in

Municipal Court.

H

inti mate
in which

to

sive beauty of his reproductions of sylvan
glades, and the majesty of his mountain
sketches, have so delighted the artistic public
that landscape painting has received rather

Un

A Short Hoad to Health.
To all who are suffering from boils, ulcers,
scrofula, carbuncles, or other obstinate diseases of the blood and skin, a course of Burdock Blood Bitters will be found to be a
short road to health. Price $1.00; trial size, 10

so

wish

for the artist. We do
that he has deserted marine painting
his early fame was won, but his spirited representation of forest scenes, the poetic and pennot

iu New Eugland.
The second view is a very
strong effort both in drawing aud coloring.
The old beams and wood work, their roughnesses toned down, and their color mellowed

Lost—Gold Earring
AUCTION SALES.
Large sale of choi e china wise, &e

cents.

last Mr. H. B. Brown’s cosy studio
on Danforth Btreet was filled with visitors who
Formerly
came to inspect his summer work.
Mr. Brown passed much of his time on the
Nova Scotian coast, but for the past few years
Jackson and Conway have had more attraction

Saturday

The Cecilia Quartette Concert
The concert next Thursday evening at City
Hall promises to be one of the finest of the
The four young ladies who compose
season
the quartette are all first class solo singers and
well known here that they need no rec"
ommendation. Wherever they have appeared
they hav« received much attention and praise.
At Augusta a reception dinner was given them
at the Augusta House the day after the conAt the hospital for insane everycert there.
thing was done for their pleasure and comfort
and attendants while there. At
officers
the
by
the Soldiers’ Home Gen. Tilton entertained
them and gave the ladies the use of his private
carriage and span of beautiful nays. Thanksgiving evening the citizens of Saccarappa were
delighted with their singing, and in all places
they have visited they hav« been invited to
at an early date.
We hope our
come again
people will give them the hearty reception
which they deserve, for they are a credit to
any city, and ene that Portland may well be
proud of.
Miss Bertie Webb, who has just closed anothof Music,
er term at the N. E. I'onservatory
will also delight the audience with her violin
solos. Her friends say that she has improved
very much since her last appearance here.
Mr. Charles Lindall. a member of Chandler’s Band, is also from the N. E. Conservatory
of Music, and is a fine cornet soloist, and
another musician of which Portland may well
be proud to claim.
The Kennebec Journal says that Mr. Harvey
Murray, the accompanist, is a magnificent
are

so

pianist._____
Personal.
C. W. Wormell, late of the Falmouth aDd
West End Bbtels, has gono to the Elmwood,
at Waterville.
Mr. David Laroom, of Gloucester, Mass.,
has been appointed captain of steamer New
York of the International line, vice Capt. Pike
resigned. Cspt. Larcom has been in the em-

ploy of the line thirteen years.
Mr. W. H. Lincoln, assistant manager of the
Telephone Company in this city, was married
at Portsmouth, N. H., last Wednesday, to
Miss Mary M. Rounds, also of this city.
T. C. Hersey, of this city, has been appointed by the National Board of Steam Navigation a delegate to represent 1 he steam vessel
industry at the National Tariff Convention to
be held in Cooper Institute, New York city,
Nov. 29th and 30th.
Miss Hardy spoke at Park street church to a
large congregation yesterday afternoon, on the
“Reformation of Fallen Women.”
Miss L. Dunn and Miss Johnson of Maine,
Mr and Mrs T. C. Woodare in Germany.
bury of Portland are in Loudon, and N. P. Cu-

deby

of Portland in

Naples.

We were glad to see Deputy Marshal Black
He is convalescing rapidly.
out jce ter (lay.

where

Rev. C. A. Dickinson; the singing was conducted by Mr. Berry, chorister of Pine street
M. E. church, assisted by Mr. Frank C. Collins, on the cornet, and Mr. B. F. Hinds at the
piano. At the evening services every seat was
This meeting was iu charge of the
occupied.

general

secretary.
While Mr. Winter,

the

general secretary,
spending Thanksgiving iu Boston, his
Portland friends agreeably surprised him by
placing a handsome carpet on his office floor.
Friends of the association are cordially invited
was

inspect the same.
A large number of boys attended the boys’
reading room on Saturday afternoon and were

to

well

entertained._

Loss of the Nellie Chase.
was received at the Merchants’ Exchange Saturday of the loss of the schooner
Nellie Chase, Cant. Randall, of Portland. The
vessel was from the Raritan river, loaded a ith
A report

clay for Winslow’s pottery In Deering. She
struck on broken ground near Pollock Rip and
sank in lialf an hour. The crew were all
saved in their boat and arrived in Boston Saturday on steamer Seth W. Smith. The schooner was 173 tons burthen, old measurement, and
She is owned
was built in Westbrook in 1837.
by the captain, Yeaton & Boyd, Henry Fox
and others, and was valued at about 83200; her
I insurance will mot exceed S2000.

congregation

was

very
which
from
The
chapter
the text was taken contains many threatening
against Judah; for God was about to bring

gathered

meu

to

the conscience of every individual prompts
him to work against an evil that cherishes all
vice and all crime. The best of our people
have been brought into all misery to themthrough this evil.
selves and their friends
Who can be found to support it, or who will
not

lows: “I salute you from the garden of my
new homo, near Yona, to which I removed today. The sun is sinking with a friendly adieu,
aud the nightingales are trilling. Everything
around is cheerful, and my first evening in m.y
new house aud hornets of the happiestangury.’
Aud we are assured that the augury was not
lalsified. Under the tree tops of the garden
which Schiller «*itered in such a happy mood,
was written the "beautiful “Song of the Bell.
The German writer Scherr says of this poem:
“All the elements iu the poet's lyric treatment
of culture aud its history are contained iu this
of
superb song. It is one of those creation?
genius whose tender humane beauty irreheart.
hold
of
every
sistibly lays
It has the stamp of nationality more clearly
than ony other poem of ail modern literature.
In July, 1797, Schiller writes to Goethe:
“My heart is deeply interested iu this poem,
but it will cost me some time, as I introduce so
is so
many differing moods, and the material
Liter ou his illness obliged him to lay
vast.”
his work aside, but he said: “I did uot regret
that, for ouly by carrying the subject about
with me for a year and keeping it warm will
the poem (no light task I assure you,) attain
Goethe characteristically rereal maturity.”
plies: “The bell will sonud all the better the
longer the metal is kepi melted and the mere
The poem was not
the dross is expelled.”
completed until 1799, thus it having taken two
years of thoughtful study.
The course to be followed in illustrating tho
“Song of the Bell” iu tableaux on Saturday of
this week, is somewhat as follows: The curtain rising, Schiller is ripresented sitting in
his garden near Yeua.
Presently, in his
thoughts, the form of his poem is gradually
unfolded to him. Aud here the scenery chanthat
ges behind him, showing the general idea
is taking shape iu bis mind.
Ttie different tableaux to be given are represented iu one single amp d’ oeil.
The second tableai xgives the foundry in the
foreground diuiy seen by tho red uucertaiu
light of the furnaces. Here are the forms of
ttie 'workmen watchiug the heating of the
metal until the critical moment shall arrive
when it will be ready to flow into the mould
prepared to receive it. A well known elocutionist of this city is to read appropriate stanzqo tram ttiH
hefore ok’)i tableau.
As he
reads
“With, festive, joyous acceuts rife.
It greets thn well-beloved chi.d
Lau.i liedo it’s first career of life
In s. umber’s arms so sweet and mild’*

th* scenery changes at the back of the foundry
a long christening pocession,in t.icturesque costume. It is returning from the church
to the cottage home.
Again the curtain falls,
when it is again raised the foundry is still to bo
is
a
and
behind
seen
group of children at play
in a park. The only children in this tableau
are those connected with the little sewing circle to which we ha'© frequently alluded as
having done such goodly service for the children’s ward.
The next scene represents the lovers. At
the door of the cottage sits the mother while
her daughter is looking at her lover near by.
Si ill the work goes on at the foundry and again
the curtaiu rises, showing a bridal procession
returning from the marriage. Among the
many comprising tins procession the younger
<>ne8 come forward in a merry dance. Th:s
closes the first part.
When reading the lines about the home

showing

“Within it reigns the prudent wife,
The tender mother;
In wisd m's wajB
Her house she sways.
Iustru -teih the girls*,
Control let tbeb-ys;
With diligein hands
She works and commands;
i s
Increases the

g

the bell is slowly drawn up to the top of tho
theatre, and after a moment’s pause the music
changes into a gay dance, in which all the performers of the entire entertainment heartily

join.

It is only necessary to add*that Mr. Grim
the musical director being himself a Gerand loving his Fatherland’s great poet,
we are sure that the orchestra under his care
will supply such music through the evening as
shall be worthy and appropriate.

mer,
man

Accidents.
As Mr. Butler was stepping from the pileHigh sfeet wharf
on to the scow at
Saturday noon he fell against the cog-wheel of
the pile-driver breaking a rib. He was taken
to his home on lremout Place and Dr. Files

driver

attended him.

Limlngton.
The oft unheeded injunction “do not go upon too thin ice” has not its exceptions hero. On
Wednesday evening last a party of ladies and
went out upon a pond near to skate.

gentlemen

tooolose body the ice gave away
number of them into the water.
They were however, af er considerable
exertion all extricated with no casualitics save
a

a

severe ducking.
Parties are putting up apples here,
$2.75 per barrel delivered to depot.

a

for the human mind favors
temperance, and hence will favor plans for the
prevention of intemperance. The whole land
calls for safety from this evil. Even the dealthe
ership strong drink see and acknowledge
need and benefit of prohibition. It is the great
us
look
at
the
let
But
struggle of the century.
difficulties in its way. One is the love of monrich. Another is the
ey, the desire to grow
lack of confidence in the practice of total aba
is
difficulty. We
stinence. Sectarianism
must unite in oue common force to war against
this evil. Want of good habits in the practice
of good is an obstacle to the progress of temperThe law of association also comes in to
ance.
have evil assooppose this work. Young men
ciates and so are led away by vicious influences
habit of sothe
Young men and women form
cial drinking, and their association comes into
chain of
n ay and they gradually weave the
habit more enduring than iron. The lack of
is
a
in
the
church
difficulty.
enthusiastic effort
The church member too often has no theory
and little practice in the support of temperHome influence is an obstacle in the
ance.
has a duty to the
way of temperance. Matt
home in this direction, hut woman especially
in a power that might be almost omnipotent in
this blessed work. Her influence on the home
should be in favor of temperance. The neglect
of the children by the parents is deplorable.
The mothers should go forth iu the service of
be
saving the children, and their reward willThe
of work.
great. What are the methods
law should be equal and right, to protect
honest
meu by just and equal laws enacted by
and reasonable men in the interest of the commonwealth. The Woman’s Christian Tempernses
ance Union appeals to the best principles,
the best methods, and aims at the best results
to
the
up
right
to
educate
people
They seek
views and right action in this direction, and
everyone should bid them Godspeed.

prohibition;

paying
P.

__•_

The Tech.
the name of an admirable paper
Such
printed by Alfred Mudge & Son of Boston for
The editors are
the Institute of Technology.
and are as
many of them well known here,
is

follows:
Arthur W. Walker, Editor-in Chief.
G. W. Mat sfield, '82.
George J. Foratt. '88.
F. F. Johnson, ’81.
Arthur D. Little, ’85.
Harvey S. Chase, Civil and Mechanical En-

gineering.
Grenville Temple Spelling, Architecture.

are sold every season, and thousands of
The
persons saved from an untimely grave.
price is 25 cents.

Syrup

MARRIAGE*.
In Damariscotta, Nov. 15, Edgar Flint and Miss
Alice M. Ames.
,,
in Bremen, Nov. 16. Capt. Alonzo O. Bntler <ina
Miss Ad,lie .J. Woodbury.
Not. 23. Ralph G Fair tnd Mrs. Elinor*
In

Hath,

A.

DEATON
In this city. Nov. 27, William H. Kand, aged 70
years 8 months.
rNotice of funeral hereafter.1
In Cape Elizabeth, Nov. 2ti. Same J. Plummer,
aged 0 nears 1 month 3 days.
In Andover. Me., Nov. 24, Elizabeth Floyd Gregg,
aged 41 years.
In Bath. Nov. 19. Lottie C.. daughter of Chas. A.
and Marietta W. Davenport, aged 14 years 3 mos.
In Norridgewock. Nov. 17, Mrs. Mary T. Grail'am,
of Bath.
aged 78 years—, -formerly
Ill Bath. Nov 20, Miss hliza W daughter of EmOraftam
L.
Lizzie
and
ag d 21 years.
M.
ery

NAkEINBS OAVS OK 8TBABSH1PS.
30
Kenublic.New York..Liverpool... .Dec 1
Silesia.New York..Hamburg....Dec 12
.Portland.. ..Liverpool-Deo
Circassia'
City of Chester....New York..Liverpool... .Dec 3
Galatia.New York. .London.Dec 3
Devouia.New Vork Glasgow.Dec 3
Deo 0
Arizona.Now Vork..I ..erpool
Dec 7
Corn ie.New York. L verpool....
8
..Dec
York..Liverpool
.New
Celtic
Lessing .New York. Hamburg-Dee 8
9
Hand.
.Liverpool....Dec
Montreal.P<>
10
Citv of New York..New Vork..Liverpool....Deo
Vork. .Glasgow.Deo 10

IflB vi O BAND A.
Sell If S Bridges, frog) Dorchester, NB fcr Newark, which put In be e 10th lust leaky, has repaired
aud reloaded, and la ready to proceed.
Seh Nellie Shaw, of Machias. from Raritan Kivcr
for Portland, with clay, went ashore night of 26tli
on Breaker Ground, near Podock If ip. aud sunk in
half an hour. Crew saved aud landed at Boston.
Steamship Brooklyn, which arrived at Liverpool
26th lust from Montreal, experienced bad weather
and lost G81 sheep ana 117 head of cattle; also
shifted cargo.
Stop Portland Lloyds, Brown, at Boston from
Iloilo, reports, 1 ft Anjier Aug 8 and passed Capo of
Good Hope sept 16, had light baffling winds to St
Helena which passed Sept 30. Had light SE winds

from St Helena to the equator, which was crossed
Oct 18 in ion 32 16 W; tnonce good Ns, trades with
plenty of rain and squally weather to lat 21 N; afterward light baffling winds and bad weather; Nov
9th, lat 27 31 N, h.n 62 64 W, took a hurricane
from N E during which the ship sprung aleak, which
Nov 16th, 270
required all hands at the pumps
miles StV of Bermuda, encountered a heavy gale
the
east
ship making
from the north veering to
waterVerv fast and all hands working hard at the
pumps. The main shaft being broken could work
only one pump. The ship was leaking 2000 strokes
Per hour when she arrived at Sandy nook.

DOWKsPl’It t*OMTS.
SAN FRANGISCO-Sld 16th, ship Fannie Tuckor
Green eaf, Queenstown.
Sid 18th, -hip Levi O Wade. Bagiev, Havre.
NEW ORLEANS-A r 22d, brig Ellen H Munroe,
Whitaker. Philadelphia.
Cld 25th, ship i/zin Moses, Sheer, Havre.
Arat Port Eads 26ih, barque Hattie G McFarland. McFarland, Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 22d, barque F L Genovar,

Francis,

New York.
Cld 2'd. sch Levi Hart, Giles, Boston.
BRUNSWICK Cld 22d. sells Fannie I, Childs,
Hart Boston; Nelli ', Driukwater, Baltimore.
Cld 26th, sch Irono E Mu.-ervey, aloservey, for

Baltimore.
Sid 25th, sch Austin D Knight, Perry, New York.
SAVANNAH—Sid 24th, sch Mary Lord, Smith,
New York.
Ar 25ib. sch Wm Frederick, Ames, Stockton.
Cld 26th scb Irene E Aleservey, Baltimore
Ar 23d, sch Arthur Burton,
CHARLESTON
Coombs. Baltimore.
Sid 25th. schs Cephas Starrett, for Baltimore; E
H Emerson for

Aucboria.New
Sardinian.Portland .Liverpool.... pec 16
Suevia.New York..Hamburg!....Dec 10
13
Wisconsin.New Vork .Liverpool....Dec
City of Montreal...New Vork Liverpool.. ..Dec lo

Ethiopia.New

Oder

Vork

Weymouth.
sch

17
.Dec 17
23
30

.Glasgow.Doc

.New York..Bremen.

Torouti.Portland.... Liverpool.... Dec
Moravian.Portlaud.. .Liverpool... .Dec

NORFOLK—Cld 22d,
New York.
FORTRESS MONROE-Ar 24th. brig Stephen
Bishop from Philadelphia for Baltimore.
Sid 26ih brig Mary C Alaiiner, Johns, (from Bal-

Caibarieu".

PHILADELPHIA-Ar 22d, sch. Delhi, Lynam,
Kennebec.
Ar 24th. schs Martha N Hail, Ha1!, Windsor, NS;

Elva K Pettingill. York. Gardiner.
Ar 26tb, sen J W Drury. Sludley, Kennebec.
Cld 25ih schs Bessie E Dickinson. Dickinson, for
Boston. Edw Waite L e, Portland
Ar 2Hth. brig Edith, I ettigrove, St John, NB.
Sid fin Delaware Breakwater 25th. schs Eva C
Yates Grace Cushing aud David Faust.
NEW YUKK —Ar 25th. schs Spartel, Smith, Hillsboro; Anna Frye. Bryant, i.astport; Judge Low,
Hamilton. Bristol.
Cld 25th, sDip Mercury. Pano. Anjier; Castine,
Morgan. Trieste; brig Starlight Steele, Port Spain;
Kav, Cardenas; sobs Irving Leslie, llager-

MINI A ri' dK

ty, Miragoaue; Empress, Kendall, Bangor.
re 26th. schs Congress, from New
Passed the
York for Portland; Veto do for Koeklaud; Mary,
Hoboken for Boston; St Elmo, do tor do; Fred 0
Holden. Port Johnson for Boston.
STONINGTON—Ar 24th, sch Charlotte

7 12
4 24

Buck

Smith. Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23, sch Sarah A Reed, Guptill, Calais
Sid 23d sch Savannah. Atwood. New York.
Sid 26th. sen Silver Heels, Bulger. New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 22d, sch Oregon, Henshaw,
_

M L Newton, Colwell, New York.
WARREN—Sid 23d, sch Nellie Eaton, Ashford,
New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 25th, sch Lizzie Young, Young,
Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 23d, sch Lizzie Carr, Teel, Now
_

Anna E

izabeth.

,,

EDGAKTOWN—Ar 22d, schs Thayer Kimball,
from New York for Gloucester; Louisa Wilson, do
for Boston; Annie S Mu ch. Kondout for do; Mabel
Hall, New York for Rockland; H S Boynton, Raritan River for Boston.
Ar 23d. sch Nettie Cashing. Robinson, Elizabetliport for Rockland.
BOSTON—Ar 26th, barque H G Johnson, Colby,
Singapore; schs N Jones. Perry, Machlas; Prize,
Alley sllsworth; Charles Heath Pendleton, and
Ann r Sipple Turner, Bangor; Lizzie Poor, Dickey;
Brunette, :abbidge, and WB Darling, Pendleton,
Bangor; Florella. Aliev, Rockland; K P Rogers,
Oliver Bath: Edward & Frank, Poland, Bristol
Cld 26th. schs Winner, Frye, Brunswick, Ga, via

|I High water,
Moon sets.

ir

M>..

Lucy A
^Passed Anjier Oct 3, shipsAnDie
M

Nickels Fields,

mall. Packard.
from Cebu for New York;
Iloilo for Boston; barque Kichd Parsoi s, Packard,
do for do; Mabel Snow, Hong Kong for New York;
Jew, Tapley, Cardiil for Hong

5th. ship Wandering

KArat

Sierra Leone Oct 12, barque Fnry, Burgess,
Boston.
Ar at Vera Cruz 9th inst, barque Mary C Hale,
Higeius, New York.
Sid fm Antwerp 24th inst, ship Martha Bowker,
Bowker. Philadelphia.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Nov 21, barque Harriet S Jackson. Bacon Baltimore.
Sid fm Pictou 23d inst, barque Embla, for Port..

,,

Iaat

at Cow Bay prev 19
Belirman, New Haven.

morn

MARINE^NEm

,,

The

good

a man

does live- lor g after

him,

so

the

really good medicine will last for ages,
and although Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry
and Tar m ty be new to yon, its healing properties
when
have long been known and appreciated, and
Balsam of
we recommend you to give Dr. Graves’
virtues of

a

Wild Cherry and Tar a rial for the certaiu core of
Sore Shroat, Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough
he benHoarseness, &c., we only ask you to uso and
etited by the same medicine that has given so much
relief o others. The Mverla Medina does not furnish better remedies for the dir eases of the pulmovirorgans thin Wild Cherry and Tar. Tndr
nary

have long been kn wn and
if you
you cannot fa 1 of relief
Bals m a trial when afflicted.
cts.; large bottle, only 60 cts.
tues

appreciited, and
give Dr, Graves'
Sample bottle 10

For Biliousness, Dyspepsia. Constipation, or Liv
Complaint, use Improved Family Cathario Pills
For
made hy Dr. Graves; prioe, 25 cts. per bov.
8al®at wholesale hv J. W. Porkius & Co.. Portland

er

FRENCH

Plushes,

Cloakings,

The paper is well primed,
"Science Notes
on tl,e cover is
on good paoer, and the design
drawn. The
exceedingly appropriate and

w^sll

very amusing.

Boys’ Reading Room.
The large ball of the Young Men’s •Christian Association is opened to boys e very Saturafteruoou from one to five o’clock, aud

day
books, magazines, illustrated papers, stereodisscopic views aud games are placed at their

Erorn three to four o’clock entertainments of a literary, scientific or musical charA pledge against intoxiacter ate provided.
cating liquors, tobacco aud profaniiy is also
circulated. Each boy is provided with a tick-

posal,

et which he must show on entering the hall.
These tickets are furnished the various Sunday school superintendents, and by them reis"
sued to the boys of their respective schools.
Christ the Lord.
There is getting to be quite a demand for
music for Christmas festivals aud the like.
Not ouly are the children to be pleased, but all
with eutertaiument.
ages are to be provided
The cantata, Christ the Lord, is of-a sacred na
reference to
ture, the first part ouly having
the glad lime at Bethlehem. But it contains
well made words, aud good music, which is all
in two or three
easy enough to be conquer' d
choir rahersals. It, is composed by W. Williams, ana published by O. Ditson & Co..

Steamship

Eleanora,

Bragg, New York—mdse

Falmouth, Hall,
^Steamer
for Boston

St

port
Sch Para Colbetb. Weymouth.
Sch Charmer, Gilley, Boston.
to
Sch .Jennie Howard, Campbell, Boston—rails
Smith, I ibbette & Co.
tor
Sch Theodore Dean, from Boston, to load

Philadelphia.
to JT
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Dlnsmore, Boston—oil
Conley & Son.
Sch Mari el, Anderson, Boston.
Sch George. Grover. Cape >nn.
Scb Reno, Ackley. Saco, to load for New York,
Sch Nellie Star, Coihy, Yarmouth.
Sch City Point, Cushing, La Have Banks, with
40.OUO lbs fish.
Scb Yankee viaid, Perry, Hurricane Island—paving to W S Eaton.
Bos*
sch M L Rogers, Hanna, Cranberry Isles for
Sch Odell, Winslow, Wiscassetfor Providence.
Cleared.

Steamship Ontario, (Br) Williams, Liverpool—

D Torrance & Co.
Steamship Acadian, (Br) Magrath, rietou—H

^SchV.va
J
Sch C

611 Congress Street.

John, NB, via East-

«*

A

F»ery.
May, McDuffie, Baltimore—M
Willard, Wallace, Phiadelpbia-E G WilP

from 25 cts. and

upward.

HORATIO STAPLES
Emery & Woodman,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
POPIL-taVi MAINE.

Office in Centennial Block,
ST.
EXCHANGE
93
Geo.
novl4

Sch EGeiry. Perry, Harpswell,
land—I H Blake.
Sch Exact. Kimball, North Booth bay—N Blake.
Scb Capitol, Gamage, Boothbay-N Blake.
SUNDAY, Nov 27.
Arrived.
Steamship Lady Franklin, (Br) Dew, Cow Bay
coat 10 Grand Trunk K H. Vessel to U>a & Kelsey
noun
Barque Lapland, 1 ueker, New York 42
coal u> vie ueni UR. V ersel to Ryan Si Kelsey.
Philadelphia
viluuie
Latliuaiie,
lltuiter,
Barque
\ easel to J b
eoal to Portlaud & Rochester HR.
Winslow & Co.
_

From
il l

lip

to

genuine

wool Blankets at
$1U a pair.

Staples.

Horatio
DRESS

FLANNELS

in all colors and many

Horatio

qualities.

staple*.

nov28 d3t

I LKA

»•

oetoatl

m.

as a
art.

extra terms.

on

orse

PLUSHES.

or

noon
corner
a

tween

CIRANCE

ANTIC
YORK,

OF NEW

MARINE

AGAINST

INSURE

RISKS

ONLY.

Company
York, on Vossele,
opou policies to merchants, making risk* binding
soon as

COLORED

SILKS

MIDDLE STREET.
230
eoiltf
n>v21

a

water-borne.

l>ar Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

Total Amount of Premil ms for the Year

$*5,728,622.27.
ASSETS,

$12,608,356.71
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid Ou and After Feb. 1,1881.
Dividends to Policy Holders o»»
fPrcniinms Ternitnnling in 1880

SO PER CKMT.
Paid in

lossss

Thirty Days

After Proof.
}

brushing.

M. G. PALMER,

will take risks at their office, New
Cargoes and Freights, and iesn

Phis

.TONES, President,
AIU.ES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. HAVEN, 3d Vioo President.
J, H. Chapman, Secretary.
feb9dlmteodllnutw6w8
1881.
0,
CH

His Defi

Owen, Moore & Co.

Black and Colored

SILK VELVETS,

England.
All

invited to

are

amine.

ex-

Don’t buy

nov22 dtf

Ladies’

Insurance.
LINED

FUR

well forilieir customa«e doing
as
mutter of insurance
ers in
Portlund.
any
1 other Agency in

Just received a full line
of Colored Silks in all the
new shades, that we shall
sell cheap.

Have made very extensive preparations for the
holidays this season, and to
enable those who wish to
crowd
avoid the great
last
the
always attending
few davs, will open for retail on WEDNESDAY, 16th,
finish, something
one of the finest and most Plush
a good imitation
and
assortments of new,
extensive
fine
of
a
Plush, at oneboth useful and fancy arthe
fourth
price.
ticles ever shown in New

ROLLINS & ADAMS

oetG dtf

GREAT SACRIFICE

SILK CIRCLLARS!
Millett & Little,
516

DRESS600DS
MILLETT i LITTLE
Congress Street,

No. 516

Offer 50 pieces of. Illuminated
Cordureite, slightly imperfect, at
marked down
75c per yard i
front

$1.25

per

yard.

This is positively the best trade in
Dress hoods we have offered this

Millett & Little.

nov2C

YOUR
Fine
Holbrook’s
On
Boots in every style,
sold only by

E. T. MERRILL.
Don’t you forget those Common
Sense Boots. E. T UIEKKIEE
is making a specialty of
them.

TBtBHr

received
B5 SILK
Have just
CIRCULARS. Prices from $35 to

$100.
These garments are manufactured by a regular furrier, and
,ve can recommend t'-cm to be
the best made in the market.
We also offer all our ready
made Woolen On intents at reduced prices to close them out.

Milieu & Little
dlw

HEAD

QUARTERS
FOR-

A large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
comprising a full line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported
•
Cards.
Also,
Thanksgiving, Birth Announcement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the crowd.

FRANK B. CLARK,
Bookseller and Stationer,
515 Congress St.

Solid Leather
Boots, $1.00
dtf

ROLLERSKATES!

Without exception the
best assortment of Men’s
and Youths’ (iloves in the
state can be found at our
store. Prices ranging from
50 cts. to $3.50.

IOB SK ATBS,

..._...

...

..._

___

_..

boy22 dlw

Roller Shales of different makes. Also,
■ he win.lovv’. Patent Roller Skate, best

and

complete) and

ments to

we

Finest Par-

offer

now

special

full

induce-

Wholesale Buyers of Christmas

Grand Opening in Retail Department December
1st, at which time we shall he able to show
finest and largest stock of
one of the
Christmas Goods in New England.
The public are earnestly invited to an examination, whether intending to purchase or not,

Chas.

Day, Jr., &Co.

187 MIDDLE STREET.
bov21
_M.WAF2w

STORAGE FOR CARRIAGES.
can

be had at the

LADIES'
Undervesls and Drawers at lowest

possible prices.

HORATIO

STAPLES.

Removal.
William Senter &

Co.,

Watch, Cloch, Jewelry

and Nautical Store, removed to

No. 51

Exchange street,

directly opposite their old stand

scp5dm3

MAMMOTH

Linen

Damask

Towels,

Size 23 by 43 inches, Weight 7 1-2
ouuces, plump. Place

tORSEAND CARRIAGE lAfiT, HORATIO STAPLES’
32 & 34 Plum St.
„o
d2w

nov2ft

Manufacturer’s Remnants
-OF-

UNBLEACHED
in vast

Quantities,

HORATIO

DRESSGOODS
makes them better value
than ever before offered in
this city. Don’t spend your
money until you have examined on r stock and learned our prices.

STUDLEY,
!53 Middle Street

COTTONS
CHE,VI*, at

STAPLES

atf

novlO

Brief Extracts from Testimonials
-FOR—

MANN’S

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT
from

prominent Professional Men.

Wendell Holme*, HI. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form f exercise which
exbi arating.
f<>und
salutary
have
I
agrreanle and
*
The particular appara u^ v<u use. The Reactionary
most
compact,
a
convenient,
is
Lifter.
ingenious,
aud serviceable arrangement
Austin Flint. HI. D.,
New York.
I have derived, personal'y, advantage from its
beneuse. and 1 have known of its having proved
ficial in several instances. .Judiciously used it seboth
to
exercise
body
of
benefits
the
physical
cures
and mind.
T. HI. B. fro**, HI. D.,
New York.

Systematically used it imparts increased bodily
and mental vigor, aud will be found particularly
and
va uable in toning up the muscles of the back
loins.
Wm. W. Hlorland, HI. D«,
Boston Mass.
Every one who given «ho Reactionary Lifter a
trial becomes fascinated with It.
Janies HI. H*i«or, I. D
New York.
It accelerates to a high degree, and exalts to great
perfection all the ordinary processes o' nutrition,
*nd of
quantities
forming new ma*erial tu larger
4 b
tlina
a
with
nr

Dante in the uiorkct.

Wholesale Department is

aR

on

o

snn.a

n

rapid icy. t e elf te material by .oxidation, by
which both warmth and power are simultaneously
furui-hed in increased quantities to the constantly
renewed fabric.
Caroline B. Window, M. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three mouths’ use of the Reactionary Lifter.

PARLOR GAME OF BILLIAROETTE.
Our

just made

like

Roller Skate ia the market.

lor

we have
our fine

fair

Club, Ladies’ and Gents’
Boys’ Skates.

stock.

Oliver

E.T. MERRILL

Startlingly Low Prices in Children’s Goods!
Children’s Spring Heel Extension Edge
Boot?, in a variety of Stock.

our

Remember the mark-down

novO

Tho most easy fill ting and Durable Stock in tbe
Market, (.treat attention given to Difficult Feet.

$8.00, 12.00, 15.00.

of any kind until you have

examined

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Those Donga Boots!!.

Acme

Garments

COJSGRESS ST.,

nov26

season.

or

Children’s

as

Good storage for the winter

$2.25

F. O. ISAIEEV df tO„ Auctioneer*.

a

eod2w*

M Richardson Richardson, Now York—
^Seh Carrie
I
& Co.

E s Ham hu
Sch .lerusha Baker, Chase, Macbias—N Blake
Sch Vestal. Spear. Ellsworth—N biake.
Sch Wftldcm r, Keduian, Bangor—S W Inaxter.
Sch S I> Hart, Burgess, Belfatt—J B Dodge.
to load lor Rock-

GARFIELD.

Edward Woodman.

F. Emery,

reserve

_

Goods*

Winter Uidershirts and Driers

a.

>l.

and

&c. Best assortment. Best goods.
Lowest prices. Ladles’ & Hents’
Merino Underwear at 50c,
worth < 5e.

Wednesday. Vec.. 1at 1
licli.uge itreet, and
UV* P M.. until sold.
continuing
1 urge assortment of HavilandV French china. FnJl
Decorated Dinner Sets, beat English makes, MkjolicA Vare. tine Glass Ware, Rogers’ Silver t Imtea
Ware, Ac. The entire stock must be sold without
on

A M.,at »a!e»ro<m IS
COMMENCING
M
and
at 10

O.

Buttons.

Trimmings, Laces, Yams, Small Wares,

Choice China Wecornted English
Ware, .11 it jolica, Fine
Ware, dee.

SOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
PEBBLE GOAT and French Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Miiir.ruom 18 Eidiaaje
Kid, Hand Sewed Boots
AGENTS WANTED SafWgfcSP targ9
A
«
r.
UAHJJV,
for Ladies.
alcrabaaCentral
and
Regular »a)e of Eurjilture
at 10 ooMifc
LACE BOOTS in dlse
SIDE
every Saturday, commoneiDg
Consignments solicited.
French and American
photograph
Engraved in Line and Stipple from
correct likeness.
Kid and Goat.
approved by Mrs. Garfield
No competition.
A beautiful work of
Size! 8x24. Send for circulars and
The
only stock of fine, fancy
The Henry Bill Publishing Co.»Norwich,Conn.
nov28 eod3t & wlm
SLIPPERS in Maine.
LOST.
CHILDREN’S Spring Heel
bethe P. & 0.
cither
train,
of North
Boots in Calf, straight,
the P. & O. depot and
FRIDAY,
ladies’ Gold
cars,
and 'ongress tr. ets via t
Gnat and American Kid.
Earring. The tinder will be 1 berally rewarded by
nov28 d3t*
Have just secured a large
leaving it at tbo PRESS office.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
of Fine Plushes at a
French Kid and Patent lot
low price, and shall
Leather for Gentlemen very
offer a full line of shades
and Roys.
at a lower price than has
Misses’ French Kid School
ever been named on PlushBoots with low heels:
es before in thi* city. Don’t
very serviceable.
Pin hes until you have
Colored Boots and Slippers buy
examined this lot.
for Ladies and Children.
tfiatBiul ItisBBraiBce Co. Nubian Waterproof Blacking, polishes without

Hoiery,

Fringes,

Ladies

sale

-OF-

d‘2\v

dotIS

Shawls,

Skirts. Table Linens, Blankets, Flannels Quilts, Cas-

proof.

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,

=5rgF

The Winder Term will commence MonII. F. EATON, Prln.
day Dec. 12.

DRESS GOODS.

J. M. DYER & CO.,

SATURDAY, Nov. 26.
Arrived.

NOBBIDGEWOCK, MAINE.

Wi#ses

plain and Brocade Silks, Safins, Snrahs
and Velvets, Merveilleux, Ehadames,

DONGOLA BOOTS, water

WATERPROOF BALMORALS for Gentlemen.
CuRK
FRENCH
CALF

(Established 1856 )

inst, barque Cbas F Ward,

SPOKEN.
Oct 2. lat 8 N, Ion 25 W, ship Queenstown. Collins. from Antwerp tor Guaymas.
Oct 12. lat 14 N, Ion 26, ship Tabor, Snow, from
Cardiff fur San Francisco.
Oct 17. lat 25 N. Ion 81, ship Annie H Smith,
Bartlett from Philadelphia for New Tacoma.
Nov 4, lat 31 N. Inn 10 VV, ship John C Potter,
McClure, from Antwerp for Valparaiso.

SPECIALTIES.
for Gentlemen,
and Children.

Wood’s Hole.

Ar 2lith, ship Portland Lloyds, Brown. Iloilo (Jne
29th via sa' dy Hook, (has the body of Capt Chase
EL
on board); schs Seth W Smith. Allen, Darien;
Higgins. Rowe. Calais.
Below, schs Damon. Enterprise. C B Paine, Louisa
Wilson, and Mary E Morse.
Cld 27th, barque Sanuleuto, Gould, Portland; sch
Hattie turner, Mclutvre. Charleston.
SA LEM-Ar 2-ltb, brig Ellen Maria, Cummings,
from
Bangor for New Bedford; sobs E G Knight,
Elizabethpon for Saco; Lexington. Field, from Port
Darius
Calais,
Eddy.
John on; Fleetwiug, Johnson,
Bangor for Newark Fanny F Hall, fromdofor Plymouth, Hume. Calderwood, from Rocklond; Mary
Shields Liuscott. Gardiuer.
vwv_a
Ufir.ii
sclis Thames. Robbins. Calais:
Baltic. Parker, Bangor; Lake, Lee, Rockland; dos
M Lane. Poole. Plum Maml.
JONESFOKT—Ar 22d. sclia Kioka, Rogers, und
Revolution, Kelley, Macblas lor Portland.

Gloves,

4.53

nov28 w3w 48

Family School-

Eaton

..

York for Boston.
Sid z3d sch O M Mairett. Lord, Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 26th, sch Mary Lymburuer,
Bowker. New York.
VINEYARD HAVEN —Ar 24th. schs Cygnus,
Cole Sbulee. NS, for New York; Allston, Haskell,
Sullivan for do; Freddie Eaton, Motz, Calais for do;
Anna Elizabeth. Kelley, Harwich for do.
Sid 24th, sclis Nettie Cushing, Freddie Eaton, and

NO VEM BEK 28.

AIA1ANAC

Ko. Yarmouth, Nov. 16th, 1881.

jpbauiia,

simeies,

Sun rises
Sunsets.

Wm H Card, Crabtree,

Ql YES. that
II i; HE BY
been duly appointed Ex-

IS

tb« subscriber has
NOri'K

ecutrix of the Will of
AMMI LORING, late of North Yarmouth,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken ui»on herself that trust by giviug bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same: and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
PUB BE J. LOR1N#, Executrix.

walks,

apction

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Uonz Kong Nov 20, barque Harvard, Tray

PORT OF PORTLAND-

R. Til den Gibbons, Sporting Editor.
Mr. Little is a son of T. J. Little, Esq., of
this city, and lias two admirable articles, one
and the other
on "Some Wonderful Insects,”

are

Sid fm

Calcutta.

—

Chemistry.

illustrations

FOR

California.New York..London.Nov

*

n.

’*

Clark._

FROM

erpool.

.,

500,000 bottles of Dr. Bull’s Cough

Over

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

FROM

Sid fm PaJang Nov 25, barque ChasG Itioe,Montgomery. New York.
Ar at Calcutta 11th Inst, barque Oasis, Lord, Liv-

FOKEIBN PORTS.
Ar at Batavia Oct 6, snip Gardner Colby, Kendtll,

fight against it? The pnbiic then will call

for its

lard.

.,

liaise the bell f om the ground.
Pull, comrades rise,
^ee, she moves, sh-'sways!
O’er our town 1 t gladness reign,
Peace, be this her first refrain,”

precipitating

Barquentine Dida E Clark, (new) Clark, of and
from Harpy well.
Seh Richmond, Hall. New York.
Sch \l B Mahoney, Perkins, New York.
Sch Fle-twiug, Johnson, Boston.
Sch Sylph. (Br) Gayton. Charlottetown for Boston.
Scb Peerless, Orne, Southport-flsh to E G Wll-

for New York.
SM 23d, sch

And order maintains'’
the curtain rises showing a charming German domestic scene,
admirably illustrating
the stanzas read. And now, after reading the
wondrous description of a fire, the curtain
again rises, showing behind the loundry the
burning house, against which a ladder h is
been placed. A man is just rescuing a child
from the flames, while on her knees in the
street is the distracted mother. In strong contrast to this is the next scene, the harvesters,
and there last of all the bell itself is seen,
“Concordia” written on its side, while grouped
around it are all the rnauy figures of the variAs the words are said:
ous tableaux.
“With the power of the cable

Collecting in

Barque Sarmionto, Gould, Boston, to It Lewis

& Co.

timore) for

a

cmaries

Y. hS. C. A.
The Young Men’s Christian Association held
three services yesterday, at their rooms corner
At 9 a. m. they
of Congress and Elm streets.
held a prayer meeting; at 4.30 p. m. a service
of song; and at 7 p. m. a gospel meetiBg. At
the afternoon meeting remarks were made by

full

a

Schiller’s Song" of the Bell.
The casting of a bell is, in Germany, an
Eellevent of great solemnity aud rejoicing.
fouutlers, in some of the mining districts, announce formally, in the local newspapers, the
time aud place of this important event, and
out of door festivities take place in its honor.
In a letter from Schiller to a friend In the
early part of the year 1797, he writes as fol-

PORI HR KNlTTlMl TARN, Re<l, (3
shader,) Blue, (3 shades,) Iron (iray.
Silver Wray, Browu uud Black. Price 20
eta. a skein.

HORATIO
uovlfi

SURE,PUBK
alboro’,

Mo

I OR

I am a physically regenerated wom *n.
has been magical. 1 esttem it a blessing
not be over-es.imated.
R. C. Uloffnt, M. D..

Its effect

which can

Brooklyn.
It is the mod perfect compendium of exorcise imatinabla. li is particulai 1> adapted to ladies suffering from uterine an«» kindred venknesees.
omiio Gsmez, .H. D»,
Nt w
I

am

fects.

fully satisfied

with

York.
your machine and its ef

David Wowter, M. D.,
San Francisco.
I dorot hesi^a’e to unqu littery commend tho
Reactionary Litter to all pe s ns sufferiugfro a dyspeptic or rheumatlo affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
C* Peckban Filcb, .!!• D«,
yew York.
It is almost indispensable for the maintenace of
health: it devei* ps the entire muscular structnre
and imparts tone and vitality to the -whole organ t*m
9, 9. A 9. K. Strong, M. D.

Saratoga Springs.
We have found th Reactionary Lifter ol
to pers ’iisoi weakened u uscular structure
sedentar.. bat its.
t Hnittiltoo, Jl. D.,
Hob

benefit,
and of

Saratoga Springs.
It is entirely satisfactory to me,
the merits cl .lined fur it.
Lawnoii A.

and possesses all

Ii«uv, 1WL. D.,

Buffalo.
ai was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumu.ative cxerci.-o in reuc tug and redoing ehronio
11 has been a new roriofii iniiie* o lung standing
elation to me and uther medical friends.

STAPLES.
dtf
DRUMvF»KSS
.ogaotfdBm

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
2o1 MIDDLE Nl'KBKT.
norb

PBE88.

T KB

Un Marriage Force.
[London Society.)
There are many
charming sentiments
connected with clanship, and it cannot be
denied that union in families is delightful to
witness; but of even such good things as
these, one may possibly have a little too
much. So, at least, thought you g Hugh
lestrange when his grandfather affection-

ately intimated to him that the family of
which he had the honor to be the oldest
bachelor representative, unanimously

con-

sidered it bis plain and obvious duty to marHugh’s father had
ry his cousin Pauline.
been dead some five years, and his greatuncle’s grandson, Pauline’s father, had
fallen in the Franco-Prussian war; for the
branch of the Lestrange family to which
she belonged was of French nationality, and
had but recently migrated across the water.
There had been a family conclave whereat
it had been resolved and carried nem. con.
tha the common interests, pecuniary and
otherwise, of the house of Lestrange, would
be materially advanced by the matrimonial
union of the two young people. The resul
of this important conference being duly
communicated to Hugh by his grandfather,
and to Pauline by her mother, it was confidently expected that both cousins would
regard the alliance in the same light as their
seniors and enact their lespeetive parts with
Indeed, so far as
willing concurrence.
Pauline was concerned, there could be nothing unusual or despotic to her iu this parental arrangement of her future, for her
French education and surroundings had ac
customed her to the idea of family arbitration in matrimonial affairs.and she was not,
as ar,- English
girls, familiar with the
notion of maidenly independence. She rethe
news
of
the proposed union wit
ceived
calm acquiescence-her cousin Hugues, as
she called him. was not likely to prove an
unkind husband, and she was content to let
matt rs dri't quietly to the desired consummation.
X <t so. however, the bridegroomIl ug Lestrange felt that a distinct
elect.
and deliberate i jury had been done to him,
and he resolved to r.esent it. But, being a
young fellow of amia le nature, hating argument. ami dreauing open rupture, he
conflued the expression of his dissatisfaction
to a few words of mild remonstrance, secretly determining the while so to coi duct his
part outlie affair as to demonstrate unmistakably alike to Pauline’s mother and to the
young girl herself his utter inability lo enter
into the spirit of the new character adotted
to him.
It was arranged that the necessaiy proposal should be made and the courtship inau
gurated at a certain country bou-e to which
during the hunting season, both parties had
been invited. Pauline had but lately quitted her school in Paris, Hugh had not long
left Oxford, and some years had elapsed
Under such cirsince their last meting.
cumstances this renewal of old ties with a
new intent was regarded by the family confederation as an event of criiical interest.
On the evening of the day which witnessed the arrival at Shiretou Manor of
Mine. Lestrange and her daughter, Hugh
was deouted to conduct Pauline to dinner;
and as the two co isins placed themselves
side by side at the table, many inquiring
and speculative glances were turned toward
them by those of the guests who had bee
admitted to the secret. Indeed, they were a
couple any family might, have been proud to
The young man, now
escort 11 the altar.
in his twenty-fifth year, was tall, bearded,
and fair-faced. Pauline, thoroughly French
in feature and complexion, was yet no
of
mean
stature; and
though the
national petulant and impulsive temperament showed itse.f in the curves of her
lips, the truthlul steautastuess oi ner orown
eyes stood sponsor for a heart that was not
empty of En.lish blood. What-a pity it was
that, being so handsome a couple, and carrying with them the good wishes of all their
mutual relatives, and a fine inheritance to
boot, they could not find each other charming! But Fate would have her way.
Throughout the whole of that critical dinner, young Les range, meditating on his

wrongs, was unsociable, monosyllabic and
unpleasant. Pauline, disposed at first to
accept with affability such affectionate advances as her cousin might make, when she
perceived that none were vouchsafed, assumed a frosty reserve, and stood aloof on
her dignity. During two hours—five courses
and dessert—the pair sat side by side, prim,
morose and mutually uncivil; and when the
hostess arose, a thorough misliking had

been established. The incidents of the remainder of the evening confirmed the opinion each had formed of the other. The ice
froze harder and harder over the hearts of
both; and before Pauline retired for the
night she disburdened her mind to her
mother in voluble French, very much after
the following fashion:
“Mamma, it is perfectly useless to tell
me to marry Hugues; he is altogether odiAs for him, he
ous and insupportable.
hates me; that you must all have seen
plainly enough. He hardly spoke two words
to me all dinner time; and directly he saw
me go to the
'ido, he went off to the smoking-room wii.i Capt. Lovell. He thinks
himself too good for me, no doubt; you can
see how abominably conceited he is
by the
contemptuous way in which he looked at
everybody, and by his air of ill-bred re-

serve.”

"But Pauline, dearest,” pleaded Mme.
Lestrange, deeply chagrined, “suppose all
this arises from shyness on his part? Remember, his posi.ion is rather a difficult
one; and a young mau brought up in English ways, as he has been, may ftel more

embarrassed than

a

Frenchman

under sim-

lar circumstances.
not
charming,” re“and a shy man is hardly
better than a rude one. However, I will
give him anoiher chance to-morrow; but if
lie is not nicer at breakfast and luncheon
thau he has shown himself at dinner, I will
He is
have nothl g more to do with him.
not the only husband to be had in the world,I
and
just
suppose; and I am but 18 after all,
Good mght,
as -ood looking as other girls.
a
with
And
mamma.”
dear
parting kiss
and a sai isfied look in the mirror, Pauline
passed light-hearted to her chamber.
But the nest day things wore no better
dean aspect, and mademoiselle's second
nunciation of her intended spouse was unequivocal and decisive. Hugh, on his part,
himself on the
saw reason to congratulate
course he had adopted, and when he quitted
the smoking room at midnighl, he had accepted a friend's invitation to leave Shireton
Mauor on t' e morrow for more congenial
joys elsewhere.
“Certainly,” said this recalcitrant young
man, as he extinguised his candle, “1 have
acted wisely in getting out of this business.
I should have been miserable for life if X had
given in. What a monstrous thing it is in
inis century for a man’s relatives to take on
themselves the disposal of his liberty in such
Pauline is the
an outrageous way as this!
last girl *n the world to suit me, with her
prim affectation of coyness and her ridiculous air of petite reine. I believe she has
not an idea in her mind—these French-bred
young women never have—and she doesn’t
know how to be natural and sociable and
sympa'heiic. Whenever my time does come
to turn Benedick, my wife shall be just as

“Awkwardness is

turned

Pauline;

unlike mademoiselle via eousinc as possible.”
So there was an end of this most excellent
match to the infinite disgust, vexation and
dismay of the intriguing parties. Hugh communicated to his grandfather in respectful
terms, but with firm expressions, his absolute repugnance to the proposed alliance,
and his unalterable resolution to undergo
II___
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submit to it. Ami Pauline declared with
immense fervor that rather than perform
her share in the contract she would be cut
in pieces or buried alive. Iu the face of such
obstacles no more could be done, and after
sundry futile reproaches and laments the

family scheme was abandoned. Hugh was
admitted to be a free man and Madame Lestrange began to turn her thoughts to the
pursuit of some other eligible parti.

cousins, however widely separated
matrimonial poiut of view, were cou-

But the

from

a

sins still, and the unavoidable failure of mu-

tually cherished hopes t ould not be permitted to effect an estrangement between the
two branches of the family. Early in the
spring Pauline and her mother reappeared
in London, and thither also came her only
brother, Jacques, but recently emancipated
from the bonds of alma mater. Now Jacques
was the chosen particular friend of his cousin Hugh, and although, being the younger
man, he had entered the university later,
they had during more than a year been fel-

low-students at the same hall and inseparable allies in all the pursuits and interests of
college life. Therefore, immediately on his
arrival in town Jacques sought out his cousin, and within half an hour of their meeting
the younger Lestrange was in possession of
the details of the family machinations and
the fiasco consequent thereupon.
“I heard something about the affair from
home,” said Jacques, ‘‘but in such a vague
way that I could make nothing of it. However, we need not rouble ourselves about
the thing now, and 1 suppose you won’t let
it make any difference to you. Are you going

Lady Leigh’s on Thursday?”
“Upon my word,” answered Hugh meditatively, “I don’t know. I was going, but I
hear Pauline and your mother will be there,

to

d that seems awkward, doesn’t it?”
mean to say
you are going to cut us on account of this
untoward affair? You will have everybody
gossiping about the thing if you behave so
ridiculously, and you may injure Pauline’s
chances In a way you don't think of. Why
should people knov there has been anything
contemplated between you? All sorts of
tales will be told, a hundred times worse,

ai

‘•My good fello», you don’t

every one of them, than the truth; and nobody need guess anything at all if only you
conduct yourself rationally and In a natural
And I really caunot see why you
manner.
should dislike meeting Pauline. There has
been no regular quarrel between you, no
jilting or jealousy, or anything of that kind;
it was a simple mutual dissent from certain
views entertained for you by older people
who ought to have known better. Beside, it
all happened four months ago, and the entire scheme has been dropped. Were I you,
1 would not only go to Lady Leigh’s ball,
but I would dance with Pauline, just to
show friendliness and a disposition to put
thb gs back on the old footing.”
This discussion ended|as Jacques wished.
Hugh promised not to absent himself from
the ball iu question and he kept his word.
It was one of the first balls of the season and
Pauline seemed to be a
was well attended.
great success and dauced utiweariediy. But
shortly after supper as Hugh, having handed
his last partner to her seat, stood Idle a moment by the doorway, bis surprise was great
on being lightly tapped on the arm by Pauline's fan and hearing her say, as though
echoing her brother’s advice,
•‘When are you going to ask me to dance,
cousin Hugh? I have just this waltz free if
you l.ke.” Then in lower tones, “Do not
seem 10 avoid me; there is no need for us to
be strangers to each other ou account of
what lias occurred. Pe-ple will notice it,

says.”

mamma

rt bat could Hugh
Impossible torefuse; and beside, whether he dauced with
her now or not mattered nothing; their engagement had been formally nullified, ana
no attentions he might pay her could be mis
interoreted. After all, too, she was a handsome'girl, and supportable enough as a mere
cousin. A cousin may be tolerated and
even (lanced with very agreeably, provided
one is not expected to make her one’s companion for life. So Hugh resolved to be
pleasant. Perhaps, indeed, p<>or girl, he
owed her some amends for his part in the
recent failure of the family plot; at any rate,
they stood non in no false light together,
and, therefore, there was no reasou for observing constraint or reserve in bis mam er
toward her. And so the next minute the
young man’s arm was around Pauline’s
waist, and the pair were whirling together
amicably down the room.
They passed at length by a conservatory,
and Hugh found his partner a seat beneath
a tall tree fern.
“What a splendid waltzer you are!” he
said graciously. “Did they teach you that
iu Paris?”

do?
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unaffected and a smile so bright, that
Hugh recalled with wonderment the stiff
primness which had characterized her every
gesture and word when last they met. How,
he asked himself, could four short months
have brought about sojstriking a difference?
Their talk flowed gayly on, for Hugh
melted and warmed under the influence of

so

manner, until
another dance
dismissed her cousin with a parting iutimation that she hoped to meet him the following evening at the house of a mutual friend.
“We shall be there early.” she said with
“If you like to come by
an ingenuous air.
10 o’clock I can give you the first quadrille.”
Hugh went home bew ildered.and entering
his room in the gray of the morning twilight, threw himself into an easy chair and
rn-dit ted till sunrise.
One circumstance only began little by little
todisturb the peaceful equanimity of Hugh’s
existence. There was a certain Colonel
Spiers Gordon, a tall, handsome officer of
the Hussars, with whom Pauline danced
much, who rode often beside her in the
park, and whose presence at Mme. Lestrange’s afternoon tea was not infrequent.
It was, Hugh admitted to himself, supremely ridiculous to feel annoyed by such paltry
incidents as these; for the Colonel was a
ram of the best reputation personally, and
his pedigree and fortune were all that Mayfair could desire. Hugh examined his mind
deeply on the subject, and fouud there noth
ing to account for the incipient mistrust
and discomfort which this acquaintance
caused him. Pauline was his cousin certainly, but in the third degree only, and his
interest in her welfare was comparatively
remote, and of a merely friendly character.
Doubtless his uneasiness arose from the incongruity presented to his mind by the idea
of a marriage possibly taking place between
so voung a girl and the Colonel; for the lat-

companion’s gracious
Pauline, being in request for

his

ter must certainly have attaiuea nis 4Utn
Hugh had
year, while she was not yet 19.
sufficient regard for his cousin to feel some
solicitude for her happiness as a wife, and
to wish for her a husband at least more suitable in age thau this gallant Hussar. Young
Lestrange was not a little comforted at bavin' thus satisfactorily solved the secret of
his disquietude. It had looked at the outset bo suspiciously like a latent flame of
jealousy, that to feel assured of the harmle9suess of its true nature was most gratifying. To have been jealous, even in the
smallest degree, would have impl'ed the existence of a feeling in regard to Pauline
which it was absolutely and eternally impossible he should ever entertain; and he
was well acquainted with the fact that she,
on her part, held similar immutable views
in respect of himself.

One brilliant May noontide Mademoiselle
Lestrange, entering the breakfast room on

ride, found
her return
her mother apparently absorbed in meditation over a letter which lay Ouen on a table
at her elbow beside a cup of untasted chocolate. When she saw Pauline she started
slightly, and refolded her letter; but, ob
serving her daughter’s eye upon it as she
did so, said lightly:
“From Col. Gordon, dearest.”
“Ho bad news, I hope?,’ asked Pauline,
in the same tone, gathering up the folds of
her habit, and contemplating the splashes
upon it.
“How could there be any bad news from,
him?” returned her mother, with some surfrom her

mornin

prise.

because I see it is along letter;
and as we meet him nearly every day, it is
difficult to conceive what he can possibly
have to write about."
“Is it?” said Mine. Lestrange, with peculiar emphasis. “Can
you not imagine,
Piuline, that there may *be some things a
man would rather write than sav?"
“If he says it in writing, I don’t see
much difference,” answered the girl with a
droll air. “But what is it he says—or

“Only

writes?”

With a smile Mine. Lestrange put the letter into her daughter’s hand.
Pauline read it hastily, the rosy color
gathering brightly over her face and throat;
then, turning again to her mother, she said
In a low, tremulous tone:
“So he wants me to be Mine. Spiers Gor-

don.”

“They call it ‘Mrs.’ in this country,” replied her mother correctively, and with an
expression of playfulness.
“Well, mamma, will you please say “Ho?”
“Ho!” echoed Mine. Lestrange, asto
ished. “Surely, my dearest, you don’t

mean to refuse such an offer as this?”
“Why should I accept it?” returned Pauline. “I do not care for him as I ought to
care for a husband, and it would not be
”
to say ‘Yes.’
“You plunge me in despair, Pauline;
this is the second most excellent chance you

right

have had within four months, and you decline both unconditionally. Tell me, my
child, is there any motive for this behavior
Do you—can you be thinkon your part?

ing of anybody else?”

As she spoke, Madame Lestrange rose
and took her daughter’s hand caressingly in
her own. But there was no emotion in
Pauline’s gay rejoinder:
“Dear mamma, of course not. I don’t
all. 19
wan. to marry Col. Gordon, that’s
it so very inexplicable?”
“And you would not marry Hugh either;
such a charming, intelligent young man,
too, and exactly suited to you in every way.
Est-elle difficile, cette chere Pauline?”
Pauline turned abruptly away, and seated
1_„lf K.. fLo

minrlonr

“I wish Hugliues had always been what he
is now,” she exclaimed almost fiercely.
“Que dis-tu la?” cried her mother doubtng her cars.
“Why, that it was his own fault I said I
hated him,” continued the girl, still looking
to make
away from .her mother; ‘•he chose
himself rude and disagreeable, and of course
I thought him odious—then! But ever since
we have been here he has been quite, quite
different, and nobody would suppose he was
the same man. There !I have said too much,
but I couldn’t help it. You must keep my
secret, mamma, and tell Colonel Gordon
that Pauline is a spoilt child, and won’t

marry.”

Mad ime Lestrange caught
impulsively in her arms.
“My poor, darling child,

her

daughter
did I
Tell me,

never

dream of such a romance as this!
tell thy good mother, thou couldst not say
*Xo’ to Hugues would he but ask thee of us
now?”
Pauline burst into a shower of passionate
tears.

“Malheureuse

Lestrange, “what
too

cried Madame
do for thee? It is

enfant!"
can we

late.”

Precisely at this critical moment the door
of the room was opened and brother Jacques walked in.
“Why,” cried he, standing aghast, “mother,—Paulinebyu’i/ a-t it done?’
“Pauline is a little goose,” answered rnadame, with a tearful effort at playfulness.
"Col. Gordon has written the most, charmto make
ing letter, asking my permission
her an offer of marriage, and she will hive

him.”
well, that's unlucky for him, certainly,”
rejoined Jacques; “but what has iny little
sister got to cry about? Has she, erchance.
been scolded for wanting to say unkind

nothing

to

say to

things to hi Colonel?”

“Of

easily.

course

not,” replied hi3 mother

un-

“I told you she was a little goose,
Kow run up stairs, Pauline, and

that’s all.

y< ur dress, dear; and you, Jacques,
ring for the luncheon tray.”
"Girls are certainly odd creatures,” said
Jacques to himself, as he lighted a cigar on
the doorstep that afternoon. "Fancy crving

change

because

Niobe,

like

somebody

whom

one

doesn’t care about wants to marry one 1
What an excess of heart!”
He strolled into the park, presently, at an
accustomed rendezvous, met his friend
Hugh and forthwith related the episode
"So you think she has refuse 1 him definitely?” asked the elder cousin when the
story was finished.
And it is
“I understand so certainly.

by so doing

easy to see that

she has

greatly

vexed my mother. It was an excellent proposal, you see.”
“I see nothing of the kind,” replied Hugh
with some heat. “Confound Col. Gordon 1
I never liked the fellow from the begin-

ning.”
“Sapristi/” ejaculated Jacques; “what
have done to you? He’s a capital

can ne

fellow, and
man.”

Hugh

threw away the

ing.
“I don’t mean

injured
mean

had

never

bad word for any

cigar

he was smok-

to say he ever offended
“but I

or

personally,” said he
I never liked his being

me

that

a

so

much

your sister. She ought to marry a
young man, Jacques.”
“Well, I dare say she will,” returned
Jacques carelessly. “Pauline is a great
favorite. But then, you know, the Colonel’s
position is really first rate.”
with

Hugh turned
fully.

on

his cousin almost wrath-

pletely develop a
There

jacket before

a

our

very mutable

When there exists any morbid sensibility of skin and tendency to disease, both
clipping and singeing should be avoided, as
either may awaken a dormant eruptive malady, and thus lead to considerable inconvenience and trouble.—London Agricultural

Gazette.
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Wit and Wisdom.

there’s an end to the

a

if
l didn’t know how matters stood between
you and Pauline, I would swear you were

jealous.”
“I—jealous! what!—of Pauline! Confound it all, I’ve dropped my cigar somewhere! Give me a light, old man.”
“Yes,” repeated Jacques steadily, looking his friend full in the face as they
paused a moment while Hugh kindled a
fresh cigar, “to tell you the truth, I should
certainly have thought you were jealous.
Omni*; is it so? Have you betrayed your"Look here, Jacques, old fellow,” said
Hugh, after a pause of brief duration occupied by several violent puffs at the cigar, “I
don’t exactly know what it is I feel on this
subject, and upon my honor, if I am jealous
you have found it out first. The fact is,
Jacques, can you keep a secret?”
“I can when it’s necessary,” returned
his cousin laconically.
“Well, when they wanted me to marry
Pauline, you know, she took considerable
pains to make it evide t to me that I didn’t
please her, and, as you know also, she expressed that ODinion to her mother. In fact,
she was so extremely distant and cold and—

and uuaffectionate, and put on such an air
of noli me tangere toward me that I thought
her a very unpleasant young person, and
felt much relieved to find my antipathy reBut the first time I met her in

ciprocated.
town—at Lady Leigh’s, you remember—she
was totally changed—charming, vivacious,

full of smiles, and so she has been ever
since. I have seen her during the last six
weeks under a perfectly new aspect, and
perhaps, old man, if she hadn’t been Pauline, I might have been jealous of the Col-

Miss Ann Dickinson announces that she wi'l
act throughout the country, beginning at one
of the Pbiladelphiatbeatres. She will appear
in “A Crown of Thorns,” and a black satin
dress, with two rows of plaiting and a polonHer other plays have not been anaise.
nounced.—N. V. Graphic.

Dangerous Sewer Gas.
is the pestilential companion of civiliWe can not see it as it comes in, nor can

Sewer-gas

zation.
It does most of its work
we always even smell it.
befor*- it U »oun<* out. It is discovered only by tbe
It lurks in the sewer and in
mischiei it has done.
the pipe, and slyly slips into the house thr- *ugh
leaks in the plumbing or through detective traps.
It is n- t onl iu the houses of those of moderate
circumstances, bu also ot the wealthy. It attacks
first the wea and ailing
Vigorous constitutions
and those iu perfect heal'h can repel its attacks,
where tbe imperfectly nourished and those who are
flabby and dyspeptic h ve to 3ield to its power.
Whole families have been cari ie<l off by it. Many
It is a pity for
of these migut have been t-eved
people to .brow themselves and th- ir children away
when they can just as well be sav*d by the judicious
u-e of Brown’s Iron Bit»ers.
Brown*#Iron Bitters
have been so thoroughly tested that it is no expe< imout
Brown’8 Iron Bitter.- contains iroD, the great
ii.vigorator of the blood, and cinchona, t«e great
lonii of ibe nerves. Brown’s Iron Bitters contains
the only preparati m of iron which can be used
without mbc ief »o any portion of the humau organization. Brown’s Iron Bitters is not, like many
•bitters,” an ail to drunkeuness. Brown’s Iron
Bitters may be taken with gre *t advantage by old
and you..g, male or female
rown’s Iron Birters,
the tffec.ual remedy for
dy-pepsia, indiand
k.ndred
be had at every re- !
is
to
ills,
geftiun
bpectable drug store.

somebody

old as the bills,

as

NEURALGIA,
Nervous Irritability, ScUtlca and all painful Nervous Diseases.—A treatise by a well known physician, a specialist on these subjects, colludes as
follows: “Neuralgia is me of the mo t painful of
disea es. and is attended with more or Jess nervous

two acts!” cried
drama in
“But is the fact of this delightful
young woman’s identity really an insuperable obstacle? Why not speak to her or to
my mother, now?”
“Speak about what?” retorted Hugh.

“What

a

should I go and make a fool of myself? Don’t you know that Pauline made
up her mind lung ago to look on me as a

“Why

cousin only?”
know she
“I
did—long ago!" cried
Jacques, as a sudden light broke in on him;

I have for many yearn cl »sely studied the cause of
neuralgia, »nd the nature of the n rvoua sy.-iem.
with the many diseases that it is su j <-t to, »nd
have *ound by actual experience that th t-uenud
n rvprimary cause of near <lg a in pove tv of th«
ous fluid—it becomes impoverished ami poof, and
in some eases starved, m t because the pa dent does
not eat, but b cau-e what is eaten is n t a propriated to thn ne vous system; there are many causts
liamofor this but Dr C W Henson's elerv and
mile Pills hive in my b suds proved aperf et reiue y
diseases.
and
these
-ndition
for this c
Sold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents a box.
Bv
Depot 100 North Kutaw St Baltimore. Md
mail, two boxes for $1, or six b xes for §2.60, to

DR.
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“but why may not she also have come to
look on you in a new light? Do you know,
it seems possible to me that just such a
change on her part may be the explanation
of those otherwise enigmatical tears, and of
certain tragic utterances of my mother’s
which caught my ear as I opened the door
so opportunely, ‘C’est trop tardV she said.
What could be too late if not a tardy r> pen-

futile willingsomething she had once re-

tance on Pauline’s
ness to accept

part and

a

old man, are you really in
earnest this time? Do you really think you
would be happy with my sister?”
“Upon my word, Jacques,” answered
Hugh, somewhat agitated, “I begin to think
that I cannot be happy without her; but if
it hadn’t been for this confounded Colonel,
I declare I don’t believe I should ever have
found out the true state qf the case!”

jected? Hugh,

L lieu
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take you home to dinner this evening. Now
is your time; for, judging from my own observations of Miss Pauline and the present
general aspect of affairs, I would not mind
venturing a considerable sum on the successful issue of an appeal suit. Only be sure
you know your o*n mind this time, foi
Pauline may not be inclined to let you off
again, and you might lind your last state
worse than your first if another
repentance
were to set in on your part."
“Don’t congratulate me too soon,old fellow.
Of myself I am sure enough, but of Pauline, ah, Jacques,perhaps if your people and
miue had not been at so much trouble to

bring

us

together,

we

might have found

each other out and fallen in love naturally!
As it is, you see—"
“My good Hugh, I see nothing but a very
logical and comprehensible state of things.
were
whe
Four
months
you
ago,
strangers, you chose to exhibit yourself—
forgive me—in a very unpleasant light; now
Pauline knows you better. and she has seen
through the fraud you put on her. Our
people made a mess of the thing, as folks
always do when trying to manage the matriLove should be
monial concerns of oihers.
led, not driven; and when my turn comes
let’s hope they will show that they’ve lean ed
wisdom and not get maneuvering on my behalf with any desirable young person. Well,
it’s 9.30, and if we are to be home in time
for dinner, we ought to be making tracks."
Later on that same eventful day, in a remote corner of the drawing-room, over two
cups of post-prandial coffee, Hugh and
Mademoiselle Pauliue privately arranged
their own love affairs very much to their individual satisfaction, and to the subsequent
joy and gratulation of the parties secondari-

ly concern*!.

The Chemical Constitution of the Soil.
Each kind of soil es'ablishes upon itself,
so to speak, a vegetation suited to its own
peculiar nature, one that requires most abundently those substances which actually
abound in the soil. And the art of man
cannot long change this natural connection
between the living plant and the kind of
land in which it delights to grow, but he
can change the character of the soil itself;
he can alter both its physical qualities and
its chemical constitution and thus can fit it
for growing other races of plants than those
it naturally bears, or if he chooses the same
races in greater abundance and with increased luxuriance. It is in fact, in the production of such changes that nearly all the
labor and practical skill of the husbandman
—apart from local peculiarities of climate,
ect.—is constantly expended. For the attainment of this end he drains, plows, manures, and otherwise treats his lands. By
these and similar operations the land is so
changed as to become both able and willing
to nourish and ripen those peculiar plants
wishes to raise.
which the agricul’urist
The intelligent agriculturist studies these
peculiarities of his soil, the effect that different fertilizers have neon them and their
connection with the crop he wishes to raise.
The operations of the husbandman in producing changes upon the laud are either
mechanical or chemical. When he drains,
plows, or subsoils, he alters chiefly the
physical character of the soil. When he
limes or manures it, he changes the chemical condition of it. We know that the crops
we

crow

contain certain organic elements,

and each some element or elements peculiar to itself; these are partly obtained from
the soil and from the air. It follows then
that a certain amount of these elements,
must be extricated from the soil by every
must be
crop, and it also follows that these
returned from some source to the soil again
of
before it will be capable
producing
another as good a crop. Some soils may be
of
the
elements
of
abundance
in
so rich
to explant growth that time will require he
who
haust them, but time will do it, and
it,
forgets this fact or neglects to act upon
will soon find his crops diminishing in yields
and probably conclude that farming doen
It is true men may succeed iinot pay.
farming by hard labor and with little know
edge of the soil, etc., (the material they
have with which to manufacture crops;, but
connected with econowith intelligence
my and labor much better results would
certainly follow. Whatever business men
enter into they should make that a study
and try to understand, if possible, all connected with it. There is a theoretical as
well as a practical side to agriculture, a
knowledge of both ensures success.—Cana
dian Farmer.
_

A Defence of Horae ClippingHorses with their long winter coats perspire over freely when at work, and become
soaked with sweat; when the condition is
low and the circulation feeble, the drying is
requires hours to
protracted, and frequently
it. In such cases the long-continued

complete
evaporation maintains
a d not only conduces to

a

cold

and lung diseases, sprains, bruises, etc.
L. dry goods store window
“Examine $1 00.” What few
are placarded:
$1 00’s we get we do examine. But we don’t
say so much “where did you come from?” as,
“how long are you going to stay?” Answer iu
two weeks.—Danbury News.
Enthusiastic Endorsement.
Gorham, N. H., July 14, 1879.
Gents—Whoever you aro, I don’t know; but
I thauk the Lord aud feel grateful to you to
know that in this world of adulterated medicines there is one compound that proves and
does all it advertises to do, and more. Four
years ago I had a slight shock of palsy, which
uoiierved me to such an extent that the least
excitement would make me shake like the
ague. Last May I was induced to try Hop
Bitters. I used one bottle, bat did not see any
change; another did so change my nerves that
they are now as steady as they ever were. It
used to take both bands to write, but now my
good right hand writes this. Now, if you continue to manufacture as honest and good an article as you do, you will accumulate an honest
fortune, and confer the greatest blessing on
..

their spirits are heightened, the action, before sluggish, becomes free and jaunty, the
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mankind.

A slipper has been named in honor of PrinIt has a thin, very springy
cess Stephanie.
sole, with a heel just right for a handle, but as
she has only been married a few weeks she
will have no nse for slippers of that kind for
some time to come.—Philadelphia News.
Dr. Benson, I will
John McGiuness sajs:
pray for you as long as I live, because yon took
piiy on me when I was sick aud in the hospital, and sent me two boxes of your Celery and
Chamomile Pills, and they cured ma of Sciatica, Neuralgia aud Nervous weakness.
If you want to know what new books are out,
just go to the cirou ating library and try to
borrow them.—Boston Star.
Thousands of women have been entirely
cured of the most stubborn cases of female
weakness by the use of Lydia E. Pinkbam's
Vegetable Compound. Send to Mrs. Lydia E

Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass.,

pamphlets.

Portland.

“Then eat
Times.

Fritz has named his dog Non
it doeB not follow.

Sequitur,

be-

cause

How to Secure Health.
It is strange any one will suffer from derangements brought on bv impure blood when
SCOVILL’S SARSAPARILLA AND STILLINGIA, or BLOOD AND LfVER SYRUP
will restore health to the physical organization.
It is a strengthening strup, pleasan* to take,
and the BEST Bl.OOD PURIFIRER ever
discovered, curing Scrofula, Syphilitic disorders, Weakness of the Kidneys, Erysipelas,
Malaria. Nervous disorders, Debility, Bilious
complaints and Diseases of the Blood, Liver,
Kidneys. Stomach. Skin. etc.
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CURE |

11.06
2.30 P.M.
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$oofc} Job

BERRY,

(gold ffiandei,

No. Z'7 Plum Street.

J«ST * VIOKTOAI,
N^uarp. Portland..

lit Kaiket

DIRECTORY.

BUSiNESS

Notary Public.

OEO. C. 1'DDH.tK, UWrr 80. (84 .TIMdlc
Mirpet. V'ortlnail.
to
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E
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LYDIA E. P81\SKHA8VS’S

iVn hi lord

A.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
tromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of oar country of Cdolpho Wolfed
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale nr,equaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salnbrity
claimed far It. For sale by all Druggists

and Grocers.

lipta foil’s Sod k to.,
^IEW YORK.
___diy
Acme Club, I SS For Ladies

A.

Clamp

—AND—

htts
H

-AND-

M
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Gentlemen.
Hkate

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Blontlgg, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
and IndiGeneral Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and nndor all circumstances act in
female system.
harmony with the laws that govern the
For the cureof Kidney Complaints of either box this

LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 233 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, 81 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
Send for pamphfreely answers all letters of inquiry.
let. Address as above. Men tlon this Paver.
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S
Lr_2R PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousnosa,
and torpidity of the liver. 23 cents per box.
J32T Sold by nil Druggists, “d

DOWNS7]

H.

EDOWNS’ELIXR

LIXIRl

to do cooMng
An agreeable, reliable and
and lake ch «rge.
comet nt voting or middle a.ed wom*n will find a
An
good home and long situnti ju, «ith best wage9
li air’s ride from Port and. Address E. Pre-**4 ffi -e,
d&wlw
nov24

4

Situation wanted

office, by
expedience,

w*

clerk, copy,
room

who lias liod
cun give good ref. rences, and will vto.k for a fair
compensation. Address L,. II. ,TI.,
i Pie.s Offi. e, Portland. Me.
n

man

nov23-dlw*

understand the management of boilers.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
nov23

dlw

WANTED.

BY

a competent accountant, a
or three months.
Best of

dress H., P. O. box 1439.

eitnat:ou for two
Adre'erenres
nov22 dlw*

WAN’ *D.
who wish

rADIES that
5

a

nice clean an<1 remunerative

a
can b* done a’ h >me to call
work
Williams B ock, 379V2 Congress street,

no v21

at room

dlw*
_

BOY WANTED IN A DRUG STORE.
boy wdh f-»ir educa'inn,
active, willing
1

to
One who
rug and Paint busmens
Address
P. O. Box 1176, City.

vlS-d2w*

n

||

WASTED.

IB

SALESMAN «nd book-keeper in the Varnish
andOi business. Addre s v» ithrelereuce P O.

4

c\

CONSUMPTION

Thi« is a good
-ox 101^ Portland.
f r a young man who can make himself useful in
both positions.
novl7 dim

dry; then X
2* cough is more observable, but rathermore
CD becomes local fever and the
fre-

buv a Scboom r Smack, 35 fo 6^ tons N M.
Well siua.k preierred. F. \V. MILLER & CO.,
oct29d2m*
M bile, Ala.

is not incurable, if properly attended to.— **2
y
CO Consumption, at its commencement, is but a
SB slight irritation of the membrane which covers
the Lungs; then an inilamation, when tho

pulse
jjj
IQ quent, the cheeks flushed and chills more comBBmon. This Elixir in curing the above com-on
all
morbid
so
as
to
remove
BBS
■plaints, operates

opportunity

WAITED.

TO

FOR SALE

;||

It heals the ulcerated surfaces

|S

■ and relieves tho cough and makes the breath- ^B
fflBing easy. It supports tho strength and at tho^B

11 is free froxn
tho fever.
^Bsamo timo reduces
IHj
and astringent articles, which are
jjSfisiofsoougopiate
a nature os to bo in great danger of
drying
|§S
the patient; whereas this
^■destroying
medicine|H
or stops tho cough, but, by
■j neverthedries
remov-^B
cause, generally destroys tho hectic ■
^Bing
■ before the couch is entirely gone. Conso-BB

■ quently, when tho cough

flgf

is cured tho patient
Send address for pamphlet giving
full directions for euro of pulmonary dieeases. SB
Price 83 eta, 30 cf '5., and $1 .00 per bottle.
SOLI) EVERYWHERE.
HESllY J6MS0K k LORD, Props., Rorlliigton,Yt.

8||

gSgiswelL

^

M

FOR «A LE.
removed—a building on High

rjlO be
8 suitable

for offices

or

nov26-d3t*

HORSES

St Wharf,
tenement. Apply to
BERLIN MILLS CO.

FOR SALE.

The two fine Horses belonging to estate of the late Dr. Win. W. Hreene
one a sorrel, 8 years old. and the other
Mark, 12 years old
Enquire of D. IV.
FESSENDEN, Adm’r, No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.
—

oc2t>-dtf

dm.w*f&\vlj4G

novl7

»

1

Orring on, Maine,
the City of Bangor. Said mill has a never failing
water power, t*orunot f ur foot burrs and all
neccessarv machinery tor doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or lrss western wheat
and has the reputation ot being the b*st flour mill
In tne vicinity. Good dw«.ling nouse goes with the
mill. Kea>ou for selling: 111 health o >be proprietor.
For further information, call on or address
BKAST’AV BROS.,
t ct2Hl&wtf43
Brewer Villag >, Maine

FOSTER. MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
M.W&Fly

REASONS

Agent,

LOST AND FOUND.

AT which
and

to

®

CLASSES!

EYE

./V 'F8T1 THE TTWHrjP
HfcauBe they are the LIGHTEST, HANDSOMEST.

DR

F. IV. K KUSOf
has opened an office in
Po» (land and ca» be found

OCl7

Horses to Winter.
10

or

in Leering.
WILL
the

12 Horse? on tbe Getr.v Farm
to CHAR FS I). .Mo
or to JOHN C. GKKRY

Apply

premises.
DONALD,
167 High St., Portland,
un

oot22dtf

of

Leaves each Port Every

Saturday.

iq.

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington
.TFAtlNBIP I.INE,
i-ikv

ljfcAj,’

■55^'

—

<L'will sail one

—w

TO

BSKKSH1RE.

U'.osfrk,,** an,. ,,irltl>AY
o'clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Non oik and Baltimore.
Freight tcrwarneo ,r, n n, rtmk u. all parts of

eve,
at 3

TENNESSEE,
CAKOL1NAS,
VIRG'NTA,
FLORIDA.
ALtBAMA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA. MISSISSIPPI.
By Vs.. Tran A tin. Air Line. Bllisof Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic 4'on.t Line and Nenboard Ai»
Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
line.
A.eut, N *. 22-t Washington st.
Hv Inland A srabraril 4'on.iin* To to
G orgotown and Alexandria.
Washington. D. C
Bills of Lading given at the wharf.
Tit'KE's to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
T bronuh T ichet. to all arts of the Sooth and
an I 240 and
Southwest, for sale nt Ihe tVnsrl. or
Baltimore
300 Washington St Fare to Norfolk
gltiai Bist class; ®7.t_0 second class, including meals
and berths.
S. A itlPSON, Gen.
Whnrf. Kokios

ment

nov24dif

one on

Apply

Aider St.
to JOHN C.

GERRY,

157 High Street.

For Rent.

A

_nov'J-dtf

ALLAN LINE
e\
ROYAL MAIL

STEAMSHIPS.

Fortn’ghtly services from GLASGOM GALWAY,
AND
uiNIV’V.KRHY
O
KK.\ STOWS,
LIVER^K)L, DIRECT’ TO PORTLAND. Fortnightly steamers from Liverpool and Queenstown to

Baltimore.
Kind treatment to steerage passengers made*
specia t> and gu .rantee I.
Wur passage and information apply t> E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVE A aLDRN. 2f*7 B’way, N. V.; 201 Washington St.. Hosmn; 1**7 South 8th St Phila.
Tirkeia for ante at E. A. Wnldroo>- Ticket
OIBtt.

_novi9-dtjan4

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO

Maud and Worcester Line.

FOR CALIFORNIA.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. B.

JAPAN,

WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Oct. 17
NS
I
“!?!???! 5??!I
1, Passenger Trams will leave
Port I no d at 7.30 a. m.,
and
n v
nir—
| .tjg p. as 9 arriving at Worcester
7.30 p. m.
*t 2.16 p. m. and
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
ru., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p

“■snarf ivicb

S.lasd,,

New

S,

RHINA,
Zealand

and

Auatralla.

splendid steamers call from New
York
ICth, 2t*tl) and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
Tho

a

new aw
on tbe

Nnlrtn.

S
Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
Nov. 10.
a. Colon. ..Nov, 30 | S.S. Crescent City,. Nov.29
*tc® and the full eat info*
For freight oi passage
•nation, apply to tbe Gene al Eastern Agent*.
€. «.. B 4 BTliffTT A C’O.,
lid Htate 8irrel, cot Broad »l.. Ronton.
or to >V D. LITTLE A CO.,

S

For Miotcn,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg.
KHNhna. Lowell, Windham, and £p>
ping at 7.30 a. m. and tl-*J5 p. m.
For Manchemtcr, t’oncord and points North, n1.45 9. u>.
For Rochester, Mpriugrale, Alfred, Waterboro aod *aco River.7.30 a. m.. 1.45
p. aa., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.OB
%. m., and 3 55 p. m., arriving at Portion <
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., tl.lOp. m. and 6.10 p. m.
Fe< Gorham,
Naccarnppa. famberlani
WeMtbrook
anil Woodford'*
Mill*,
at 7.40 a. in., 1I.45, 0.40 and (mixed.
*0.30 p. an.
The 1.45 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer Juac. with Kloosac Tuanel Route foi
:he West, and at Union Depot, Worcexier. fo»
^ew York via Norwich Cine, and nil rail,
7ia Springfield, also with N. IT. & I*. E. It.
R. <r*Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladeU
and
the
Baltimore, Wanbington.
phin
South and with Ronton & Albany R. St. for
-.be Wait.
Close connections made at Weslbrvek June
lion with through trains of Me. Central K R. and
at QrandTrnuk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trams of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through ticket? to all points South and West, at
Depotomcee and at •trdlinp A Adams', No. 27 Ex;hau«* Street
*
Does notstopat Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent
GEO. P. WES
T. Snpt
ju24dtf

S

<*"»

utBJU'tf

Rfbanw

ht

Portland.

Portland, Bangor & Machius
STEAMBOAT OO.

Arrangements.

"Winter

tommcuciDg November ‘JJth.
G\E TfilP PER WEEK.
Steamer LEWISTON,
MasDEKRING.
will leave Railroad Wharf,
-r>--i'-‘"~Tfflf~Mrini
every
Friday
Portland,
evening, iti I I. I & o’clock fo* Kocklwd.C'ailiar, fleet l«le Nedgwirk «*•. We»l Harbor. B«r Harbor, Jlillbritlge, Joneaport
anti Tlaehiunpori
Heturuing, leaves Maohiasport every Hoa
lay »Iorciag, a’ 4.30 Velont, '«*Uchiug as above,
arriving lu Portland abou midnight, sonneting
with Pullman night trait ror Boston and he West.
8. 8.
aauiora
Connect*
at
Rook laud with
'teamers for Belfast,
0
Bangor and River
1
andiugi*; also with steamer for Green’s
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harb-r with
etteamer for Lamouu- and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue H1U
The

VlCv

w

.2rf&^-srria5fiBf

CHARLES
ter

Landing,

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
CHAi\GEl)F TIME.

( ominc Went,
Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Rangur and Rive? Landings ior Portland.
GEO iGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
V
E CUSHING. General Manager
nov23-dtf
Nov. 23, 1881

connect*
Co. from

17lh,

a. in.,
12.36 an l 6.16 p. m.
F«r Gorh»m. 7.30 a. m.f 1. 30 and 6.15 p. m.
For Iworhnm 4 0< p. m., (mixed )
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
m
p. m.

at

Cabin and Steerage Ticket* by thv
•Tunned, Allan. Iuibri, White Wtar and
Anchor Liur<* of Euieproo Mieamerr
•ailing weekly from Boston and New York. For
further particular* call on or address

ARRIVALS.

From l.ewimou and Aubnrn, 8.30 a. m
12.30 3,16 and «.00 p. m.
From tiorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m
Fro
Chicago, Montreal and
nebec,
12.30 p. m.

T. P. McOOWA\, Bookseller,
OI

u

Hainc

PASSENGER OFFICES

BKKT.

dt

Steamship Company.

Homi-Weekly Mne to 5iew fork.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Steamers Eleanor* and Franconia

-AND-

Will until further noticb leave Franklin Wharf.
Poland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY .at 6
k. «!., and leave Piei 37, East River. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamer* are titled ip with lino accommodations for passengers, making this » very convenient
and comfortable route fo» traveler* hatweer New
York and Maine
During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage including
State Room. 15; meals extra Goods destined beyond
Portland or New Yort forwarded to destination at
ince. For furthei Information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent. Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 37 E R. New York.
Tickets and State Hoorn* can oe obtained at 23
From Deo. 1 to May I, no pasfixruangt Sireei
sengers will be taken by this line

e

points in the
West
and Southwest.
Northwest,
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
W

v

European Ticket Office.

and all

J. SPICER Sup. rinwmdent.

octl7dtf

—.r

Eastern

Railroad,

Fall aud Winter Arrangements will go
into effect on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1881

Steamers!

* «. m.
Mb (Night Pullman) for Saco,
ttiddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, PortMr' mfc
Newbnryport,
Lynn anil boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30a. m.
Sleeping <V will )>•
readv to: -vniianc' in P^rtlanr station, %» c.00
"•
and is attached to this train for Boston.
r*
(Sunday nights this car will not be re«dy untill 11

At

p. m.
At N 41

LET.

KOO.TIN

in rear, and

Agent, 33 Central

FARE $1.00.

and TEIVEMENTS.
Fourro>msNo 518M* Congress 5*t.; ono tene-

TO LET

of their flret-claea

steamships

WVt c MNE.
r>. II. MILLER,

JOHN HOP KIN*.
W". LAWRENCE,
ALLEOHAN-Y,

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Oct. 17 th, 1881.
Octl3tf

MONDAY. OCT.
run as follows:
DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewi»ton, 7.10

Wednesday and

Wharfsiffe.
Boston. 8

rHo

but not Monclay.
Does
Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

after

Line.

From Long W’barf,
p.
Kroit Pine Street Wbarf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing Teasel.
wreiphf for the West by tbe Penn. R.R., and 8onth
of commission.
oy connecting lines, forwarded free
Pawagr Cighi Valiant. Konad TripAI3«
Room
inoluded.
and
Meals
For Freight or Passage apply to
b. BA8P *ini, Agcai,
•<> S w
Rsatsi
4*81*

Limited Ticket* flr»i and Mecond cIrm fnr
John and Halifax on wale at rednceo

and

WaMaBT Hlit

money

r

convenient, pleasant and desirablo upper

or

lower tenement in the western section of the
city. Apply to GEO. F. JL’NKiNS, 180 Atiddle St.
dtf
novl4

To Let.

>(,. 276 Middle SF.,
Edwards & Walker’s
si r.v
from
Hardware
Dec .filtoaitb.
eorltf

sum

ai
a ca>-d with owner’s name. The find.
will be liberally rewarded by leaving it at the
office.
Pr. ss
nov22diw*

»

at

Over

small

to
NOVEMBER
d
about $25

STRONGEST known, So'd ny Opiiv'iaa.s and
-•Solars, Made by SPENOES OPTICAL 00- H. Y

eod6m

a

have

Lndi< *9 Wallet l.o§t.
17tb,on th«r»ad from Portland
St'oudwater, a lady’s wallet containing

I 4

,ep28

Dextex,

mr

Nt<:itsia9iti>

Dirr.t't

by proving proo^riy
paying charges.n<jv24d3t*
owner can

HAMILTON. Sup’t.
ocldtf

Mt HK

jbUiLvn.
E. Ii. R. freight office,

WHY THE

CELLUlOiD

take

,

run

morning.

•

W.F.PHILCIFS & CO-, Wholesale Cart*

Hi a fldi*

C

hegau Sunday Morning,

Cau'*dM, Detroit, Cbicaxo, Millwuukt
Cwn« inn» ti, St. Loui Oust* ha. Sugiuaw, Ri. Pant, Nu*t Labe City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,

town
from

intermediate st*

—AMD

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates I

Orrington Flour Mill, situated in the
fJIHE
at* ut three miles
1 of

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Face Grubs,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Mercurial
Diseases, Female WeakSores,
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the rnest
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier on earth.
PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cent*.

vi TK A

and

To

FOR SALE.

1

j.

Portland. Oct. 1, 1881.

DEPOT AT FOOT JF INDIA ST.

ESTATE.

~

Buckle.

..^HAILEY.
eod3w

REAL

_

and

B*"'a.

ON INN I, trains will

and inilamation from thoRS?:
^■irritations
lungs to the surface, and finally expel them
^B
■ from tho system. It facilitates expectoration. H|

Fabjan's

ARSIVINO AT PORTLAND:

m.

Must

ruu as

I 1.45 a ■».— Front F*hv»*B*i».
5.59 p. ua. From Burlington and Swanton.

.. ..

A NIGHT WATCHMAN.

3rd, 18N1,

passenger tTN^S
follows:

tions.

_„

WANTED.

the
ANinlearn
^B lives
th- ci y.

of oppression of the Chest
oiiu uuiigs. In all cases where this Elixir has n
been duly administered its efficacy has been g-*
invariably manifested, convincing the most incredulous that

a-

counting

isf or ca.t.ier in a
or

discover!^

species

l"Fp. m.—For

•1

Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays in
eluded, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
only.
t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skow

*

TI*IF.

October

LEAVING PORTLAND
H.*A5 a. __For all station*, through to Burlingtou, NubbIsi), Mcnircal and Ogdtu-

a. m.

not

J.

further notice

will

rate*.

WANTED.

.ptlon, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, I
isthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,
:a, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis, ■

Si

WAITED.
HOUSE KE» P^R, competent

AOKNCV.

OF

Ittonday

anti]

1

||b
ofB

•very of which was the result
irs’close study, in order to
the symptoms, ancl the cure—viz;

dlw

nov24

•luable medicine is purely vegetable:

I

Adrertlsln

An energetic young man to work on a
Colorado Sheep R»n h-. Inquire or address
IVORY PHILLIPS,
Gorhuui, Maine.

JM|

-AND-

OPPOSITE FALVIOTJTH HOTEL.

Newspaper

M.W F&wly

oe17

f

J. H. BATES,
Law of 3. ML Peiteugill ft O j.

•

Compound is unsurpassed.

Nlrnp.,

221 MIODI.E, Corner TEMPLE STREET,

24

Cure

Complaints and Weaknesses
so common tooiir best femulc population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female ComUlcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflamniation and
the consequent
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and
to the
and
is
adapted
particularly
Spinal Weakness,
Change of Life.
In
uterus
the
from
It will dissolve and expel tumors
to canan early stage of development. The tendency
its use.
cerous humors there Is checked very speedily l>y
It removes faintness, flatulency, desti oysoll craving

Heel Plate.

Top S
T

Positive

for all (liose Painful

18 BEATER STREET,

Imperial club, I”"

Immediately.

j jsJjJraitSi, *4.00

iladeljihl*

CHANGE

8

f*ort2aiid

W ANTS.

Wanted

ROUTE.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Den. Pa**. Agent O. R. R of N.

On sad lafier

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.0<» p. m., felt.
John, 8.16 a. in., 8.00 p. m.; Hon lion. 9.00
a m.,
feit. feitephea, 9.45 a. m.; nucliMport.
б. 00 a m., 6. p. m., Bangor,7.05 a. m., t7.45
m.; Dexter. 7.10 a. m 4.15 p. m.; Belfast.
.25 a. m., 2 45 p m. felko** began, 8 10 a. m.
2.30 p m.; Wnterville, 9.12*.m. 1.55, tlO.oO
p. m.; and 5.1«* a m (Mondays only) Augu»ta,
6.00 a. m 9.58 a. m., 2.42 p. m., 110,66 p. m.;
Gartliner. 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. in.. 3.03 p. m.,
11.04 p m Bath, 6.66 a. m., 11.06 a. m., 4.00
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.35 a. m.,
4.30 p. ni., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland.
8.20 a. m., 1.25 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m..
11.16 h. m.. 4.15 p. m. Phillip-, 6.30 a. m.
Farmiugion, 8.10 a. ra.; Winthrop 10.15
as
follows: The
a. m. »eing due in Portland
trains
from Augusta
and
Bath,
morning
The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston. 8.40.
from Bangor, and all intermediat stations and
connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.50 p
The afternoon
trains from
m.
Vvatervillo,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express tr°ia at 1.60

Pattern and Model Maker.
H.4BOUR, 32 I'roM »l.,

JT. I.
VI*-.

steam

Portiail OgdensDuig Railroad

On and after Monday, Oct. 17th, Pa-eager
Train- 'll) run as follows I .cave Portland
forfeit. John. Halifax and the Proviam,
ami all stations on If. A ,V. A. Railway,
12 40. and 11 1.16 p m.i 8t. A adrews, «t. atr*
I ouuit,
phen, Fredericton. Aroostook
Moo-chead Lake, and all stations on U. A
PiMcataquii* K B.. 111.16 p. m., (Or 12.40 p
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night), for
Bangor. Kurknport, Dexter, Hc>fa»i and
Skowhegnn, 12.30 p.m., 12.4*' p. m.. fl 1.16 p.
12.40
m. Wutrrville, 7.00 a m. I2.3u p m..
p. m., 11.16 p. m an-i 6.16 p. m Saturdays only.
Auguaia, Hallowell, Gardiner, Kichnaond.and Brun-wick 7.00 a. m., 12.40 p.
m., 6.16 p. m„ til.16 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. in.
12.40 p. m., 5.16 p m. Rockland, and Knox
12.40 p.
A Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. tn.,
m.j Auburn and Lewintoa, 12.30 p. m.,
5,05 p. m Lewiston ria Brunswick 7.00
а. m., til.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillipa,
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth. Winthrop,
Bead field. Went Water* ill*' and Worth
12.30 p. m.,
Aumou
Farmington via
ffrun«wicU. 7 <>0 a. m.

ft, Printer*
Excliniiffi* N«*. 81 C RxrhHncr atrrrt.

V?T5.

or

Washington Slreel, Boston.

robSftdtf

Falls & Buc&iielc!

Leave Canton for Portland
Lewiston. 4.20 and 9.30 a. m.

■

NKW ENOI.AND

•JIO

RAIUEIOAD.

».no;-a

is9 euxir,bm

SCHNAPPS.

T^~

n

to bay ticket. (*t any rallratd
boat office to Now England) sia

Mew York and r

Boston & Malne road connect with al
between Portland and Bangor
Mt.
Rockland,
Desert, Maohias, Eastport, Calais, St
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Contra)
and Portland * Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Stac|«D.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh
at
Portland
First class Dining Booms
cents
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
and
West
TICKETS
to
THROUGH
all_points
Soci-n may he had of !H. I*. Williatnn, Ticke
Uniov
Maine
and
at
Boston
&
ygeni,
Depot,
l'icket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JA8. T. FURBER, Gen. Sup'
H. WT5CVFN8 G«n- Agent. Portland.
dtf
octl6

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

sure

Bit 0014

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON.

Hook Hiiirieftu

—

«

B.

HALVE CEIVTKAL UILMMI.

Prlaa* reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
•o2
dly

w

LxDrRss Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias

Leave Port'and f«r Cant n, at 7.3o
Leave Lewiston
m. a'*-i 1.30 p. m.
and
1.67 p.m.
at 7.20 a. m
Saturday tickets to return Monday at reduced

g

STEPHEN

OSKEN MTKEET*,

AND

AND THIJlD AND 1JEI4K8 SI'S.

runing

__

FRESOOPAINTERS.

>t

NINTH

*iage connections with Bends, Rangeley Lakes
Byron Mexico, DixHehl Peru, Livermore, Wes1
•tuiuner ami Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD 8npt.
Poxtjgnd, Oct. 17, 1881.oc!8.4tf

PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

Q,

STATION IN KV NIK £.*£&&&
Host Central Station In Philadelphia
Rhiladoljihia Ac Beading R. R.

on

*23 rente,

AiMW

Philadelphia.

New York, Trenton &

8.30

ip

,

-BETWEEN-

Kronrbunli f®r Pact I ami at 7.26
on train leaving Portland Portland at
1.00 p.m. heturningon train leaving Boston at
12.30 p m.
Purler Tar Meat* necured in advance hi
Depot Ticket Office.
ggThe l.i 0 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Mound l.iur Mteanaern for I¥rw York
and all rai> line* for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Rail I inen for Wevt
York and the Mouth and Went.
M7IVOAV TRAliMM Leave Portland for
Ronton
llontou and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

—a&—

tan

(9
z

Bound Brook Route.

Oct.

Parlor Car

6.10

5.00
8 40

Hlaaday,

leHTM-

dtf

Warranted to Cure

MRS. LYDIA E.

■

Schiedam Aromatic

li.) v

7.10 A.M.
a. 16
10.66
2 2< P.M.
3 36

gel 4

and freckles, and ifl tho BUST toi-o.
two
dreesmgin THE WOBLD. Elegantly put np,
bottles in one package, oonaisting of both internal
treatment.
and external
All first class druggists have it. Trice *1. per package,
eel7M.W.i' lv
removes

■

WOLFE’S

Gr.

7.<H> A. M.
9.30

Ticket** for Kound Ti

coft and Bmooth;
body. It makeB the skin white,

HB

Wood

Peaks.

Evergreen Landings.
8.15 A.M.
8.46
10.30
2.1*0 P. M
3 16
4.30
8 10

^

ALL POUCH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES and
TENDER ITCHINCS on all parts ol tho

BB

All

nnd

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, M
£
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,

W

this potato is only half done,”
the done half, love.”—Hartford

obstinate skin dis-

of the most importent organs.
Horses when clipped, become altogether
changed in character. The appetite improves,

LEAVES

Diamond, Trefethen’s

afier

Train.
|MM, Pamniet
£“«5B^wtlI LEAVE atPORTLAND
< 0
8.45 a.m
—513-“—FOB HO.TON
and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boeton a< 1.15, 5.30,
at
7.30
and 8.00 JI. m
Returning, leave Boeton
m
a. m. 12.30 3.30 p.
arriving at Portland at
12 05 5.00, and 8.00 p. m. Portland for
Rtcnrborough Bench, Pine Point. Old Orchard Bruch. Maco, Hiddeford, ao,l Kro8.30 and 6.3f p. in.
ne bun hat 8.45 a. m. 1.'0,
Per Wrlb, North Berwick. Hnluiou Falla,
tl.eat Fall., Oover.New .Harken Exeter,
Haverhill. Lawrence and Lowell, 3.45 a.
Boche.ier, and
m. 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. For
Farmington. N. H.,at 8.*5 a. m. 1.00 and
3 30 P m. For 41100 Bay, at 8.45 a.m. and
For Tlaacheaier and Concord,
3.30 p.m.
N. I!., (via Lawrence.) at 8.46a. m.; (via New
Market Junction) at 8 30 p. m. Morning Train

an

An

“DarliDg,

Line.

STEAMER MINNEHAHA

Accountant and

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil to your aching joints
and muscles. Rely upon it that you will experience speedy relief. Such, at least, is the testimony of those who have used it, The remedy is likewise successfully resorted to for throat

for

Steamboat

any-

Bed9 of Down feel Hard.
All beds seem bard to tbe rheumatic. Then
hearken, ye peevish sufferers!
Apply Dr.

surface,

orders, hut likewise to internal congestions

Tourists’

and

«.
,,

steamers

FOR THE ISLANDS.

old man.—N. Y. Mail.

_«.11

409.

TELEPHONE

address

any

WEEK.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

Trains

painful
Neuralgia means nerve ache, an«l therefore you can
suffer with neura’gi in any put of the body, as tho
nerves are supplied to every part.
all

PER

ISLAND STLAMLHS

“What are
how,” said old uncle Reuben.
they?” asked bis uiece. “They are the valleys
between ’em, child,” solemnly answered the

The goods in

TRIP®”

ON ANO AVTEB
'S1*N.
O Al, NOV.-JNih. Htenni
era
of
(his
Lint- will
Leave Kuilroud Whurf;
State
foot
street,
every
Monday,
at 8 p. ux..
for
and Tburs lay,
Eastport and
St. .John, with connections for Calais, Kobblnaton
3i
xudrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock
Grand
Digby,
Annapolis, Yarmouth
Menan,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst.
Bathurst,
Dalhonsie, Char
•uIctou, Shediao,
•ottotown, Fort Fairfield Grand Falls and othe*
stations on tbe New Brunswick and Canada, Inter
•olonlal, Windsor, and Vnnapolia, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any inT& 'FrelgM
formation regarding the same may be had at the
iffleo of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate
witt Excursion Routes Tickets.
Hate Rooms and furthei
information api*lj at.
T C
I'-mpany’s Office. 40 Exchange 8t.
tFV
amt VTariMurnr
nov24dtf

Sciatica is also a form of neuralgia, and
nervous diseases c- me under that name.

irritation.

onel!”

Jacques.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

WINTER AKIMXiEiUENTS.
TWO

debility,

There’s

*i.

«

{Tie., St,
£iiKl|ior(, me.,
John, ft. B., Halifax, ft. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

clipper

climate.

STEiaNUU*
Calais,

are

operation, notwithstanding

“Can’t- you leave the Colonel alone?” he
“She’s said No, and I suppose
cried.

thing.”
“My good Hugues, dou’t be in such
deuce of a rage about it. Upon my word,

new

reasons, we think, for
questioning the policy of such a practice. If
the hair is to be removed, it should be done
while the weather is yet mild, before the
The
now coat has become fully developed.
effects of clipping are then less severely felt,
and the Increasing cold is better tolerated
than if the hair be removed latter in the
Some persons who eschew singeing
season.
clip two or three times in the winter, and so
long as it is not done closely, there is nothi g to be said against it, but wllsre close
clipping is adopted a second and a third time,
ill consequences can only be avoided by the
most scrupulous after-care.
To say that all horses should be clipped
would be a little absurd, but when the work
is quick and the general health good, both
old and young are equally benefited by the
is used.

l NTEltNiTlONAI.

railroads.

railroads.

*iTK \ Vf Mf--.

MED CAL.

gen°ral tone of the body la improved, and
feats of strength and endurance are performed without 'fatigue. When and under
what circumstances horses should be clipped
or singed are at this season of the year interesting questions. The time for removing
the coat is too frequently governed by the
amperature and character of the weatherWhen the month of October is mild and
open, many horses are allowed to run in
their coats until November, and to com-

Photographer’s Romans 518 Vj Congress st.
recently occupied by .?. vi. Peck, and uow oc
cupied by C. W. Hearn, and also other rooms.
Applv to ELBiiiUUE GERRY,
Portland, Oct., 14th, I88L.
oct!4dtf

THE

8. R. MLES,
4
y* rt I s I ii tr
Agent,
HO.Ttl'
6 TREnONT NT.,
o»« rncts for Advertisement? in Newsu per* u all
the
UnUea
of
States
and
the
-owns
c‘Ties Bid
Bitleh ProTinces.

a. m. for Cape Klizabeth. Scarboro,
Saco,
Biddefird, Ke nebuuk Wells. North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, bock port,
Lynn. Chelsia md Boston, arriving at 1.15 p m.
At 1.00 p in. for Cape Klizabeth. .-carboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem. Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p zn. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern ana West- i
orn

The »avor;te Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANHXIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 *’cloolr p. in. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston
*i 5 o’c oek p. m. <Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirdeJ that they seure n comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
Mid Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
KST Tickets and staterooms for sale at D. H.
VWNG’S, 272 Middle '•tree!
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Bail and Sound Line* for sale at very low rates.
Freight taker, as usual.
COW,*, Jr.,
J.
A«e*t.
Ait
■'

__

CLYDE’S

Philadriphiu A
Gngland
STEAMSHIP PINES
FROJ¥S BOSTON

points.

Ten in* leave Boston.
At 7.110 a. IM. and arrive in Portland at 12 05 p.
ra. at 12.30. p. m. and arrive In Port and at 6.1 0
p m. at 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p m.
Pullman Parlor C’or*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p m and trai s leaving Portland. 8.46 a.
m. anal.00 p m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains loaviug Boston at 7.00 p, m. ana
Portland at 2 00 a m).
Through iirheu io nil poipf* U>»i
inuir may be bad of J. M. French, Ticket Master
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
*
ui
Ticket*
euiiuiHU
for Meat* amt
flertfe* *oM at Depot Ticket Office.

LUOTUS TUTTLE,
Goneiui Passenger and ■* r«et Agent
I>. W. BaNBORN. Master Transportation
octld
dtf

*

|
i

aonuection *itb

oa.i> i Ot.ONY Kill..
BOA *>.
BOSTON TO rrPTK SOTTm
l.iuv. Quid*
I.sr
Time.
flnil.WrrUIj
Bntr«
Vrrqurn* depart **re«.
Freight received and forwarded Unity to FALL
tlYKR. there connecting with the Clyde rtie*n»rra, MRilitan every WkPNDSDAV and SATURDAY to PMIadriphin direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with f^yde Steam Lines to Charle*D. C«i tlrsrjr*
«•«, *. I),. WiijahiDtffou.
‘own. D. C», ib>inni!rin. Vo.,
anti all KAi
»nd water Linen
of
Lading ivcD
Through Rate* named and Bills
rom any point in New England U> Pbi'adelphl
For rate8 of Freight, and other Information, apply
D D. C MINK Agent,
196 Washington Street Boston, Maes.
Yvt. P, Clyde A Co., General Managers
No. 12 So, Delaware Ave, Philadelphia,
fete

w

